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ABSTRACT
The development of models for use in com putational fluid dynamics often rely on a 
set of assum ptions, as resolving the full set of length and timescales is often unfeasible 
in term s of com putational cost for applied flow regimes. Many models rely on statistical 
formulations as the m ethod for development. In large-eddy simulation, the prescription of 
inlet conditions affect the overall outcome of the results. Two turbulent inlet m ethods are 
implemented into com putational fluid dynamics code and simulations are run to  compare 
results to  a stationary  inlet for an experim ental coaxial je t flow configuration. Both of the 
m ethods rely on the recreation of first- and second-order statistics -  the mean and variance
-  in the derivations. A flamelet model is presented th a t accounts for nonequilibrium effects 
in combustion systems. Subgrid effects of the model are accounted for with a presumed 
probability density function m ethod for m ixture fraction and scalar dissipation rates. The 
flamelet library approach is extended from past flamelet studies to  include five independent 
variables: extent of reaction, m ixture fraction, scalar dissipation rate, scalar variance, and 
heat loss.
For dispersed m ultiphase flow simulations, transporting  the moments of a population 
balance equation can often provide good results. Moments m ethods rely on tracking the 
statistical properties of a particle size distribution. Utilizing an Eulerian moment m ethod 
provides a com putationally cheaper way to  track particles than  using a Lagrangian m ethod. 
The quadrature  m ethod of moments is used for the simulation of the particle size d istribution 
of calcium carbonate precipitation. Two sets of simulations are run, the first set uses an 
idealized geometry w ith an increasing Reynolds number, the second set of simulations uses 
pilot scale reactors. The mixing rates th a t occur in each of these sim ulation sets affect 
the outcome of the particle size distributions of the precipitate particles. The conditional 
quadrature  m ethod of moments is used to  sim ulate inert particles of nonnegligible Stokes 
number. These larger particles require using velocities as an internal coordinate. Simple 
cases are set up to  show the im plem entation of the m ethod showing proper behavior with 
particle tra jecto ry  crossing and wall interaction cases. A comparison of the m ethod with 
experim ental results of inert particle flow for monodisperse and polydisperse particle size
distributions is shown for coaxial je t flow. The m ethod is shown to  be extendable to 
any arb itrary  num ber of internal coordinates, which should make it useful in modeling of 
complex m ultivariate particle systems.
iv
“Every m athem atician believes th a t he is ahead of the others. The reason 
none sta te  this belief in public is because they are intelligent people.”
-  Andrei Kolmogorov
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This research covers several broad topics in m ultiphase flow modeling of precipitation 
and combustion systems. The techniques researched throughout this dissertation rely 
heavily on core probability theory. In term s of a general set of rules for probability, it 
is a relatively new m athem atical field when compared to  older m athem atical techniques 
such as calculus. In the 1930s a pioneer in this field, Andrey Kolmogorov, developed a well 
defined set of basic probabilistic axioms. A much less rigorous definition of probability was 
defined prior to  his work. It was developed as: a need for definitive axioms of probability, 
in much the same way th a t calculus, algebra and geometry have a set of definitions th a t 
one abides by (to paraphrase Kolmogorov) [81]. In this way, Kolomogorv developed axioms 
of probability th a t have been used to  further develop probability methods.
Simple stochastic processes model the tim e evolution of a system of random  variables 
over time. The simplest such approach can be to  model a random  walk such as the 
Brownian motion. Stochastic processes can be modeled using techniques such as Monte 
Carlo m ethods. M onte Carlo techniques rely on repeated random  sampling of a process 
to  obtain results. These techniques require averaging over a large am ount of random  data  
samples. As the num ber of samples increase, then  the accuracy of the set of random  data  
will also increase, bu t only as the square root of N . Thus, it becomes prohibitively more 
expensive to  run M onte Carlo m ethods when high accuracy of the results is of concern. 
Most of the work done here is based on further extensions of probability theory in a way 
th a t full random  sampling is unneeded. Some techniques rely on simple statistical measures 
th a t can be sufficient to  describe a population.
R ather th an  using a full random  d a ta  set to  prescribe a stochastic process, the evolution 
of the probability distribution function (PD F) is another alternative. For a continuous 
variable the P D F  describes th a t relative probability th a t the variable of interest lies in 
a given range of values. In the m athem atical sense, the P D F  is defined such th a t it is 
nonnegative for the entire ranges of the given variable, and th a t the integral of the P D F  is
2equal to  one. If a P D F  is applied to  a physical d istribution such th a t the to ta l population 
is greater th an  one, it can be referred to  as a num ber density function (NDF).
Using a m ethod to  calculate the evolution of the PD F  and the associated equations 
is often referred to  the a population balance equation (PBE) approach. Often, the PB E 
approach is applied to  particles in m ultiphase flows. The PB E  can be used to  track many 
aspects of particles such as physical properties: size, mass, volume, surface area; or chemical 
properties: moisture, elemental composition, species composition. W hen the PB E  is applied 
w ith specific interest in the particle size, then  the PB E  can be said to  represent the particle 
size distribution (PSD) of the set of particles.
W hen the PB E  approach is used for the evolution of a set of particles, several different 
techniques can be used. One is to  create a set of equations to  track the PB E  with the 
moments of the distribution. The moments of the d istribution are specific quantitative 
measures of the shape of the distribution. The first couple of moments describe well-known 
quantities: the zeroth moment of the distribution is the to ta l num ber density, the first 
moment is the mean, and the second moment is the variance. The next moments help 
describe the shape of the distribution. The th ird  moment is the skewness, which describes 
the lopsidedness of the distribution. The fourth moment is the kurtosis, which describes 
how much of the distribution lies in the tails versus the peak. The higher order moments 
of the system continue to  refine the shape of the PD F, but are usually irrelevant unless an 
exact reconstruction of the PD F is desired.
Statistical approaches utilizing PD Fs have many applications in science and engineering. 
In particular, for chemical engineering processes th a t involve particle flow, the size of the 
particles can have a large effect on the kinetic rates of the system. For some applications, it is 
desirable to  tightly  control the w idth of the PSD, so th a t reactions occur near homogeneously 
throughout the domain. Often, the experim ental analysis of a PSD m ust be done over the 
entire stream , ra ther th an  ju st a portion, to  capture particles which cover all ranges of 
Stokes numbers, some of which may not follow fluid streamlines. The analysis of some 
chemical processes, such as pulverized coal combustion show a wide PSD and modeling the 
process to  accurately portray  th a t large and small particles evolve differently can require 
using a PB E  m ethod.
Pollution of the environm ent is a prim ary topic of interest in the scientific community. 
The continued increase in the required energy needs of society results in an increase in 
various pollutants in the environment. One of the prim ary concerns recently is the build-up 
of green house gases in the atm osphere, specifically carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel
3combustion. The increase in carbon dioxide levels in the atm osphere is a large contributing 
factor to  the current clim ate change phenomena. W hile the continued development of green 
energy sources may be a solution to  the build-up of green house gases, many obstacles in 
the scale-up of these technologies exist. The improvement or refinements of current fossil 
fuel combustion systems is another way th a t may help com bat climate change.
In order to  com bat the build-up of carbon dioxide in the atm osphere, the separation 
of carbon dioxide for sequestration from combustion processes has become a large research 
area. There are two prim ary issues in the research, the first being the separation of carbon 
dioxide from the flue gas, and the second being the actual storage of the carbon dioxide. 
One such way to  store carbon dioxide is through mineral sequestration, this process could be 
done by either long-term geological storage or through short-term  chemical processes. W hen 
carbon dioxide is dissolved into water, the molecule will form carbonate ions in solution. 
W hen the solution of carbonate ions is mixed with a brine stream  containing other positive 
ions, precipitation reactions can occur th a t effectively transform  carbon dioxide into mineral 
m atter. One way to  represent this system in a simpler form is to  represent the two streams 
with saturated  salt solutions. A stream  of aqueous calcium chloride can be used to  represent 
the brine stream , and a stream  of aqueous sodium carbonate can be used to  represent the 
carbon dioxide. As these two stream s are mixed, calcium carbonate precipitates and the 
carbon dioxide is effectively sequestered in this mineral phase.
Another concern for environm ental pollution is the minor species of combustion processes 
such as nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides. These species are typically hard to  model, as 
simple approaches with equilibrium chemistry do not account for their formation. By 
accurately modeling combustion processes, the prediction of these species can be improved, 
and improvements to  processes can be made to  lessen the form ation of harmful species. The 
improvement in combustion models for these processes must include nonequilibrium  effects. 
In well characterized combustion systems where the general chemical reaction mechanisms 
are known, models can be developed for these nonequilibrium effects. Specifically, a simple 
gaseous combustion system such as natu ral gas has a well defined mechanism th a t can be 
used in flamelet modeling.
More complex combustion systems do not have a well defined mechanism for the system 
of chemical reactions. Coal in particular proceeds to  give off energy through nonconventional 
sets of reactions due to  the vast num ber of known and unknown chemical species th a t are 
involved. Coal is one of the cheapest and abundant sources of energy available, so modeling 
its complexities is of large im portance as it becomes the go-to resource for energy needs in
4developing nations. As shown in Figure 1.1, the emissions from coal are the most abundant 
source of carbon dioxide production for electricity generation in the US [177].
This dissertation examines various physical applications of probability, and implements 
these techniques into large-eddy sim ulation (LES) code and discusses the resulting compu­
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The simulations included here consist of both 
theoretical and validation cases.
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F ig u re  1.1: Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel combustion. The right most bar 
shows the emissions specifically from electricity generation. This plot is used from the 
EPA report [177]: U.S Environm ental Protection Agency, InvenSory o f  U.S. greenhouse has 
emissions and sinks: 1900-2013, tech. rep., 2015.
CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW
This section will cover the scientific m ethods th a t are utilized to  solve the problems 
m entioned in the previous chapter w ith much more depth. As com putational processing 
power has continued to  increase, com putational fluid dynamics (CFD) has emerged as an 
im portant tool as for analyzing both  reactive and nonreactive flow systems. CFD separates 
the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics into a discretized system of partial differential 
equations th a t can be used to  solve for the flow field of a given system. This tool can be used 
as a validation to  experim ental results, or to  gain insight into flow and reaction regimes th a t 
are not well defined. There are a vast array of m ethods used in CFD modeling spanning 
differing length and timescales in their applications.
The most accurate CFD m ethod is direct numerical sim ulation (DNS), which resolves 
all of the length and timescales of the flow. As all of the scales are resolved, this m ethod 
is very com putationally expensive and is lim ited to  a low Reynolds number. The com­
putational cost scales as Re3, which implies th a t the m ethod is limited to  small scale 
flows. A commonly used m ethod th a t ignores the full resolution of the flow field is referred 
to  as Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS). This m ethod only solves for the mean 
velocity field, which can ignore many relevant tu rbulen t mixing effects. A m ethod known as 
large-eddy sim ulation (LES) fits between these two previous m ethods on the CFD spectrum  
in term s of resolution. In LES, only the large length and timescales are fully resolved, while 
the length scales smaller th an  the grid size are modeled as subgrid effects [146].
All of the CFD simulations conducted here are done using large-eddy sim ulation w ith the 
in-house U intah framework [176]. Both the ARCHES [57] and W asatch [159] components 
of the framework are utilized. In all of the simulations which are run, the ARCHES portion 
of the code is used for the fluid flow solution. The W asatch component of the framework is 
utilized for the moment equations in the precipitation set of simulations, other simulations 
use the ARCHES code exclusively.
U intah provides large-scale parallelization tools for physics components [13, 31, 127].
6The U intah code is m aintained in a repository, which takes care of regression tests and 
allows for free d istribution [176]. The ARCHES component solves the conservative, finite- 
volume, low-Mach form ulation of the Navier-Stokes equations w ith a pressure projection 
th a t includes the effect of variable density, reaction and heat transfer models in the gas 
phase [57]. The U intah code uses a Cartesian mesh with an equally spaced grid. The code 
was originally developed to  provide accurate simulations of tu rbulent flow fields of fires and 
flames [169]. For LES, the constant density-filtered continuity and Navier-Stokes equations 
are given by [160]
Here u i is the ith velocity component, p is the density, v is the kinem atic viscosity, S j  
is the rate-of-strain tensor, and Tij  is the residual stress tensor. For subgrid modeling of Tij  
the dynamic Smagorinsky model was used from Germano et al. [54].
The dissertation contains several separate research aspects in CFD, and is ordered as 
follows. F irst, the im plem entation of tu rbulent inlet conditions in the ARCHES codebase is 
discussed and comparisons w ith experim ental d a ta  are made. The turbulent inlet conditions 
become im portant for the improvement of the overall accuracy of the LES. Next, the 
precipitation study using the quadrature m ethod of moments for tracking the evolution 
of the PSD for calcium carbonate is presented w ith both  simple and complex geometries. 
W hile no experim ental d a ta  exist for the complex geometries, the turbulent inlet m ethod 
is utilized for those simulations. As the geometries are truncated  from the actual size, 
the proper development of turbulence prior to  the mixing of two stream s would not occur 
w ithout the use of the inlet condition. After this, a new form ulation for a flamelet library is 
shown, along with some discussion of the m ethod applied to  natural gas combustion. The 
flamelet library utilizes some of the development in the precipitation research for subgrid 
modeling of LES flow, dictated  by the local scalar dissipation rates. In addition, coding work 
done to  improve the chemistry library for the precipitation research was able to  be utilized 







Tij =  UiUj — UiUj . (2.4)
7moments will be discussed, along with its extension into m ultiple-scalar internal coordinates, 
as well as comparisons w ith experim ental d a ta  of inert particles. These simulations also 
utilize the turbulent inlet m ethod to  improve the near-field LES results.
2.1 Turbulent Inlet Conditions
The first portion of this research is centered on improving boundary conditions in the 
LES through the im plem entation of a tu rbulent inlet condition. In CFD, poor selection of 
the boundary conditions can have significant effect on the outcome of the solution. For outlet 
boundary conditions, these effects can often be m itigated by placing the outlet sufficiently 
far from the field of interest. The inlet of the dom ain then becomes the m ain boundary 
condition to  be prescribed. In the context of RANS simulation, this inlet can often be 
set as a stationary  velocity along with prescribed length scale and turbulen t kinetic energy 
profiles. For example, w ith a channel-flow inlet in RANS, a stationary  power-law profile 
is sufficient. For LES, setting a fully developed power-law profile w ith constant velocity is 
not sufficient to  characterize the properties of the turbulent flow. This insufficiency is due 
to  an absence of fluctuations in the resolved velocity. One m ethod to  approxim ate fully 
developed inlet flow in LES is to  use a periodic boundary condition, bu t this is limited 
to  simple geometries such as constant-cross-section channels. For other cases, inlet flow 
conditions need to  be investigated.
Several different types of tu rbulen t inlet conditions have been dem onstrated in the 
technical literature, a naive approach consists of superimposing tim e-dependent random  
d a ta  to  a stationary  velocity profile. However, this approach yields poor results since the 
uncorrelated fluctuations are quickly dissipated [172]. The inlet condition in LES must 
be prescribed in a way to  produce physically realistic velocity structures. Coherence of 
structures downstream  from the inlet have been shown in two categories of inlet tu rb u ­
lence: synthetically generated turbulence [66, 97, 113, 79]; and generation of da ta  with 
a precursor sim ulation [188, 8, 164]. A lternative im plem entations for inlet conditions can 
be found in the review by Tabor and Baba-Ahm adi [172]. Tabor and Baba-Ahm adi [172] 
acknowledge th a t synthetic m ethods can be inherently less accurate as they only provide 
turbulent-like properties to  the inlet. O ther m ethods exist which are not specific to  LES, 
but ra ther related to  hybrid LES/RA N S codes [11]. Synthetic inlet m ethods do provide 
an easy way to  specify the desired param eters of turbulence, and are quick to  generate. 
Precursor sim ulation m ethods generate true turbulent structures, and are thus inherently 
more accurate than  synthetic m ethods. W hile using d a ta  from precursor simulations can
8be simple to  implement, it may be argued th a t this approach is undesirable for large-scale 
codes. A precursor sim ulation may be undesirable for problems with complex geometry. In 
addition, the com putational cost associated with a large-scale precursor sim ulation for an 
LES inlet is often not justifiable. Due to  these argum ents, the choice of im plem entation (in 
our specific academic codebase) is a synthesized turbulent inlet.
The studies by Pedel et al. have been performed with the same research LES code 
used in this study [129, 130, 131]. The papers by Pedel et al. compared the results of 
LES simulations for circular coaxial jets  w ith the experim ental results of Budilarto  [16]. 
The focus of those studies was on the particle-fluid interactions. W hile the simulations 
performed reasonably well, there were some discrepancies between the experim ental da ta  
and the results in the fluid flow. Those simulations were run using a stationary  velocity inlet 
condition. This study introduces to  the ARCHES codebase an im plem entation of a general­
ized turbulent inlet condition for use in arb itrary  geometries and inlets. Furtherm ore, this 
study applies the synthesized turbulent inlet to  the conditions of the previous simulations 
in order to  provide more accurate fluid-phase results in relation to  the experim ental da ta  
from B udilarto  [16].
The research presented here focuses on external jets. These types of flow fields are 
im portant in many combustion applications -  notably flares, burners and boilers. Velocity 
fields in turbulent free-flow jets have been studied for several decades, allowing for a good 
definition of the characteristics [191, 19, 22]. These characteristics include features such as 
a core region in the central je t (where the velocity decay occurs slowly), the entrainm ent 
of an annular je t decreasing the centerline velocity, and the downstream  development of a 
self-preserving profile. Early LES studies have examined the flow of these single circular 
jets  [125, 6]. Hassel et al. [60] and Tkatchenko et al. [174] have run simulations using both 
RANS and LES codes for comparison between the m ethods in a coaxial je t mixer. Another 
LES study showing how varying the Reynolds num ber can affect the growth of the shear 
layer in the near field region has been performed in Kim and Choi [78]. Zhdanov et al. 
[199] have experim entally m easured confined coaxial jets to  study the recirculation zone 
development. Jung et al. [70] have carried out experiments for single circular turbulent 
jets  at very high Reynolds numbers. Comparisons between experim ental d a ta  and RANS 
simulations of other reacting flows in a confined coaxial je t have also been studied [23]. 
Kornev et al. [82] have studied the development of scalar fields in experiments w ith weakly 
confined coaxial jets.
Recent d a ta  have also been produced with significantly more information in the velocities
9and fluctuations for a single circular je t and under two strong coflow conditions [16]. In 
addition to  experim ental d a ta  in recent years, many CFD results of these types of flows 
have been produced, which give better insight into the fine structures of these flows [5, 129, 
130, 131].
The experiment used for comparison in this paper does not utilize a swirl generator, 
however, we point out significant developments in this area. Experim ental results in weak 
coaxial jets have been produced with an impeller to  generate a swirl condition in Petersson 
et al. [135]. O ther inlet m ethods in LES have been developed based on using a swirl 
condition at the inlet first used in Pierce and Moin [137] and shown to  work well in coaxial 
flow of combustion [5], and in combustion reactors to  mix the air and fuel stream s [139]. 
Another development of a swirl inlet condition was created by Baba-Ahm adi and Tabor [7] 
to  rem ap d a ta  from the dom ain to  the inlet.
This paper examines the effects of using the synthesized turbulence inlet condition with 
comparison against experim entally m easured flow statistics of a circular coaxial jet. For 
reference, comparison is made to  a stationary  velocity inlet. A few additional configurational 
options were investigated w ith results being summarized in the tex t. A nother study, which 
is similar to  the current work, compared three inlet conditions for channel flow simulations 
[74]. The size of the dom ain in th a t paper was much smaller th an  th a t presented here. Two 
of the m ethods presented in the K eating et al. paper are based on the approach of using 
prior results over a periodic domain. Again, these m ethods are usually not desirable for a 
large-scale simulation or complex geometry. The K eating paper also presents one m ethod 
based on the generation of turbulence w ith a near-wall m om entum  source term . In contrast, 
the sim ulation presented in the current study is a free-flow je t w ith little wall interaction. 
The K eating et al. paper only compares a few different sim ulation results and neglects any 
inclusion of experim ent data.
Only two inlet types are examined in this study: the digital filter m ethod suggested by 
Klein et al. [79] and the synthetic eddy m ethod of Jarrin  et al. [66]. The digital filter 
generation m ethod was used for a few m ajor reasons. F irst, it is easy to  adapt for arb itrary  
geometry inlets, second the simple algorithm  does not require much adap tation  to  fit w ithin 
our specific LES codebase. In addition, the relative com putational cost of this m ethod with 
a pregenerated table is small. The digital filter m ethod was first shown to work well in 
DNS plane jets [80], and has been dem onstrated to  closely m atch DNS d a ta  of a plane jet 
when utilized in LES [34]. Veloudis et al. [180] have also shown a variation of the m ethod 
to  work well in channel flow for LES. The synthetic eddy m ethod has been shown to  work
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well in channel flows [66, 68, 67]. W ith  a small adaption the synthetic eddy m ethod can be 
constructed with the same advantages th a t the digital filter m ethod has.
2.2 Flamelet Modeling
One representation of modeling combustion reactions is known as a flamelet model. 
This model was developed specifically for nonpremixed combustion simulations. The model 
accounts for subgrid effects of combustion involving nonequilibrium  mixing effects. The 
flamelet model was first developed by Peters [132, 133]. The flamelet model assumes th a t 
the chemical timescales are fast enough th a t reactions occur on a length scale th a t is smaller 
th an  the small tu rbulen t length scales [140].
The small flamelet scales are assumed to  rem ain lam inar, and diffusive transport is 
assumed to  occur normal to  the flame front. This allows for an analytical transform ation of 
the scalar transport equations. The m ixture fraction of the system is changed into the only 
independent coordinate, and the set of scalar equations can be solved as a function of the 
m ixture fraction only [134]. The steady sta te  form ulation of the flamelet model couples the 
nonequilibrium  chemistry to  the m ixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate  [133]. The 
solution to  the transform ed scalar equations can be precom puted and tabulated  in term s 
for the scalar dissipation rate  and m ixture fraction. This approach was used in early studies 
in LES combustion modeling [26, 29]. The steady-state model is used in LES because its 
simplicity only requires two dependent variables and has shown improvements in simulations 
over equilibrium  chemistry assum ptions [76, 150, 75].
An unsteady flamelet model can be used instead to  improve the flamelet model accuracy 
in certain flows where slow chemical or physical processes have to  be considered. These 
processes include form ation of pollutants and radiative heat transfer [141]. An improvement 
to  the steady-state flamelet model is to  add an additional variable to  the tabulation, as a 
reaction progress variable. Known as the flamelet progress variable approach, this m ethod 
was developed by Pierce and Moin for specific use in LES combustion applications [138, 139]. 
To model this a filtered transport equation for the reaction progress variable is solved. This 
variable can be defined as the sum of the mass fractions of CO2, H2O, CO, and H2. This 
model can potentially give a be tte r description of local extinction and ignition events [140].
The flamelet library of the digital analysis of reacting systems (DARS) tool is utilized 
here [27] in conjunction with the Gas Research Institu te  (GRI) mechanism for natural 
gas combustion [167]. This produces a wide range of outputs th a t can be retooled to  be 
usable in the ARCHES codebase. The flamelet approach used here is modified from the 
progress variable approach of Pierce and Moin [142, 65]. The d a ta  are tabu lated  over five
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independent variables of the system, and do not use the same definition for the reaction 
progress variable. These variables are the m ixture fraction, a transform ed reaction extent, 
the heat loss -  a normalized version of the enthalpy -  the scalar dissipation rate, and the 
normalized scalar variance.
2.3 Quadrature Method of Moments
In order to  track the evolution of a distribution of particles, a population-balance 
equation approach (PBE) can be used [151]. M oment m ethods have first been proposed for 
use by H ulbert and K atz [64] as a way to  track these PBEs. Using a m ethod of moments can 
give a general statistical description of a particle size distribution (PSD) using a low number 
of scalar equations. Moment m ethods have traditionally  been used for aerosol applications 
to  model the evolution of the PSD even with complex source term s such as nucleation, 
growth, condensation and coagulation [48, 108, 47, 147].
However, using moment m ethods often requires some sort of closure estim ation, as the 
dependence of source term s can require a seemingly infinite num ber of moments. For more 
recent applications, quadrature based moment m ethods (QBMM) have been used in order 
to  provide estim ation of moments for the closure problem. The first m ethod proposed to 
accomplish this is the quadrature m ethod of moments (QMOM) developed by McGraw 
[107]. The m ethod is a univariate m ethod th a t utilizes the product difference algorithm  [56] 
to  create a set of linear systems with the known moments to  generate a set of weights and 
abscissas th a t are delta functions of a distribution. These delta function distributions can 
then be used to  estim ate the moments needed to  close the set. The m ethod here is done 
for aerosols, bu t presented in a general enough sense th a t it proves th a t it can be used for 
any problem th a t requires the evolution of a univariate d istribution function.
In order to  dem onstrate QMOM, an example is shown graphically in Figure 2.1 w ith a 
log-normal distribution. Log-normal distributions often occur as a PD F in particle size 
applications. In Figure 2.1(a), the basic log-normal distribution is shown, and Figure 
2.1(b) shows the weights and abscissas th a t are calculated when QMOM is applied to  the 
moments of this PD F. The area of the PD F, which is the zeroth moment, is equivalent to 
the sum m ation of the weights of these quadratu re  nodes, so the to ta l num ber density of the 
d istribution is preserved. This example utilizes three quadrature nodes, which can be used 
to  calculate the following statistical properties: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. For 
the analysis conducted in the studies here, the main variables of concern are the number 
density and mean values.
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the particle d istribution; these particle variables can be referred to  as internal coordinates. 
The QM OM  m ethod has been extended to  be used in m ultivariate particle P B E  problems 
for the use of internal coordinates of particle area and particle volume for the simultaneous 
coagulation and sintering of a PSD [190]. Rosner et al. have also proposed extensions of the 
QMOM bivariate m ethod to  specify principal components for the calculation of quadrature 
nodes for comparison with M onte Carlo random  sampling techniques [156]. O ther tools for 
the closure of moment m ethods have been developed and applied to  coagulating aerosols th a t 
develop self-preserving distributions such as the Jacobian m atrix  transform ation [109]. The 
principal component version has been applied to  m ultivariate populations of aerosols th a t 
include condensation in addition to  the coagulation [193, 194]. The QMOM framework th a t 
was generalized has been adaptable for the use in CFD codes for aggregation and breakage 
[104]. The coupling of a quadrature based moment m ethod has been further developed for 
full fluid-particle interactions w ith velocities included as internal coordinates [128].
2.4 The Use of Particle Size Distributions to  
Simulate Precipitation
In  precipitation applications, it can be considered for the P B E  to  be represented as 
a univariate population with the radius as the sole internal coordinate. The system will 
undergo various physical param eters which are analogous to  the term s first used to  describe 
aerosol in M cGraw [107]. The specific system th a t is examined is the precipitation of 
calcium carbonate. The precipitation of calcium carbonate is used as a stand-in for a 
system of carbon-dioxide mineral sequestration. Sodium carbonate and calcium chloride 
are highly soluble in water. W hen aqueous stream s w ith these two chemicals are mixed a
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supersaturated  solution of calcium carbonate is formed, and rapid precipitation proceeds. 
Calcium carbonate can exist as many different polymorphs based on the sta te  of the 
system. Here, only normal conditions are considered, and as such the only polymorphs 
to  be considered will be: amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), vaterite, aragonite and 
calcite, listed in the order of increasing stability a t room tem perature  [144].
The ACC phase is so unstable th a t its solubility is orders of m agnitude lower th an  the 
other polymorphs, and it only exists for a few m inutes in solution. It is theorized th a t this 
phase rapidly precipitates and redissolves back into solution once its supersaturation ratio 
drops [121], bu t the direct transform ation of ACC into other polymorphs has also been 
considered as a possible mechanism [122, 162]. For the simplicity of the form ulation in this 
study, only the dissolution of the ACC phase is modeled. The solubilities of the remaining 
polymorphs are affected by the tem perature of the system, which has the strongest effect 
on the long-term results of the abundance of the m etastable vaterite and aragonite or the 
stable phase of calcite. As the simulations here are run at room tem perature, calcite should 
be the most stable phase in the long term , and ACC the most abundant phase in the short 
term .
A population balance approach is utilized for tracking the PSD of the polymorphs. The 
form ulation of the PB E  will allow for the influence of appropriate physical models to  be 
accounted for in the modeling. Each of the four solid phases of calcium carbonate is given 
a separate PB E. There is difficulty in obtaining the solutions to  PB Es with complex source 
term s due to  the problem of moment closure. PB Es th a t are cast in a simple enough way 
can be solved w ith equations using transform ation techniques [63], which can sometimes be 
limited to  trea t specific kernels such as growth and nucleation or aggregation [106, 35, 158]. 
D iscretization techniques applied to  the function of the particle size d istribution have been 
one way to  model the complex PB Es with nucleation, growth and aggregation term s [86, 
114, 87]. PB Es have been used to  successfully model a variety of o ther generalized particle 
size distributions [99, 98], along with extensions of PB E  solutions into m ultiple dimensions 
[58]. In this study, QMOM is used to  circumvent the challenges of solving PB Es directly 
[107]. By using the QMOM version of the PB E  approach, Schroeder et al. [165] have shown 
th a t experim ental results of calcium -carbonate precipitation from Ogino et al. [121] can be 
accurately modeled for a spatially homogeneous problem.
To construct the source term s for the PBEs, kinetic rates of the various precipitation 
mechanics are required, an overview of many of these for general precipitation can be found 
in Nielsen [117] and Dirksen and Ring [36]. The main source to  be considered is the b irth  rate
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of the polymorphs. In the short timescale th a t is examined in a LES sim ulation this becomes 
by far the most im portant of the sources. There are two main types of b irth  mechanisms 
in precipitation, homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous nucleation 
assumes th a t the particles spontaneously nucleate as embryonic clusters of molecules become 
larger th an  a given critical size and are stabilized. Heterogeneous nucleation allows particles 
to  nucleate on any other already-present particles or surfaces, either induced by seed 
particles or occurring as secondary nucleation on precipitated solute particles [36, 72]. 
The process here assumes th a t the incoming stream s are unseeded and nucleation occurs 
entirely through the homogeneous process. Many different growth term s exist for particles 
after nucleation occurs, some of these are monosurface nucleation, monopoly crossover, 
polysurface nucleation, screw dislocation and bulk diffusion [36]. The high supersaturation 
ratios th a t occur in the system here lead to  bulk diffusion as the dom inant growth mechanism 
[73]. O ther relevant models th a t are included in the modeling here are the aggregation of 
particles [104, 105] and the death  of small particles [195].
The effects of mixing when the PSD is implemented into a CFD code is examined. 
There are two effects th a t are studied at different scales. The first is the im plem entation of 
a subgrid mixing model into the LES code. The second effect is the larger macroscale mixing 
effects th a t a CFD simulation will have on the system. This is first examined by using a 
tem poral je t and changing the Reynolds num ber of the system to  look at the influence 
th a t the mixing rate has on the reactions in the turbulen t shear layer. This simple layout 
has been studied in DNS flows by Riley et al. [154, 153] and more recently by Pantano 
et al. [126]. The use of a tu rbulen t mixing layer has also been used in more complex 
reactive systems with soot form ation [92] and flame extinction [91]. A nother CFD m ethod 
called one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) has utilized this simple geometry for O D T/D N S 
comparisons for flame extinction [149] and soot form ation [93]. In the context of LES, the 
use of an idealized tem poral je t has been used to  study different subgrid fluid models [185], 
and to  examine an elem entary reaction the the turbulen t mixing layer w ith a filtered density 
function LES form ulation [25].
The second way the macroscale mixing is examined is in the application of a pilot scale 
industrial reactor. W ith  the collaboration of an industrial partner [18], the geometry of 
a pilot scale system was provided. A reactor th a t is often seen in precipitation literature 
was adapted from Liu and Fox [96] and Johnson and P ru d ’homme [69], and was scaled up 
by an order of m agnitude in size to  m atch the flow rate seen in the Calera reactor. This 
reactor is referred to  as a confined impinging je t reactor and has been shown to work well
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in many other CFD studies for nano-precipitation [50, 95, 178] and com peting reactions of 
different timescales [49, 100], both  of which are im portant in pharm aceutical production. 
In order provide a good comparison of the mixing w ithout the Reynolds num ber effects of 
the tem poral jet, the inlet velocity and pipe diam eter were set to  the same values for both 
reactor cases.
2.5 Further Development of Quadrature Based 
Moment Methods
There are a couple of disadvantages th a t QMOM exhibits. The first is th a t the simplicity 
and efficiency of QMOM is lost when applied to  m ultivariate distributions, and the second 
is th a t strong coupling between velocities and other internal coordinates can be unrealistic. 
The direct quadrature m ethod of moments (DQMOM) was form ulated to  address these 
concerns. DQM OM  tracks the weights and abscissas of the PSD directly, ra ther than  using 
the raw moments of the PSD [101]. The m ethod has been shown to be extendable into 
the m ultivariate regime and the bivariate extension of DQMOM has been compared to 
the coagulation and sintering particle case of W right et al. [190] by Fox [43] with good 
agreement.
W ith  the development of the DQMOM m ethod, several applications in CFD codes 
have been shown to  work well. In commercial CFD code, the monovariate case w ith soot 
form ation in ethylene flame [200] and the extension of the soot form ation to  a bivariate 
case [201] has been compared w ith trad itional M onte Carlo approaches with good results. 
These cases have included nucleation, molecular growth and Brownian aggregation. To 
ensure numerical stability, the use of DQM OM  requires the selection of a particular set of 
moments to  be used in the m atrix  calculations. DQMOM has also been shown to  work with 
m ultivariate cases where the velocity is included as an internal coordinate of the PSD, such 
as with particle flow in a fluidized bed using size regimes where the polydispersity plays an 
im portant role [38, 37].
Although the use of DQM OM  has produced many studies, there are some issues with 
the technique. As shown in Desjardins et al. [33], traditional Eulerian quadrature  m ethods 
can only handle particle tra jecto ry  crossing in simplified cases. In complex fluid flow, as 
would occur in large-scale LES, there can be a breakdown in the DQMOM model by forcing 
abscissas to  cross each other in the internal coordinate space. There are various techniques 
to  avoid singularities in the required m atrix  inversion [101].
Higher order quadrature m ethods have been proposed for the solution of the PB E  when 
applied to  the kinetic equations of particles by using ro tated  central moments to  calculate
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closure term s [45]. However, the ro tated  central moments can be subjected to  large round 
off errors when the mean velocity is much larger than  the RMS velocity. The development of 
these m ethods has led to  increased improvement in the required flux limiters for higher order 
schemes [182, 181]. The m ethod developed should be applicable to  any kinetic equation th a t 
is closed in the velocity distribution, such as Boltzm ann collision [45], the W illiams spray 
equation [32, 46], and fluid-particle flows with finite Stokes num ber [161, 33, 44]. Further 
development of quadra tu re  m ethods has led to  the extended quadrature  m ethod of moments 
(EQM OM ), which was developed to  increase the accuracy of moment closures at low cost by 
introducing a param eter to  give variance to  the sum of distributions th a t is used in regular 
QMOM [196].
2.6 The Conditional Quadrature Method of 
Moments and Application in Coal
F urther development of QBMM have resulted in the development of the conditional 
quadrature m ethod of moments (CQMOM) [195]. This m ethod transports the mixed 
moments of the system, but calculates the weights and abscissas needed for the closure 
problem in a different way than  in a m ultivariate QMOM approach. The abscissas are solved 
for one internal coordinate at a time, then  the abscissas for the next internal coordinate 
are solved conditioned on the nodes being located at the first solution, and so forth for 
each additional internal coordinate. The basis for the m ath  behind the node calculations 
is in separating the m ultivariate P D F  into a series of conditional PD Fs by applying simple 
properties of conditional probabilities. In Marchisio and Fox [103], CQMOM has been 
compared to  m ultivariate QMOM approaches, and shown to  be more robust th an  brute 
force or tensor-product m ethods. The set of moments to  use in CQMOM is determ ined by 
a subset of the optim al set [46].
Several studies in the literature have utilized CQMOM for passive scalar systems, where 
the particles have a low Stokes number. CQMOM has been utilized for two internal 
coordinates of particle size and oxygen composition in a CFD simulation of mass transfer in 
a stirred tank  [136]. Flash precipitation modeling with CQMOM has been performed with 
two internal coordinates for the particle composition in unimers and organic molecules [20]. 
The use of CQMOM has been compared to  direct M onte Carlo simulations and DQMOM 
results for gas-liquid systems and shown to be more accurate than  DQM OM  in comparison 
to  MC results [17], and results in much lower com putational tim e th an  a M onte Carlo 
m ethod. In calculating the internal coordinates to  use for the kinetic equations of the 
particles, the full optim al moment set is required to  m aintain accuracy [195]. W hen used
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for internal coordinates as the velocities of the particles, CQMOM exhibits a unique tra it 
for Eulerian approaches for particle transport. The use of CQMOM allows for the solution 
of a particle tra jecto ry  crossing problem th a t would normally require a Lagrangian m ethod 
to  solve. The use of the adaptive W heeler algorithm  in CQMOM [189] also avoids some of 
the singularities th a t can occur in the m atrix  inversion of o ther QBMM.
For the application of CQMOM to the kinetic equations of the particles, several test 
cases are set up to  show the particle tra jecto ry  crossing cases working in the ARCHES 
codebase, as well as comparisons to  the behavior of the DQM OM  im plem entation. W hile 
the available literature only dem onstrates the extension of the CQMOM m ethod into three 
internal coordinates for the velocities of particles, the basis for its derivation can be used 
to  continue to  expand the use of the m ethod into M -dim ensional internal coordinate space. 
The extension to  higher order dimensional space can be achieved through a simplification in 
the num ber of nodes th a t are added. Once the internal coordinate order reaches five, only 
one quadrature node is allowed for the additional variables. However, this simplification 
requires th a t these higher order internal coordinates are directly dependent on the lower 
order internal coordinates, and not on each other.
DQM OM  has been used to  model many different internal coordinates in coal combustion. 
In Pedel et al. [129, 130], DQM OM  was utilized to  model coal with seven different internal 
coordinates. These coordinates were the three velocity directions, the particle diam eter, 
the mass of raw coal, the mass of char and the enthalpy of the particle. W hile not used as 
internal coordinates, it is also mentioned th a t the m oisture in the coal and the mass of ash 
could also be modeled in the coal w ith DQMOM. However, the ash is inert and assumed as 
constant, and the m oisture was assumed to  be evaporated and was added to  the gas inlet 
stream.
All of the same internal coordinates will be addressed here. The first internal coordinates 
to  be implemented will be the particle velocities. The applications for CQMOM in a coal 
sim ulation will be in the complex geometry of a coal boiler. Due to  the complexities of flow 
in this regime, it is possible th a t the particle tra jec to ry  crossing problem th a t is solved by 
CQMOM will improve the flow results of the particles.
The simulation of coal in LES requires the im plem entation of various models for the 
internal coordinates. To describe the evolution of the internal coordinates tim e derivative 
models can be used. For example, for the devolatilization of the raw coal there are the 
FLASHCHAIN [118], the chemical percolation devolatilization [41], the Yamamoto one 
step reaction [192], and the distributed activation energy model [112]. Another im portant
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aspect to  coal modeling is the oxidation of char, which is the m aterial left after the volatiles 
have been burned off. In a homogeneous mechanism the combustion of the volatiles in 
the particle vicinity are im portant, however, in heterogeneous mechanisms the influence 
of volatile m atte r is neglected and the heat generation is the prim ary driving force for 
oxidation [59]. The enthalpy of the particle can be utilized to  calculate the tem perature  of 
a coal particle, ra ther th an  ju st using the gas phase tem perature  for kinetic rates. Models 
for the particles heat capacity can be constructed and the heat flux to  the particle can be 
calculated through both  radiative and convective heat transfer [110, 168].
W hile the work here has not been fully developed for a full coal model, the CQMOM 
framework developed in the LES should allow for continued development to  complete the 
im plem entation for application purposes. As there is high dependency of the internal 
coordinates of coal on the radius of the particles, the internal coordinates are not expected to 
be entirely independent distributions -  i.e., the covariance of the distributions is high. This 
dependency allows for the use of a low num ber of quadrature  nodes in the transport space, 
ra ther th an  the exponential scaling th a t would be required for independent distributions of 
the variables.
The development of wall models for CQMOM should allow for the easy adoption of ash 
deposits on the wall. The ash deposits on the wall can be expressed as a fraction of a 
deposit striking a wall th a t sticks as a function of the tem perature  and composition of the 
coal [186, 15]. As the composition and tem perature  will be known via internal coordinates, 
CQMOM will track this information and simply adding a m ultiplier to  the wall boundary 
condition should accomplish deposit modeling.
CHAPTER 3
TURBULENT INLET CONDITIONS1
This chapter will discuss the im plem entation and testing of tu rbulen t inlet conditions 
into the LES ARCHES code. Two inlet conditions were examined. As stated  earlier, only 
m ethods th a t use a synthetic generation of turbulence were examined. The digital filter 
generator of Klein et al. [79] and the the synthetic eddy m ethod of Jarrin  et al. [66] were 
used. Each of these m ethods was used in a way th a t created a table prior to  the simulations. 
This table is then  loaded into the ARCHES code upon the s ta rt of the simulation. The 
d a ta  from each of these tables are convected through the inlet at a fixed reference velocity 
according to  Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis [173].
One of the main reasons a pregenerated table of values was utilized was to  limit any 
M PI calls between the processors in large-scale simulations. If an inlet crosses m ultiple 
patch boundaries and the random  field exists on the grid layout, then  the processors must 
provide more information to  each other than  ju st one layer of the bounding “ghost cells” 
when the sum m ations th a t appear later in Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.16) are com puted. In 
the way variables are stored in the ARCHES code, it would also create issues in cases 
where an inlet is located at the edge of the domain. In these cases, there is no easy way 
to  store the random  da ta  as a grid variable, as no patch exists. In contrast, the entire 
com putation could be done on one processor before each tim e-step, bu t this would add to 
the com putation tim e. In addition, creating a table th a t is separate from the simulation 
allows for easy verification of the prescribed first and second-order statistics, as well as the 
transform ations of a cylindrically specified velocity or a prescribed velocity th a t is angled 
from the inlet plane.
1Reprinted from publication A.W. Abboud and S.T. Smith, Large eddy simulation of a coaxial jet with 
a synthetic turbulent inlet, International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow, 50 (2014), pp. 240-253, copyright 
2014 with permission from Elsevier.
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3.1 Digital Filter Inlet
The specification of a synthetic tu rbulen t inlet requires the recreation of the flow sta tis­
tics. The digital filter m ethod presented by Klein et al. [79] has been proven to  ade­
quately reproduce a prescribed averaged-velocity profile and the correlation tensor profile 
for second-order statistics. The filtering operation in the m ethod forces spatial and tem ­
poral correlations between random  data , which allows for the propagation of the turbulent 
properties downstream  from the inlet. If random  d a ta  are used w ithout any correlation, 
the fluctuations quickly dam pen out and the result is similar to  a constant velocity inlet 
[164, 79]. The digital filter m ethod was implemented into the ARCHES code, and a brief 
overview is presented here. For the following (■) is a simple averaging procedure. The 
following set of equations is simply a reprint of those in Klein et al. [79]. Let rm be a 
set of random  d a ta  such th a t rm  =  0 and rm rm =  1. The convolution or digital linear 
nonrecursive filter is defined by
N
u m 'y bn rm+n , (3.1)
n= -N
where N  is the support of the filter, and bn is the set of filter coefficients. From Eq. (3.1) 
it can be shown th a t
N N
=  £  b jb ;_ k / £  j  . (3.2)
j=-N +k j= -N
For extending filter coefficients to  three dimensions, a simple convolution of the three 
one-dimensional filters is used
bijk =  bi " bj  " bk • (3.3)
Now consider a fully developed flow. An approxim ation for the autocorrelation function 
in homogeneous turbulence can be expressed as [10]
Ruu(r)  =  exp ^ - 4 - ^  ^with L  =  L (t)  =  (2nv (t -  to) )1/2j  , (3.4)
where L is the integral length scale. If the grid spacing is Ax, then the length scale can be set 
as L =  n A x ,  the coordinate can be substitu ted  as r  =  k A x ,  and the discrete autocorrelation 
function is then
/7 a \ (  n (k A x )2\  /  n k 2 \  . .
R“" (kA x) =  - i ( n A i ) 2 j  = exp (,- i n ^ J  • (3.5)
Now Eq. (3.2) is applied to  relate the discrete autocorrelation function to  the filter 
coefficients
_______  N N , k2 \
R VM( k A x ) =  U= = k =  £  bj bj - k /  £  b2 = ex^ - 4 ^ )  • (3.6)
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The approxim ate solution to  the filter coefficients is then given by
N 1/2
bk ~  bk ,
j = - N
• i 7  i n k 2with bk — exp ( - 2 ^ 2 (3.7)
which is a valid approxim ation as long the filter support is sufficiently large, N  > 2n. This 
m aintains th a t the support of the filter is large enough to  capture twice the length scale. 




<  0.001 for N  >  2n . (3.8)
j= -N + k  / j= -N
Next, three fields of random  numbers, R a , are generated of dimensions [—N x : N x , - N y — 
1 : M y+ N y, — N z +  1 : M z + N z], where N a is specified by the length scale for each a  direction 
and M y and M z are the grid dimensions of the inlet flow plane. The filter coefficients are 
applied to  these random  fields of d a ta  as
Nx Ny Nz
U a ( j , k ) =  ^  Y  Y  b ( i ' , j ' , k ' ) R a ( i ' , j  +  j ' , k  +  k') , (3.9)
i'=-Nx j '=-Ny k'=-Nz
which yields two-dimensional arrays of spatially correlated data. In order to  m atch the 
second order statistics, these arrays are transform ed and added to  the mean statistics as
u i — u i +  ai j j  , 






\R 3 i/a 1 1
(R 22 — a21) 1/2 0
(R 32 — a 21 a 31) / a 22 (R 33 — O-fn — O-fa) 1 j
(3.11)
Here R j  is the correlation tensor, for a more in-depth derivation, the reader should 
refer to  the original paper [79]. It should be noted th a t the specifications of the correlation 
tensor has the following restrictions to  m aintain real numbers in the transform ation m atrix
R 11 >  0
R 22 — a 21 >  0 
R 33 — ° 21 — a 32 >  0. (3.12)
In order to  reduce com putational tim e in ARCHES, the procedure here was adapted to 
generate a list of velocities of size N t (num ber of tim e-steps) by M y (cells in y-direction) by
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M z (cells in z-direction) th a t is periodic in the flow direction prior to  the simulation, and 
then to  convect this through the inlet plane via a table lookup.
For the specification of the turbulent inlet condition, it was assumed th a t the integral 
length scales have a constant value of 1 /4 D, where D  is the je t diam eter. For the simulation 
cases, three different inlet conditions were used for each of the velocity ratios and grid 
resolutions. The first inlet m aintained a constant velocity profile a t the inlet based on the 
da ta  from B udilarto [16]. The second inlet enforced the use of a constant stress profile of 
(u 'u ') =  (v'v') =  (w 'w')  =  0.02*U0 , where U0 is the initial centerline velocity. For the digital 
filter inlet, th is is the m agnitude of the stresses th a t is used in the original im plem entation of 
the m ethod [79]. For the velocity ratio  of 1.5, the annular region fluctuations were based on 
the maximum velocity in the annulus. The th ird  inlet made use of the experim ental profiles 
for the fluctuations from B udilarto [16]. These experim ental d a ta  are listed as radial da ta  
for Vr and v 'r , so this was transform ed into y-direction and z-direction velocity components 
of the Cartesian mesh used in the CFD code, w ith zero values assumed for the tangential 
velocity and fluctuations. This results in a 90 degree shift in the (v 'v ') and (w'w ') profiles.
The other synthetic m ethod th a t was tested here was the synthetic eddy m ethod (SEM) 
of Jarrin  et al. [66]. This m ethod creates coherent structures to  be generated over the inlet 
plane, which are shaped by a function to  encompass the structures spatial and tem poral 
characteristics. Instead of generating random  da ta  and applying a filter, the space is 
random ly filled with eddy locations.
The one-dimensional case is as follows. A shape function, f L(x), needs to  be defined on 
the interval [a, b] such th a t it meets a norm alization condition
Here, A  =  b — a +  2L, and L is the support of the shape function -  essentially the 
length scale of the turbulent structures. Each turbulen t location, i, has a position, x i , th a t 
is random  on the interval [a — L, b +  L]. Each spot is assigned a sign, ei , th a t is random ly 
assigned as ±1. The contribution of each individual eddy on the velocity field is
Summing over all of the N  eddys in the system gives a contribution to  the velocity field
as
3.2 Synthetic Eddy Method
(3.13)
u (i)(x) =  £ if i(x  — Xi). (3.14)
(3.15)
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The num ber of eddys on the dom ain is set to  N  =  (b — a ) / L  to  ensure the plane is well 
covered w ith turbulent locations. The extension to  three dimensions is straight forward, as 
now the eddy locations are simply randomized in three-dimensional space in the domain 
of [ax — L ,b x +  L] by [ay — L ,b y +  L] by [az — L , a z +  L]. The contribution of each of the 
eddy locations is the given by the convolution of three ten t functions. For each eddy k, 
the position of the eddy is randomized into the space a t location x i k. The intensity of 
the fluctuation, ei,k, is then  randomized to  ±1 as before. Then the base fluctuations are 
calculated as
Here, L  is the same length scale used in the digital filter m ethod. Now the d a ta  exist as 
correlated fluctuations w ith a mean of 0 and variance of 1. As w ith the digital filter m ethod, 
the transform ation m atrix  from Lund et al. [97] in Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.10) is applied to 
enforce the prescribed mean and fluctuations of the data . As w ith the digital filter m ethod,
The experim ental d a ta  th a t are used for comparison are from the dissertation of Budi- 
larto  [16]. Air and particles were injected at room tem perature  into a 0.4752 by 0.4752 
by 0.4752 m eter chamber. The experiments m easured the flow field and particle m otion
Doppler anem om etry were used in order to  get accurate m easurem ents of time-averaged 
velocities. The velocity ratio  (VR) of the coaxial jet, defined as the ratio  of the annular 
maximum velocity to  the center in let’s maximum velocity, V R  =  Ua/U 0, was varied for the 
experiments as 0.0, 1.0 and 1.5.
The velocity of the center je t was 11.7 m /s, w ith a central inlet of 0.014224 m eters in 
diam eter. The Reynolds num ber based on the maximum velocity for the central je t was
11,000. The annular inlet had an inner diam eter of 0.015875 m eters and an outer diam eter 
of 0.031852 meters. There is a vast am ount of experim ental data , for m ultiple cases with 
and w ithout particles [16]. These da ta  include the centerline velocities and fluctuations for
where fL  is a ten t function such th a t
two cases are tested here: an isotropic value of (u'u') =  (v 'v ') =  (w 'w ')  =  0.02 * U 2, and 
the prescribed experim ental da ta  fluctuation profile from B udilarto [16].
3.3 Experimental Data Set
based on different conditions for the inlet velocity. Laser Doppler velocimetry and phase
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all cases, as well as radially positioned velocities a t various axial positions downstream  from 
the inlet. The inlet profiles for the velocity and the fluctuations are shown in Figure 3.1 to 
Figure 3.3, w ith a line for the isotropic fluctuation profile th a t was discussed in Section 3.1 
included. One should note th a t the isotropic fluctuation profiles are smaller in m agnitude 
th an  those of the experim ent. These were prescribed in this way to  m irror a profile th a t 
one might use in the absence of experim ental data.
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u re  3.1: Initial profiles of velocity (a) and fluctuations (b,c) for VR 0.0.









F ig u re  3.2: Initial profiles of velocity (a) and fluctuations (b,c) for VR 1.0.
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u re  3.3: Initial profiles of velocity (a) and fluctuations (b,c) for VR 1.5.
Initia l Profile Initial Profile Initial Profile
Initial Profile Initial Profile Initial Profile
2 2.5
r/R r/R
Initial Profile Initial Profile Initial Profile
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3.4 Simulation Setup
The following chapter details the setup of the sim ulation in the ARCHES CFD codebase. 
The results of the simulations when compared to  the experim ental d a ta  of Budilarto [16] are 
discussed. The code uses the finite-volume m ethod with a mesh of Cartesian coordinates. 
The com putational domain, a slice of which is shown in Figure 3.4a, is a cubic box of 0.28 
m eters w ith the je t nozzle centrally located on one face. The face at the inlet (other than  
the circular inlet itself) is specified as a wall. The four lateral boundaries are zero gradient 
boundaries, and the face opposite the inlet is a convective outflow condition. The domain 
was truncated  from the experim ental size to  improve grid resolution, but kept large enough 
to  allow for proper je t spreading and to  encompass all of the physical data . The large lateral 
boundaries of the dom ain should also dam pen effects of these boundary conditions. The 
inlet pipes are excluded from the dom ain because the experim ental results were reported 
at the pipe outlet. The simulation contains 8 million cells with equal grid spacing such 
th a t A x =  0.0014 meters, and it was run in parallel on 512 processors. A more resolved 
sim ulation was also run w ith the same box dimensions but w ith 22 million cells such th a t 
A x =  0.001 meters -  a slightly higher resolution th an  th a t used in Pedel et al. [131]. 
Of particular interest, the higher resolution case results in a be tte r resolved area between 
the circular je t and the annulus. Figure 3.4b and c illustrate this difference, where white 
areas are wall cells and grey are inlet cells. The academic code utilized in the study uses 
constant grid resolution throughout the domain, as it was built for com putational speed 
and scalability and does not allow for the use of mesh refinement near the inlet. Spatially, 
a second order central scheme was utilized, and a second order, strong stability preserving 
tim e integrator was used.
The constant density filtered continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are used as the 
basis for LES [160]. For subgrid modeling of the stress tensor, the dynamic Smagorinsky 
model was used [54]. In Pedel et al. [131], a simple power law was used to  set the velocities 
as constant values for both  the circular inlet and the annular inlet
u (r) =  u max(1 — r / R ) 1/7 . (3.18)
This inlet was not adopted for this paper. Due to  the way the synthetic tu rbulent inlet 
was implemented, a specified profile can be set in ARCHES. The velocities used were the 
experim ental da ta  interpolated onto the grid points. W hile the d a ta  are close to  a power 
law correlation, there are some discrepancies, specifically where the annular region has a 
profile skewed towards the center axis. To keep consistency, the constant velocity cases 




F ig u re  3.4: A center slice of the  Cartesian com putational dom ain (a); the  inlet plane for 
the (b) high resolution and (c) low resolution cases. Here white represents wall cells and 
grey represents inlet cells.
3.5 Results and Discussion
The results here are separated into two sections, one for analyzing the axial centerline 
profiles, and one for analyzing the radially positioned velocity at axial locations. In order 
to  clarify where the da ta  a t axial locations are in the  flow field, Figure 3.5 is included for 
reference w ith the lines drawn on top  of a slice of U velocity d a ta  from a simulation. The da ta  
for the centerlines are shown in Figure 3.6 to  Figure 3.11, and the d a ta  for the  downstream  
axial positions are shown in Figure 3.12 to  Figure 3.19. Each centerline velocity plot is 
normalized by the initial velocity and each plot is normalized by the central inlet diam eter. 
The isotropic (u'u') d a ta  refer to  the  approxim ation th a t (u 'u ' ) =  (v'v')  =  (w'w') =  0.02* UQ
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F ig u re  3.5: Lines showing where d a ta  are located, superimposed on a u-velocity d a ta  field.
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F ig u re  3.6: Velocity ratio  0.0, centerline normalized velocity for (a) high-resolution and 
(b) low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
over the entire inlet.
3.5.1 C enterline
Each of the figures (Figure 3.6 to  Figure 3.11) show the lower and higher resolution 
sim ulation results side by side. The d a ta  are normalized by x / R  in the axial direction. 
DFG refers to  the d a ta  from using the digital-filter generation of the inlet and SEM refers 
to  the da ta  from using the synthetic eddy m ethod. The sim ulation results for all three 
velocity ratio  cases for the averaged velocity are shown in Figure 3.6 to  Figure 3.8.
For the constant inlet in the velocity ratio  0.0 case, both  resolutions show th a t the core 
region (the area before significant velocity decay occurs) is longer th an  in the experimental 
data. The im plem entation of the turbulen t inlet improves the near-field sim ulation results
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Centerline Velocity, VR = 1.0
x/R
(a)
F ig u re  3.7: Velocity ratio  1.0, centerline normalized velocity for (a) high-resolution and
(b) low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
in the core region, but the velocity decays much more rapidly once the core of the je t breaks 
up. The DFG and SEM inlets perform similarly in this case for both  resolutions, w ith the 
SEM showing slightly more velocity decay w ith the experim ental profile and slightly less 
decay th an  the DFG inlet w ith the isotropic fluctuation set. For this velocity ratio  case, 
the low-resolution results show better agreement than  the higher-resolution case. It is also 
interesting to  see th a t the isotropic-fluctuation case matches the d a ta  a bit be tter for this 
case as the core breakup occurs later in the near field, and the SEM isotropic-fluctuation 
inlet closely m atches experim ental da ta  up to  a x /R  of 15. However, in the far field both 
the turbulent inlet and the isotropic fluctuation cases decay down to  the same velocity level.
For the case of a velocity ratio of 1.0, shown in Figure 3.7, using the turbulen t inlet 
provided a significant increase in the accuracy of the averaged sim ulation results. The 
constant-velocity inlet contains a large core region where very little velocity decay occurs. 
The turbulent inlet d a ta  im m ediately begin to  decay, due to  the entrainm ent from the 
annular jet. W hen using the turbulent inlet, the sim ulation results are closer to  the data  
a t the far field region. In this case it is also seen th a t the higher resolution exhibits better 
results, which is to  be expected. In this case the isotropic-fluctuation inlet does not behave as 
well as the velocity ratio  0.0 case in the near field. The da ta  for the isotropic-fluctuation do 
decay enough to  be close to  the experim ental results and the experim ental profile inlet in the 
far field. The SEM and DFG inlets perform very closely w ith deviation only occurring in the 
far field region, where the SEM inlet shows less velocity decay for the isotropic-fluctuation 
case.
The averaged velocity for the velocity ratio case of 1.5 is shown in Figure 3.8. W hen
























F ig u re  3.8: Velocity ratio  1.5, centerline normalized velocity for (a) high-resolution and 
(b) low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
looking at the da ta  from the turbulen t inlet, the near field region is more accurate than  with 
the constant inlet and correctly shows the large decrease in velocity due to  entrainm ent for 
the high-resolution case. The low-resolution case at least shows this decrease in velocity 
qualitatively b e tte r th an  the constant or isotropic-fluctuation inlets. The center region of 
the je t is where the inner shear layer approaches the je t centerline. Here the fluid from the 
central je t is mixed w ith the faster air from the annulus, causing an increase in the velocity. 
The two jets merge over a short region reaching a maximum before the decay begins. The 
DFG results show the location of the inner shear layer mixing closer to  the correct axial 
location. These results also show the maximum-velocity peak occurs close to  the correct 
axial position, bu t w ith a significantly higher value. The SEM cases shift the velocity peak 
slightly further downstream  than  the DFG cases, and do not show the same level of decrease 
in velocity in the near field for the experim ental profile.
The d a ta  for the fluctuations have been normalized by dividing the RMS by the initial 
velocity in Figure 3.9 to  Figure 3.11. The d a ta  for the velocity ratio  of 0.0 are shown in 
Figure 3.9. The da ta  for the fluctuations along the centerline show th a t the use of the 
turbulent inlet allows for the fluctuations to  compare well in the near field region, but 
deviate significantly as the je t breakup occurs. B oth  the SEM and DFG inlets follow the 
same d a ta  trend, with the SEM inlet having slightly higher peaks in fluctuation values 
for an isotropic fluctuation inlet and slightly lower peaks for the experim ental profile inlet. 
The isotropic-fluctuation case quickly reaches the same peak in fluctuation m agnitude when 
the je t breaks up. W hen the constant inlet is used, the fluctuations take about ten  radii 
downstream  of the inlet to  develop to  the same m agnitudes seen in the experim ental data.
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F ig u re  3.9: Velocity ratio  =  0.0, centerline (u V )0'5/Uo for (a) high-resolution and (b) 
low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.10: Velocity ratio  =  1.0, centerline (u'u')°-5/U 0 for (a) high-resolution and (b) 
low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
In the high-resolution case, the fluctuations for (u V ) never decay back down to  the level 
of experim ental data. The (v 'v ')  results are om itted for conciseness, bu t follow the same 
trend seen in Figure 3.9.
The fluctuations for a velocity ratio  of 1.0 in Figure 3.10 again show th a t it takes a 
significant length in the axial direction for the constant-velocity inlet to  develop to  the 
experim ental level of fluctuations in its velocity profile. In the near field, the turbulen t inlet 
m ethods show good agreement w ith experim ental data. Unlike the velocity ratio  0.0 case, 
the fluctuations here do not peak unexpectedly high. In the far-field region, the d a ta  from 
all of the cases are fairly close to  the experim ental data.
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F ig u re  3.11: Velocity ratio  =  1.5, centerline {u'u')°-5/U 0 for (a) high-resolution and (b) 
low-resolution cases. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
with the o ther cases, the fluctuation da ta  show th a t the digital filter m ethod increases the 
accuracy in the near field. In the low-resolution case, the results show better agreement 
with experim ental data, while in the high-resolution case the fluctuations m aintain a near 
constant value lower th an  the data . The results here also look similar to  the velocity ratio
1.0 results in th a t the three inlets eventually m aintain about the same level of fluctuations 
in the far-field region of the jet. For the isotropic-fluctuation inlet, the velocity ratio of
1.5 showed the least am ount of change from the constant inlet. This likely due to  the 
significantly lower fluctuations in the annular region, as shown in Figure 3.3.
3.5.2 D a ta  at A xia l L ocations
The d a ta  from B udilarto  also provide radially positioned velocity d a ta  downstream  along 
the axial direction where comparisons can be made. The plots here are normalized to  r /R  
for the radial direction and x / R  for the axial direction. Each subfigure corresponds to  data  
from the black lines shown in Figure 3.5.
In Figure 3.12, the velocity profiles are shown for the velocity ratio  0.0 case. In this plot 
the velocities shown are the raw values from the simulations. Due to  the large gap in the 
da ta  along the centerline decay this set of d a ta  do not give a good comparison and many 
of the plots show significantly lower values for the velocities.
These significant differences in the radial velocity profiles are due to  the large decay 
along the centerline, as shown in Figure 3.6. To make these d a ta  relevant to  the discussion, 
they need to  be normalized to  m atch the experim ental profiles better. Each of the d a ta  sets 
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F ig u re  3.12: Velocity ratio  =  0.0, downstream  radial positioned velocity for high-resolution 
case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.13: Velocity ratio  =  0.0, downstream  radial positioned normalized velocity for
high-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.14: Velocity ratio  =  0.0, downstream  radial positioned normalized velocity for 
low-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.15: Velocity ratio  =  1.0, downstream  radial positioned normalized velocity for
high-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.16: Velocity ratio  =  1.5, downstream  radial positioned normalized velocity for 
high-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.17: Velocity ratio  =  0.0, downstream  radial positioned velocity fluctuation,
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F ig u re  3.18: Velocity ratio  =  1.0, downstream  radial positioned velocity fluctuation, 
{u/u /)0'5/U 0, for high-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic 
Eddy M ethod.
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F ig u re  3.19: Velocity ratio  =  1.5, downstream  radial positioned velocity fluctuation,
(u/u /)0'5/Uo, for high-resolution case. DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, SEM =  Synthetic
Eddy M ethod.
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at these locations for the velocity ratio of 0.0 are shown in Figure 3.13.
W ith  the normalized velocity profile shown in Figure 3.13, the shape of the da ta  from 
the DFG inlet simulation closely matches the shape of the expected profile for a developed 
self-preserving je t consistent with the experim ental d a ta  once sufficient spatial distance 
has elapsed around x / R  =  10. W ithout using the turbulent fluctuations, the “triangular” 
self-preserving shape does not develop. W hen using the 2% estim ate, the velocity profile 
develops to  m atch the experim ental results further downstream  at x / R  of 20 and 30. In 
the early regions the DFG and SEM results are nearly identical, but the SEM velocities in 
the far field a t x / R  of 30 drift a bit higher th an  the DFG results.
Similar results are seen in the lower-resolution case, shown in Figure 3.14. Only when 
the turbulen t inlets are used do the d a ta  show the development of proper je t spreading. 
However, a t a lower resolution this only shows up down field a t x / R  of 20 and 30, w ith very 
little je t spreading in the early regions.
The normalized velocity profiles for the case at a velocity ratio  of 1.0 are shown in Figure 
3.15. The profiles at x / R  =  6 and x / R  =  10 show th a t the velocity dip in the shear region is 
too large compared to  the experim ental d a ta  when a constant inlet or isotropic-fluctuation 
inlet is used. The DFG and SEM experim ental profile cases show this dip in the velocity 
correctly, and show nearly identical results up to  the far-field region at x / R  of 30. In 
the near-field region none of the inlet cases develop the je t spreading as quickly as the 
experim ental data , which is surprising given th a t the velocity ratio  1.0 case m atched the 
centerline d a ta  the best for the SEM and DFG cases with experim ental fluctuation profiles. 
F urther downstream  at x / R  of 20 and 30, the DFG and SEM with experim ental profiles 
begin to  spread wide enough to  get close to  m atching the experim ental data, while the other 
three cases only m atch the d a ta  in the region close to  the center of the jet.
Figure 3.16 shows the normalized velocity profile for the last case with a velocity ratio 
of 1.5. For this case, the near-field region at x / R  of 2 and 6 for all of the inlet cases 
are nearly identical, and do not capture the peak th a t is due to  the annular flow well at 
x / R  =  6, or show the je t spreading as wide as the experim ental data . At x / R  =  10 both 
the isotropic-fluctuation inlets and the constant inlet overshoot the outer flow of the jet, 
however, the DFG and SEM inlets w ith the experim ental profile are not spread as wide as 
the experim ental data. In the far-field region at x / R  =  20, the constant inlet and isotropic 
fluctuation inlet actually m atch the experim ental d a ta  be tte r in the central region of the 
jet. However, outside of the central region the agreement is poor from both  a quantitative 
and qualitative sense. The DFG and SEM inlets show a qualitative agreement w ith the jet
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spreading, but the d a ta  are significantly lower in the actual velocity values.
The fluctuation profiles have been spatially normalized the same way in the x  and 
r  directions, and the values have been normalized by dividing the RMS by the centerline 
velocity. In the fluctuation profiles in Figure 3.17, the best agreement w ith the experim ental 
results and the turbulen t inlet are in the near field a t x / R  =  2, elsewhere there is only a 
qualitative agreement. The SEM and DFG inlets are nearly identical in the near-field 
region, bu t s ta rt to  deviate a t x / R  of 10. The constant inlet d a ta  actually m atched the 
experim ental d a ta  b e tte r in the shear layer later downfield th an  the da ta  sets from using one 
of the turbulent inlet m ethods, however, there is an unwanted behavior at the centerline with 
an increase in the fluctuations in the far-field region at x / R  of 30. The isotropic-fluctuation 
case closely m atches the turbulent inlet cases further downstream.
Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show the fluctuation profiles for velocity ratios 1.0 and 
1.5, respectively. Both of the velocity ratio  cases show better agreement between the 
experim ental d a ta  and the simulations w ith DFG and SEM experim ental inlets in the 
early profile than  with the constant inlet. Further downstream  the constant-inlet and 
the isotropic-fluctuation cases have been given enough flow tim e to  develop fluctuations, 
and all of the inlet cases generally have the same values. The figures here are for the 
higher-resolution case, similar trends are seen for lower resolution, as dem onstrated in the 
earlier comparison between Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14.
3.5 .3  A ssessm en t o f G rid R eso lu tion
The sim ulation results presented were used w ith constant grid spacing, which may be 
inaccurate for the conditions around the inlet of the domain. In order to  assess the quality of 
the grid resolution used in this simulation, the ratio  of the subgrid to  the resolved turbulent 
energy scales was calculated, (kT)/(1  uii%ii ). Here, a model for subgrid scale kinetic energy 
was used such th a t (kT) =  2vt S  [184, 78]. The d a ta  presented here are for the VR =
1.0 case for both  the high- and low-grid resolutions. The da ta  for the ratio  of subgrid to 
resolved turbulen t kinetic energy are shown for the centerline, as well as a t axial d a ta  at 
the same locations as the previous section in Figure 3.20.
The centerline d a ta  show th a t the central region of the je t is reasonably resolved, 
m aintaining a ratio of at or below 0.2 between the subgrid and the resolved turbulent 
kinetic energy. This equates to  about 17% of the turbulent kinetic energy on the resolved 
scale of the simulation. However, the ratios are very large in the near field region of the 
je t in the plots of the radial direction. The low resolution case shows some numerical noise 
outside the shear layer a t x / R  of 2, bu t the to ta l m agnitude of the energy is small, and this
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F ig u re  3.20: R atio  of subgrid scale kinetic energy to  resolved turbulen t kinetic energy, on 
the centerline (a) and various downstream  locations (b-f). DFG =  Digital F ilter Generator, 
SEM =  Synthetic Eddy M ethod.







likely has little effect on the simulation. In the far-field region of the je t past x /R  =  20, 
the ratio  is considerably smaller, as the decayed velocity in this region allows for a larger 
am ount of the turbulent kinetic energy to  be on the resolved scale of the simulation. Both 
the DFG and SEM inlets perform relatively the same throughout the domain. W hile the 
SEM d a ta  show slightly less resolved energy ratios, it is a minor difference th a t would likely 
be corrected w ith more tim e-steps averaged.
Figure 3.20 also includes the results for the higher resolution. As expected, when the 
grid resolution is improved the resolved turbulent kinetic energy is increased, and thus this 
ratio  of subgrid scales to  resolved scales is decreased for all of the profiles shown. A similar 
trend is seen w ith small values of 0.06 or less in the center of the je t and in the far field 
region, so these areas are reasonably resolved. The near-field region in the shear layer at 
x /R  =  2 and 6 still shows very high ratios w ith this resolution, which means th a t the shear 
layer in this region is not as well resolved as the rest of the domain. The lack of resolved 
turbulent kinetic energy in this im portant shear region could propagate downfield and be 
responsible for some of the error in the results. W hen com putational resources are available, 
improving the grid resolution further could increase the resolved turbulen t kinetic energy 
of the simulation.
In addition to  the kinetic energy resolution of the simulation, instantaneous vorticity
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plots have been m ade to give a qualitative assessment of the turbulence downstream  of the 
inlet. The vorticity is shown along a centerline plane in Figure 3.21 for the velocity ratio of
1.0 for the constant inlet case and the experim ental profile case for the two turbulen t inlet 
m ethods. This velocity ratio case was plotted  because it showed the greatest improvement 
in the results when comparing the turbulent inlet m ethods to  using a constant inlet. These 
correspond to  the  same plane as the previous velocity contour plot in Figure 3.5.
From these plots, it is seen th a t the  largest vorticity values occur in the  inner and outer 
shear layers for all of the  cases. So even in the  turbulent inlet cases, the m ajority  of the 
turbulence in the flow is generated through the shear layer. Com paring the turbulent inlet 
cases w ith the constant inlet cases, it is clear th a t the  core region of both  the central jet 
and the annulus contain no turbulent structures until the shear layer instabilities propagate 
into the center of the  jet, which occurs rather far downstream. However, both  of the 
turbulent inlet cases show structured  turbulence in the near field of the  central je t and 
the annulus. W hen comparing the two resolutions for the constant inlet it is seen th a t 
the higher-resolution case takes further downfield to develop turbulent structures along the 
centerline. This is consistent with Figure 3.7 in th a t the higher-resolution case takes further
0.00  0.05  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25  0.00  0.05  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25
(e) (f)
F ig u re  3.21: Vorticity contours for the VR =  1.0 case. Constant velocity for (a) high and 
(b ) low resolutions, D FG  for (c) high and (d ) low resolutions, and SEM for (e) high and (f)  
low resolution.
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downfield for the core region to  s ta rt to  show a decay in its velocity. The differences in the 
vorticity fields for the two turbulent inlet m ethods are relatively minor, and do not strongly 
support the strength  of using one of these m ethods over the other.
3.5 .4  T im ing
In  order to  test the com putational cost of the m ethod, the tim e-steps for each simulation 
type were averaged. In addition, the tim e to  load the table of pregenerated values into the 
CFD code and the tim e to  generate the actual tables are listed in Table 3.1, where these 
tim ings are for the higher-resolution case. The num ber of realizations generated in the 
x-direction of the turbulen t inlet was 5000, which is enough d a ta  for 10 flow-though times 
of the domain. For the to ta l sim ulation time, over 20 hours were used for each simulation. 
The d a ta  are presented comparing the constant inlet profile to  the digital-filter inlet and 
the synthetic-eddy m ethod inlet, as well as a constant tophat profile, which has no table 
associated w ith it.
From the table, it is seen th a t the increase in the com putational tim e of the sim ulation is 
about 2% for each tim e-step, which is an acceptable increase in term s of the com putational 
cost. The increased com putational cost is not from applying the inlet condition directly, 
bu t ra ther indirectly from a slightly stiffer linear solve in the pressure projection. On 
average, the linear solve was increased by 0.5 iterations per tim e-step. In term s of the 
table generation and loading, the 2-3 m inutes required is an insignificant am ount of tim e 
compared to  the to ta l sim ulation runtime. The SEM inlet has a slightly faster generation 
tim e than  the DFG inlet, likely due the correlation sum m ation occurring only nearby eddy 
locations rather th an  all random  points. It should be noted th a t neither im plem entation 
here has undergone significant optim ization as in Kem pf et al. [77], so the timings could 
likely be improved. However, w ith the small generation tim e in the current im plem entation 
this was not a high priority, and the difference between the tim ings of each m ethod is not 
a large concern when compared to  the overall sim ulation time.
T a b le  3.1: Simulation timing.
Profile Tophat Constant DFG SEM
Table G eneration (sec.) - 0.05 157 73.9
Table Loading (sec.) - 0.03 33.5 33.5
Average Tim e-step (sec.) 3.08 3.09 3.15 3.14
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3.6 Conclusion
This study provides suitable evidence th a t the inlet m ethods used here can improve LES 
results for free-flow je t systems, even when used in under-resolved domains. The improve­
ments here occurred best when applied to  the velocity ratio  1.0 case. The most notable 
improvements to  the accuracy are in the near field regions for the velocity fluctuations and 
the core regions of the jets for the averaged velocity fields. Beyond the near field, the 
results for the velocity ratio  1.5 case were only a qualitative m atch in the averaged velocity, 
bu t providing the correct location for the merging of the jets was seen. Using both  the 
digital-filter m ethod proposed by Klein et al. [79] and the synthetic-eddy m ethod of Jarrin  
et al. [66], the CFD im plem entation of the inlet was done at a relatively low com putational 
cost of the simulation.
Some error is still seen in the centerline velocity a t the far-field regions for the je t for 
the velocity ratio  0.0 and 1.5 cases. The je t was investigated with two other subgrid models 
from Vreman [184] and Nicoud and Ducros [116], and neither improved the results. The 
error here could be due to  the lack of resolved turbulent kinetic energy in the near-field shear 
layer. The ratio of subgrid to  resolved energy was reasonably resolved for the center of the 
je t and in the far-field regions. If the resolution were increased further, the ratio  would be 
improved and would likely affect the sim ulation results. The expected self-preserving shape 
of the je t in the far-field region also develops for all three of the velocity ratios when using 
the turbulen t inlet, while this feature of the flow is absent when using a constant inlet. 
W hile some inaccuracies do occur, the qualitative features of the flow are much more inline 
with experim ental results.
Using an isotropic-fluctuation inlet condition, which could be done w ithout the avail­
ability of experim ental d a ta  a t the inlet, did provide some increase in accuracy to  the 
results. Specifically, the development of the je t spreading for the velocity 0.0 case and the 
centerline d a ta  for the velocity 1.0 case were the best examples. The fluctuation profiles 
of the centerline were be tte r than  th a t of using ju st a constant inlet, but it still took some 
tim e while flowing downstream  to  develop to  the same values of the fluctuations in the 
experim ental data . However, for the velocity ratio  1.5 case the higher velocity in the outer 
je t likely contributed to  the lack of significant improvement compared to  the constant inlet 
for the normalized velocity comparisons. To employ the use of an isotropic-fluctuation inlet 
in the two synthetic m ethods used, the fluctuations would likely need to  be ram ped up 
from 2% when higher Reynolds numbers are used. The SEM and DFG m ethods showed 
very similar results throughout the data , and the differences th a t did occur were rather
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minor. The com putational cost for both  m ethods was also minimal, so there is no distinct 
advantage between the two m ethods, however, the D FG  m ethod has slightly b e tte r results 
for the VR 1.5 case, and it will be used in other simulations in subsequent chapters.
CHAPTER 4
PRECIPITATION MODELING1
This section discusses the study of the precipitation reaction for calcium carbonate. The 
reaction is modeled with a m ixture of two highly soluble salt stream s of sodium carbonate 
and calcium chloride. The by-product of sodium chloride was deemed to  be soluble enough 
to  ignore its effects. This system was selected as a representation of dissolving carbon dioxide 
into a briny solution in order to  perform  carbon dioxide sequestration via m ineralization. 
The research here consists of both  an academic study with a simple geometry, as well as a 
study dealing with industrial pilot scale reactors. The C FD  is done using ARCHES for the 
velocity and property scalar fields, and a coupling w ith the W asatch codebase is used for 
the precipitate phase of the system [57, 159].
In  the general sense, any two-step reaction can expressed as progression of reactants into 
interm ediates into final products
R eactants — > Interm ediates — > P roducts, (4.1)
which can have different speeds between the reactions th a t can vary the timescales th a t 
need to  be modeled in CFD . For the precipitation of calcium carbonate it is assumed th a t 
aqueous equilibrium  chemistry occurs on the fastest scale and is simply modeled as an 
instantaneous reaction. The solid phase form ation occurs much slower and is assumed to 
occur on the same scale as the CFD. For precipitation, the base Eq. (4.1) can be expressed 
as
Ca2+(aq) +  CO^- (aq) -  CaCO 3(aq) — + CaCO 3(s), (4.2)
where the first reaction of reactants to  interm ediates is the equilibrium chemistry, and the 
second reaction of interm ediates to  products is the solid phase precipitation.
1Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons. A.W. Abboud, B. Schroeder, T. Saad, S.T. Smith, 
D.D. Harris, and D.O. Lignell, A numerical comparison of precipitating turbulent flows between large-eddy 
simulation and one-dimensional turbulence, AIChE Journal, (2015), doi:10.1002/aic.14870.
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4.1 Precipitation
The numerical model for the precipitate particles consists of transporting  the particle 
size distribution (PSD). PSDs are commonly used in the crystallization comm unity and 
have been shown to  accurately represent populations of particles [21, 171, 62]. The PSD is 
adapted here to  contain many of the complex source term s and is given by [152]
D D r) +  =  B (r) -  D (r) +  A (r) +  {mix . (4.3)
Here n is the population balance, r  is the internal coordinate of radius, G (r)  is the 
growth rate, B ( r )  is the b irth  rate, D (r)  is the death  rate, A (r )  is the aggregation rate, and 
{mix is the source term  th a t arises from the subgrid mixing model. For one dimension in 
the internal coordinates of the PB E, the statistical moments of the system are defined as
m k =  / r kn (r)d r  , (4.4)
0
where m k  is the kth moment of the system. Using QMOM, any unclosed moment of the 
system is estim ated as a sum of the weights and abscissas as
N
m k  =  ^  wara . (4.5)
a
This equation is exact for transported  moments of the system, and is an approxim ation 
for unclosed moments. Eq. (4.3) can be easily transform ed into a transport equation for 
the moments by multiplying by r k and integrating, which results in
i m  +  /  r k ^ r r ) d r  =  /  r k (B( r )  -  D (r) +  A (r) +  {mix) d r .  (4.6)
Each of the source term s in Eq. (4.6) will require some approxim ation or closure in 
order to  solve the problem. The weights, Wj, and abscissas, r», in Eq. (4.5) are solved 
using the product-difference algorithm  [56]. For each of the polymorphs, six moments are 
transported; this results in three abscissas and weights. Using a moment m ethod requires 
closure of integral term s. For the closure of complex source term s, the quadrature m ethod 
of moments is utilized [107].
In Schroeder et al. [165], a comprehensive modeling scheme for this precipitate system 
was developed. It was shown th a t this modeling scheme could reproduce the experimental 
results from Ogino et al. [121]. It should be noted th a t the model used here makes a few 
simplifications to  avoid the effects of ion ratio  [94, 170, 53, 14], pH levels [145, 157], the direct 
transform ation of polymorphs [122, 162], nonclassical nucleation [52, 51], and molecular 
viscosity increases to  the solution [61, 163]. A justification for this last assum ption will
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be shown later in this chapter. Due to the modularity of the model described here, more 
advanced physics can be substituted if desired.
The birth term of the system causes significant numerical problems as it creates a very 
large burst of particles at one point. To alleviate this, the LES domain is initialized with 
a wide distribution with a relatively low number density. This distribution was set as a 
uniform distribution with an average particle size of 500 nm, and a number density of
1.0 x 109 particles/m3. This leads to the set of moments shown in Table 4.1. While this 
may seem like a densely populated system, the birth rates that occur in the system result 
in number densities for the polymorphs, which are many orders of magnitude greater than 
this initial distribution.
In the precipitation of calcium carbonate, there are four distinct solid phases at the 
temperature examined in this study. These phases are the amorphous phase -  amorphous 
calcium carbonate (ACC); vaterite -  a hexagonal crystalline structure; aragonite -  an or- 
thorhombic crystalline structure; and calcite -  a trigonal hexagonal structure. For reference, 
SEM images of these phases in solution are shown in Ogino et al. [121].
4.1.1 Aqueous Phase
Two aqueous streams are mixed to model a more complex carbon dioxide mineralization 
reaction. These streams are aqueous sodium carbonate and calcium chloride. In this 
system an initial concentration of 0.03 M in each of the pure streams is used. At this 
low concentration, using Davies’ correlations for activity coefficients has been shown to 
perform well [28]. For the timescales involved in this investigation, it is assumed that all of 
the aqueous phase reactions occur instantly. As the aqueous reactions occur many orders 
of magnitude faster than the LES time-steps, this is a good assumption. These aqueous 
phase equilibrium equations are solved for 10 of the major species in solution. The 10









species in the equilibrium calculation are: H2O, H+, OH- , Ca2+, H2CO*, HCO3, CO3- , 
CaHCO+, CaCO3 and CaOH+. Previously, the OLI software had been utilized for these 
calculations, with over 75 species included in the equilibrium calculation [124]. However, 
for a consolidated scheme it was found to be easier and less computationally expensive to 
use the simple equilibrium calculation. At this low level of concentrations, little difference 
was seen in the supersaturation ratio results.
The supersaturation ratio for each polymorph is calculated based on the aqueous chem­
ical activities and known solubilities for each polymorph, a, as Sa =  [CaCO3]/[CaCO3]eq,a 
[144]. The solubility products and temperature correlations can be seen in Table 4.2. 
The aqueous chemistry is tabulated over mixture fraction and extent of reaction prior 
to running the CFD simulations to avoid the computational cost of solving the nonlinear 
system of equations at each grid point. In Figure 4.1, the two-dimensional space for the 
value of the supersaturation ratio over extent of reaction and mixture fraction is mapped 
out. The maximum supersaturation ratio that occurs here is a little over 1600 at a mixture 
fraction of 0.5. The extent of reaction variable is a scaled value from 0 to 1, where 0 
represents that no solid phase has precipitated, and 1 represents that all of the solid phase 
has precipitated. The extent of reaction has a source term based on the change to the 
mass that has precipitated out in each time-step. The mixture fraction is set to 0 for the 
pure aqueous calcium chloride stream, and set to 1 for the pure aqueous sodium carbonate 
stream.
The solubilities of each of the polymorphs changes over temperature. These values can 
be found in the literature, and equations are listed in Table 4.2 [144]. The solubilities at 
room temperature are also included in this table. From these solubility values, it is easily 
seen that at room temperature ACC is the least stable precipitate, while calcite in the most 
stable.
Table 4.2: Solubility products for the polymorphs of calcium carbonate.
Polymorph -  log Ks 
at 25 °C
Temperature Correlation 
(T in K, t in °C)
ACC 6.40 -  log Ks =  6.1987 +  0.005336t +  0.0001096t2
Vaterite 7.91 -  log Ks =  172.1295 +  0.077993T -  3074.688/T -  71.595 log T
Aragonite 8.34 -  log Ks =  171.9773 +  0.077993T -  2903.293/T -  71.595 log T
Calcite 8.48 -  log Ks =  171.9065 +  0.077993T -  2839.319/T -  71.595 log T
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Figure 4.1: Plot showing the supersaturation ratio of calcite across the range of mixture 
fraction and extent of reaction values.
4.1.2 Birth
For the birth model, a homogeneous nucleation kernel is used with several correction 
terms [72]. The density function of the birth distribution is assumed to be a point function 
such that B(r) =  S(r — rc). After integrating the source term in Eq. (4.3), the equation for 
the birth term results in
/ J5(r — rc)rkdr =  rC * J, (4.7)
where the critical radius of nucleation is given as [36]
2gt v
rc = (4.8)RT ln(S) '
Here aT is the surface energy, v is the molar volume, R is the gas constant, T is the 
temperature in Kelvin, and S is the supersaturation ratio. The Tolman length correction 
to the surface energy is utilized to account for size dependence of small particles on the 
nanoscale and is given by [175]
=  b^uik +  1 /2 ^ °buik — 0.8ln(S)RT^buik * r i /v . (4.9)
In the birth term, the coefficient J represents the nucleation rate and is given by
J =  zk pN 2 exp(AG /K bT) , (4.10)
0
where A G  is the Gibbs free energy of nucleation [71], kB is the Boltzmann constant, z is the 
Zeldovich factor to account for differences from equilibrium [197], k^ is the reaction rate 
coefficient [72], T is the temperature and N 1 is the concentration of molecules in solution.
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A more detailed description of the birth model can be found in Schroeder et al. [165]. The 
Gibbs free energy for a nucleating particle is given by
AG =  T ^ 2hf(S)2 +  K b T ln(S) -  (36nv2) i/3, (4.11)
where Kb is the Boltzmann constant. Then, the number of molecules in the nucleate particle 
is calculated as
32n v 2(j%
ic =  ~3T K ^ T 3 ln(S)3 . ( . )
Then the Zeldovich factor can be derived to calculate a correction for deviations from 
equilibrium [197]
1 A G  (4.13)y 3nKbTi‘2 ’
in some cases AG can be less than zero, in which case z would be nonreal, when this occurs 
AG is set to 0, and z is set to 1. The reaction rate coefficient is calculated by [72]
kF =  D(48n2vic) i/3, (4.14)
where v is the molecular volume. The concentration of molecules in solution is calculated 
as
Ni =  NACeq S. (4.15)
Here Na is the Avogadro number and Ceq is the equilibrium concentration of calcium 
carbonate. The combination of all these terms results in the overall nucleation rate in Eq. 
(4.10). The nucleation rates and sizes are dependent on the molecular volumes and the 
surface energies of the solid phases, these are listed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
4.1.3 Growth
Many different mechanisms are possible for growth, comprehensive reviews can be found 
in Dirksen and Ring [36] and Lasaga [88]. For this study, all four polymorphs primarily 
utilize a diffusion-limited growth model, which is justified by the very large values for
Table 4.3: Molecular volumes.






Table 4.4: Surface energy values for calcium carbonate polymorphs.





the supersaturation ratio in the system [73]. The diffusion-limited growth model has 1/r 
dependence, which, when integrated in the PBE requires closure of the —1st and —2nd 
moment. ACC, vaterite, and calcite are all assumed to be spherical such that the growth 
rate is given by
G (r)  =  vDCeq * (S — S)/r. (4.16)
Here, v is the molar volume, D  is the diffusion coefficient, S is the supersaturation ratio 
of the given polymorph, Ceq is the equilibrium concentration, and S is the Ostwald ripening 
term. For aragonite, a cylindrical diffusion model is assumed, which uses the same formula, 
except with an area to volume adjustment factor
7
G(r) =  * v D C eq(S — S)/r. (4.17)
Ostwald ripening accounts for smaller particles dissolving faster than large ones. The 
Ostwald ripening term is derived from the Kelvin equation as [36, 119]
S =  exp(2aTv / R T r) . (4.18)
Here, is the surface energy of the polymorph modified by the Tolman length scale 
[175], v is the molar volume, R  is the gas constant and T  is the temperature. In the moment 
transport equations S requires closure in the growth model. The quadrature approximation 
is used such that
However, if ri is below a small cutoff value, then the value of the exponential is set to 
1. At low supersaturation values, the growth mechanism switches from bulk diffusion to a 
kinetic dissolution mechanism. This model is responsible for the shrinking of particles to 
dissolve back into the solution to allow for more stable polymorphs to be prevalent in the 
long term [85]. This switch occurs when S <  S, where the growth is given by
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G(r) =  - k s ( S  -  S )2. (4.20)
Here, ks is an empirical reaction rate constant for which values can be found in the 
literature for each of the various polymorphs [84, 83, 155]. This model has been shown 
to work for calcium carbonate polymorphs in the pH range used in this study at low 
supersaturation values [83]. Further details on the growth model used can be found in 
Schroeder et al. [165]. Other specific details exist in the literature for the growth rates of 
calcite [24], vaterite [4, 3], and other features such as spherical growth assumptions [12], 
and other morphological effects of the polymorphs in precipitation [3, 120].
As the surface energy appears in the equations for critical radius and birth, as well as 
in the Gibbs free energy equation, raised to the power of 3, it is one of the most important 
parameters in the source terms of the PBEs. As a starting point, theoretical values could 
be used as calculated from molecular dynamics simulations [30]. However, there are two 
problems with this. The first is that data do not exist for ACC. The second is that the 
theoretical values are only calculated for the solid phases existing by themselves. The 
molecular dynamics do not account for the surface energy when the polymorphs are in an 
aqueous environment, and they do not account for the aqueous ions that would be present 
during precipitation. In Schroeder et al. [165], the surface energy parameters were tuned 
for all four polymorphs to adjust the model results to match experimental data across a 
range of temperatures. Since this study was able to match the experimental results quite 
well, the tuned surface energy values are used here. The tuned parameters here are taken 
to larger accuracy than molecular dynamics estimates because the birth rates are highly 
sensitive to these values. The values used are listed in Table 4.4 along with the theoretical 
values for reference.
With these values of the surface energy, the particles which nucleate are only a few 
nanometers in size. To account for the nanoscale precipitate particles, a correction of the 
surface energy is used [175]. The modified surface energy is given as
Here, 5t  is the Tolman length, which is approximated by 0.2ri, where ri is the radius of 
one molecule. In the limit of large particles, the surface tension approaches the bulk value 
and S approaches 1.0. This equation can be used directly for the surface energy used in 
the Ostwald ripening formula in Eq. (4.18). For the critical radius of nucleation a short
4.1.4 Surface Energy
o t  =  Obuik * (1.0 -  5t /r). (4.21)
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derivation can be made to calculate the surface energy and the critical radius together. 
First, substitute the critical radius equation into Eq. (4.21)
&T =  b^uik f 1.0 ----- 2<jtTv ) , (4.22)
V RT in(S) J
this can be rearranged and multiplied by aT to be put into quadratic form as
_2 _ _ , b^ulkRT ln(S)St  = 0 ( . 20)
&T — ^bulk^T + V----------- =  (4.23)
This equation is then easily solvable with the quadratic formula to get the surface energy
as
2CTbuik ± \ j ^ ulk — 4RTln(S )5t /v
° t  = ------------*--------- 2---------------------- . (4.24)
The negative root of the solution results in nonphysical surface energies, so only the 
positive root is used. This surface energy result can then be directly used in the Eq. (4.8) 
for the critical radius of nucleation as
rc =  RT ln(S) (^buik +  ^buik — 4RT ln(SM t/v )  . (4.25)
4.1.5 Aggregation
To calculate the integrals resulting from the aggregation term, a quadrature approx­
imation must be utilized. The aggregation kernel in its continuous form can be written 
as 1 rr
A(r)  =  -  P(r — e,e)n(r — e)n(e)de — n(r) P(r,e)n(e)de . (4.26)
2 Jo Jo
This kernel describes the frequency that particles with volume r and e collide to form 
a new particle of size r +  e, two terms are included for the death of the smaller colliding 
particles and the birth of the larger particle. The closure using QMOM is derived by 
Marchisio et al. [105] to be
N N N N
A - 1/2 ^  w  ^  wj (rf +  j  )k/3 A j — ^  rk wi ^  Pij ^ i,j wj . (4.27)
i j i j
Here, a j  is a frequency kernel and ^i)j- is a size dependent collision efficiency, k is 
dependent on the moment order. For Brownian aggregation, the frequency kernel can be 
expressed as
a = 2K bT  (ri +  rj )2 r )Pi?,Brownian — 0 , (4.28)3p n r j
while for turbulent aggregation the kernel is given by
4 (  3ne \ 1/2
aij,Turbulent =  7J ( 77; ) (ri +  rj ) . (4.29)
3 V10vfluid/
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Here, vfluid is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and e is the dissipation rate. The 
aggregation collision efficiency, ^i)j-, is based on the size of the particles and on the current 
growth rate of the particles [90]
where
= r + m k  • (4-30)
m  =  { G(ri) *  ^ > Mr (4.3D
l else ~GdT
Here, d is the average particle diameter, d =  ri +  rj and L is a length parameter. The G 
here is the growth rate of each of the colliding particles. Higher growth rates promote the 
aggregation of particles as the continued addition of molecules helps to bridge the particles 
together better.
4.1.6 Death
The dissolution death term is only calculated if the radius of the particles drops below 
a small rcutoff value and the supersaturation value is lower than the Ostwald ripening term, 
S. The death by dissolution term is calculated by
^ , —30kwi ,,Deathi =  — — — , (4.32)
with
k =  0.25(1 — erf(8 * (log(n/rcutoff))) * (1 — erf(5 * log(10-2 '5/w i))) , (4.33) 
and requirements
> S (4.34)
wi > 1e — 3 (arbitrary) (4.35)
ri >  0 (4.36)
ri <  2rcutoff. (4.37)
If the requirements are not satisfied, then the death rate is simply set equal to zero. 
Dissolution causes numerical issues in QMOM closure problems, as some sets of moment 
values can cause an abscissa to be calculated as negative in the product difference algo­
rithm. While the death term is not significant for the short timescales of the simulations 
presented, implementing it helps to maintain the numerical stability of the solution. This 
is a numerically empirical equation which selects a left boundary of the PSD and applies 
the death rate only to that section of the PSD. This type of method is mentioned in Yuan 
et al. [196], but the equation used here was internally developed.
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4.1.7 Viscosity of Dispersions
In a particle laden flow, it is expected that the particle interaction would affect the flow 
of the system. In a near wall velocity profile, if a particle is assumed to be not rotating, 
then the velocity on opposite sides of the particle must be the same. The velocity gradient 
of the fluid across the particle is then reduced, and this reduced gradient can be modeled 
by an increase in the fluid viscosity [61]. Using a truncation of a Taylor’s series expansion 
of the forces on the particle leads to a result known as Einstein’s equation of viscosity of 
dispersions given by [61]
^ =  ^ (1  +  2.50), (4.38)
where ^0 is the base viscosity of the fluid, and 0 is the volume fraction of the particles in 
the dispersion. A similar force balance approach can be used to derive a modified form [166]
V =  ^o (1 +  2.5A0), (4.39)
where A empirically accounts for particle-particle interactions. In Schlomach et al. [163], it 
is shown that for high supersaturation ratios of calcium carbonate precipitation the relative 
viscosity of the dispersion is shown to increase with an increase in the volume fraction, 
along with a shear thinning effect. With a preliminary order of magnitude analysis, then 
the volume fraction of solids in solution can be calculated and an estimate of this effect can 
be made. In the short-time periods that will occur in LES, there will not be a significant 
amount of growth as in long-term models. If the study of Schroeder et al. [165] is used 
as a basis, then a rough estimate could be used with a number density of 1 x 1018 # /m 3 
and a particle size of 100 nm. Then the volume fraction of particles per cubic meter can be 
calculated as
0 «  1 x 1018# /m 3 * (100nm)3 * (1 x 10-9m/nm)3 * 4/3n =  0.0042 . (4.40)
If this value for the volume fraction of particles is used in Eq. (4.38), then the increase 
in the molecular viscosity of the system is only 1 %. This change is minor enough, especially 
when compared to the modeled turbulent viscosity in the LES flow, ^t, that the change in 
molecular viscosity due to particle laden flow can be neglected.
4.1.8 Stokes Number
The formulation of the moment transport equations with one internal coordinate assumes 
that the particle velocity is equal to the velocity of the fluid phase. The validity of this
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assumption is based on the particle size timescale relative to the timescale of the fluid flow. 
The Stokes number of the particles gives a relation for these timescales as
St =  TpU °  , (4.41)
dc
where tp is the relaxation time of the particle -  essentially how fast the particle reacts 
to fluid flow around it -  U0 is the fluid velocity of the flow, and dc is the characteristic 
dimension. The particle relaxation time is given by
Tp =  , (442) 
where pp is the particle density, dp is the particle diameter and is the fluid viscosity. For 
a rough calculation of the relaxation time assume the same parameters from the viscosity 
assumption in Subsection 4.1.7 with the radius of the particle equal to 100 nm, then dp =  200 
nm, and for the calcite polymorph, pp =  2711kg/m3, and for water at room temperature 
the viscosity is =  8.9 x 10- 4 P a  ■ s. The value of the relaxation time is given by
2711kg/m3 * 200 x 10-9m 4 ,
t  = --------—-------------3------------ =  1.69226 x 10 s . (4.43)18 * 8.9 x 10-4Pa ■ s v ;
Now for the Stokes number evaluation assume the highest values used here, with U0 =  12 
m/s and dc =  0.0254 m -  these value are the highest that show up in the LES simulations 
that are discussed later. Then the Stokes number is equal to
1.69226 x 10-4 s12m/s „St = ------------------ -----------— =  0.07995 , (4.44)0.0254m
as this number meets the criteria for St < <  1, the assumption that the precipitate particles 
follow the same streamlines of the fluid is valid.
4.1.9 Scalar Equations
There are two scalar equations that describe the evolution of the aqueous phase, the 
mixture fraction and the extent of reaction. The mixture fraction of the two streams 
defines the amount of mixing that has occurred on the macroscale. A mixture fraction of
1.0 refers to the stream of aqueous calcium chloride, while a mixture fraction of 0.0 refers 
to the stream of sodium carbonate. The extent of reaction defines how much of the solid 
phase has precipitated out of solution. It is scaled from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0 represents no 
solid precipitate, and 1.0 represents no ions left in solution to precipitate. The extent of 
reaction scalar has a source term to track this amount as
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1 4n dm3 , AAr\nsource =  ^2~  V  ^a~--- —  (4.45)i 3 dt sourcea
where M  is the number of polymorphs, and i is a scaling constant to account for the 
maximum amount of solid precipitation. This adds up the rate change of the third moments 
of each of the polymorphs. By modifying these rates the volume is converted to a change 
in the moles of the system that are precipitated.
The following equation is used to calculate the diffusion rate of the aqueous ions in 
solution [72]
D =  (T -  273) * 2.45 x 10- i i  +  4.94 x 10- i i  , (4.46)
which at a room temperature of T =  25 ° C gives D =  6.619 x 10-i0 m2/s.
4.1.10 Subgrid Mixing
The subgrid mixing model that is used here relies on the calculation of the scalar 
variance. The scalar variance is a representation of how well the fluid streams are mixed 
on the subgrid scale of the LES. Given a mixture fraction in a cell, and the second moment 
of the mixture fraction, the scalar variance can be modeled as
< V 2  ^ =  ( Z 2) -  (Z )2 , (4.47)
for a normalized value of the scalar variance -  which is used in tabulation, not in precipi­
tation -  the maximum variance given the mixture fraction is then
l z ' 2)  =  ( Z ) - ( Z ) 2 . (4.48)
max
The minimum value scalar variance value is 0. This leads to a minimum second moment 
value of
(Z2)min =  (Z )2 ■ (4-«0
and the maximum value of second moment is given by setting maximum variance to the 
actual variance, then
( Z2)max = (Z ) • (4.5»)
For the subgrid mixing model, it is assumed that three distinct environments exist in 
each cell. These environments each contain a different value of the mixture fraction between 
the two aqueous streams. There are three unknown weights for these environments, and 
three unknown mixture fractions. One could transport six moments of the mixture fraction 
to accomplish this, but each transport equation would need its own source terms to be
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derived. An alternative that exists in the literature is transporting weights and abscissas 
of these distinct environments in a direct quadrature method of moments with interaction 
by exchange with the mean (DQMOM-IEM) approach [187]. A much simpler approach is
is fixed, so that environment 1 is set at mixture fraction of 0 , environment 2 is set to the 
average mixture fraction (Z ), and environment 3 is set to a mixture fraction of 1.
Three other constraints are then needed to solve the three unknown weights. The first 
is simply that the weights need to add to 1. The second is that the average of the three 
environments needs to equal the average mixture fraction. The last constraint is to have 
the environments match the given mixture fraction variance for the cell. In essence, the 
constraints are just the first three moments of the mixture fraction. These constraints in 
mathematical terms are
These algebraic equations can then be used to calculate the weights of each of the 
environments. On the subgrid scale, these three distinct environments are: pure stream
1 of aqueous calcium chloride, pure stream 2 of aqueous sodium carbonate, and a mixed 
portion where the precipitation of calcium carbonate occurs. No reactions or precipitation 
occur in the pure stream environments. The mixture fraction and the scalar variance are 
calculated at each grid point. With the constraints of the three delta functions, analytical 
solutions are found for the weights of each of the three environments on the subgrid scale 
as
used here by fixing a few parameters. The mixture fraction for each of the environments
w1 * 0 +  w2 * (Z ) +  w3 * 1 =  (Z )




Wi +  W2 +  W3 = 1  




W1 =  1Z >
(4.57)
(4.58)
(Z  ) 2 — (Z )
Z7'2
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"  = • (4.59)
The PBEs are only solved in the middle environment, " 2. The moments in environments 
1 and 3 are initialized to the same value as the rest of the domain with the values in Table
4.1 and are held constant throughout the simulation. The source term that appears in the 
PBE due to mixing environments 1 and 3 into the center is
r
Smix =  £mixrfc dr, (4.60) 
Jo
„  d w i/d i.j d " 3/d t , ,
2,mix = ------------ ( f^c,1 — 0 fc,2) --------------( f^c,3 — 0 fc,2) . (4.61)
"2  "2
Here $k,i represents the kth moment for the ith environment, so 0k,2 is the main solution 
variable, while $k, 1 and 0k,3 remain constant at the initialized value. The time derivative 
terms in Eq. (4.61) are given by
d" 1 -  — (Xz 1 (4.62)
dt (Z) 
d"3 _  — (x z ) (4.63)dt 1 — (Z ) '
Here x Z is the scalar dissipation rate. Figure 4.2 shows the graphical subgrid illustration 
and the corresponding probability density functions as discrete delta functions for an average 
mixture fraction of 0.5 with the scalar variance normalized by the maximum.
In order to calculate the scalar variance that is need for the calculations of the weights 
and the time derivatives of the weights, the second moment of the mixture fraction is 
required. To calculate the second moment of the mixture fraction, a transport equation is 
used given by
Dt K 2)  =  d j  ( 'X O z + A )  i j ) — p5xz • (4.64)
Here, D z  and D t are the molecular and turbulent diffusion coefficients, respectively. 
This equation requires the closure of the scalar dissipation rate, x Z , for the source term. 
This is implemented as an approximation based on the mixture fraction gradient [179]
X9 Z 9 Z  ,
x z  *  2(Dz +  Dt) —  —  • (4.65)
The model presented here is much more simple than the DQMOM-IEM approach [187]. 
Subsequently, it is much more computationally inexpensive. The methodology for solving 
the population balance shown here involves solving 24 scalar moment equations in total. 
This takes up more than 50 % of the total computational time. Incorporating the DQMOM- 
IEM approach with 2 environments would effectively double the computational cost for the 
moment transport equations. In addition, this simple model is shown to work well in a 




Figure 4.2: Illustration of the subgrid mixing model. Here (a-c) show the finite volume cell 
representation for a mixture fraction of 0.5, with varying scalar variance from 1 (unmixed) 
to 0 (fully mixed). The PDFs for each of these representations in shown in (d-f).
4.2 LES Configuration
The simulations carried out with the precipitation had a few main configurations. The 
first set of simulations was set up with a temporal jet. The flow setup used in this study is a 
turbulent mixing layer with periodic boundary conditions in all directions. The simulation’s 
physical domain is 4 cm by 2 cm by 2 cm, with 8 million CFD grid points. The central jet 
is 1 cm wide. This central jet is initialized to a mixture fraction of 1, with a velocity of U0, 
and the outer jet initialized to a mixture fraction of 0, and a velocity of —U0. This setup 
was run at three different Reynolds numbers, 16,000, 64,000 and 128,000; this corresponds 
to U0 values of 0.75 m/s, 3.0 m/s and 6.0 m/s. The goal was to try to change the selectivity 
of the polymorphs based on how quickly the two streams are mixed together. A slice of the 
initialized domain is shown in Figure 4.3.
By changing the Reynolds number so drastically, it may be possible to range from 
regions of the domain that are perfectly mixed down to a region that is so slowly mixed 
that the nucleation rates of the polymorphs are severely affected. Two of the most important 
polymorphs in the study are the ACC, which will form only early on in the reaction, and the 
calcite, which is the most stable polymorph in the long term. In Figure 4.4, the nucleation
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Figure 4.3: A two-dimensional slice of the intialized domain for the temporal jet configu­
ration. The central jet is intialized with a velocity Uo and mixture fraction of 1, while the 
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Figure 4.4: The nucleation rates for ACC and calcite plotted over the mixture fraction 
(a) and the extent of reaction (b).
0 1
of these two polymorphs is plotted as both a function of the mixture fraction and for the 
extent of reaction. The first plot shows that for the mixture fraction, ACC has a faster 
nucleation rate than calcite between 0.2 and 0 .8 , the second plot shows that for the extent 
of reaction ACC has a faster nucleation rate than calcite from 0 to 0.4. If the streams are 
mixed slow enough so that the mixture fraction remains on the fringes, it is possible enough 
calcite could be nucleated out of the system so that the extent of reaction is lowered before 
significant mixing occurs, and thus ACC would be less abundant than in a perfectly mixed 
system.
The other set of simulations for comparison of the precipitation model was for two 
different pilot scale reactors. The inlet mass flow rates to both of the reactors was set to 
0.4985 kg/s at each inlet (0.9970 kg/s total flow rate) with an inlet Reynolds number of 
approximately 27,000. One reactor features two pipes mixing together in a coflow type 
configuration, then flowing over a static mixer; the geometry was adapted from details
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provided by the Calera Corporation [18], which was a collaborative partner in the aqueous 
precipitation research. The second reactor is an impinging jet reactor with two streams in 
counter flow entering the reactor to create a mixing plane in the center. This reactor was 
adapted from Liu and Fox [96], but was scaled up significantly from the microscale reactor 
up to a pilot scale to match the flow rate of the first reactor. In the Liu and Fox paper, the 
inlets are on the order of millimeters, here the inlets are a couple centimeters across.
The geometry for the mixing pipes is shown in Figure 4.5. The second section of the 
pipes contains a static mixer to ensure that the incoming streams are fully mixed before 
the outlet is reached. Each of the inlet pipes has a diameter of d =  0.235 meters. The 
length from the inlet to the elbow is 6.4d, from the elbow to the outlet is 11.8d, with 9.4d 
as length of the static mixer. The pipe with the static mixer is about 1.1d. The second 
inlet is rotated 45 degrees from the main alignment of the pipes. The domain consists of 
1604 processors and 22 million cells.
The geometry for the impinging jet reactor is shown in Figure 4.6. As with the mixing 
pipes, the inlet pipe here has a diameter of d =  0.235 meters. The nondimensional sizing 
parameters used here are identical to one of the cases used in the Liu and Fox study [96], 
although here the size of the reactor is scaled up significantly. The diameter of the main 
mixing chamber is D =  4.76d with a height of 2D  and an outlet pipe of width 0.5D. The 
domain here consists of 1136 processors and 15.7 million cells. It should be noted that this 
layout uses much fewer cells, the discrepancy here between the number of processors used 
is due to the notable dead space of wall cells in the mixing pipes near the angled pipe inlet.
The simulations with the pilot scale reactors use the digital filter generator inlet con-
Figure 4.5: A three-dimensional representation of the geometry used for the mixing pipes 
reactor. The lower left pipes are the inlets, while the upper right pipe is the outlet. The 
area near the outlet pipe is where the static mixer is located.
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Figure 4.6: A three-dimensional representation of the geometry for the impinging jet 
reactor. The two smaller pipes are the inlets and the large pipe leading out of the tapered 
section is the outlet.
dition that was discussed in Chapter 3. This was because the short inlet sections of the 
pipe that occur before mixing begins do not allow for the proper development of turbulent 
flow prior to mixing of the streams. By using the turbulent inlet condition at the inlets, 
the flow can be more properly characterized, as the actual pilot reactors have long sections 
where turbulent flow would be developed. The length scale at the inlet was assumed to be 
L =  1/4D . As no experimental data exist for the reactor cases, the simple assumption of 
isotropic turbulence with (ufu!) =  (vfvf) =  (wfW ) =  0.02 * U0 was used. A slice of the inlet 
domain for the mixing pipes is shown in Figure 4.7. This figure highlights the turbulent 
structures of the flow field at the inlet plane, the figure is rescaled for each of the inlet 
velocities.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: The velocity for the mixing pipes reactor at the inlet plane. The data are 
rescaled to highlight the turbulent structures in the (a) vertical pipe and the (b) diagonal 
pipe.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
The results of this will focus on the two sets of data. The first set is the hypothetical 
example of a periodic temporal jet. The goal of this section is to show how the resulting 
PSDs can be affected through changing the mixing rates of the system. The first part 
examines how the PSD is affected as mixing rates are increased by directly increasing the 
Reynolds number. The second part discusses the example of a pilot scale reactor for the 
system. This part will show how changing the mixing rate by altering the geometry of the 
system will affect the resulting PSDs.
4.3.1 Temporal Jet
This section discusses the results from the idealized temporal jet geometry. The temporal 
jet simulations are run for 48 hours of computational time to ensure the well-mixed state is 
achieved. As the temporal jet is initialized with no fluctuations it takes time for the velocity 
decay to occur. Eddys are formed slowly in the shear layer between the two jets, and these 
eddys grow to mix the jets together over the whole domain. After most of the domain 
is mixed together, the energy dissipates and the turbulent structures shrink in size again. 
The time evolution of the mixture fraction in a slice of the domain is shown in Figure 4.8, 
which illustrates this mixing effect. The smaller eddys are first formed in the shear layer of 
Figure 4.8(a), these smaller eddys continue to grow in Figure 4.8(b) and (c). Eventually, 
the length scale of the turbulent motion encompasses most of the domain and large scale 
macromixing occurs in Figure 4.8(d) through (f).
The data for the temporal jet that are examined are along the centerline of the domain. 
The data are spatially averaged for each time-step of the LES. In Figure 4.9, the velocity 
decay and the velocity fluctuations along the center of the domain are shown for all three 
cases. The cases are periodic with no force on the velocity, so the velocities all decay to
0 eventually, as the kinetic energy of the system is dissipated. As the Reynolds number 
is increased, the eddys that are shown in Figure 4.8 form more rapidly, which causes the 
velocity profile to start its decay quicker when disturbed. The graph in Figure 4.9 is 
logarithmically scaled in time on the x axis, so the decay rates between the cases vary 
widely. The middle Reynolds number case takes about two times as long to start to decay, 
and the low Reynolds number case takes nearly ten times longer when compared to the 
highest Reynolds number case. The velocity fluctuations start at zero and rapidly increase 
as the first eddys are advected into the centerline of the domain. As the kinetic energy of 
the system is dissipated these fluctuations decay away faster than they appear. The higher 
Reynolds number cases result in much higher maximum values in the velocity fluctuations.
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(e) (f)
Figure 4.8: A slice of the domain that illustrates the mixing of the temporal jet domain. 
The time progress as (a) t =  0.0125s, (b) t =  0.015s, (c) t =  0.02s, (d) t =  0.025s, (e) 
t =  0.03s and (f) t =  0.035s. This is for the U0 =  6.0 m/s case.
The peak in the velocity fluctuations occurs when the largest eddys of the system are still 
present, and correspond to the same time as the rapid drop in the centerline velocity. These 
velocity fluctuations also decay much more quickly in the larger Reynolds number cases. 
The larger eddys which form in the highest Reynolds number case cause the kinetic energy 
to decay from the system more rapidly.
In Figure 4.10, the mixture fraction and the fluctuations in the mixture fraction are 
shown along the domain centerline. As the domain is initialized to half at a mixture 
fraction of 0, and half at a mixture fraction of 1, the final state of the system is a mixture 
fraction of 0.5. These results start at the mixture fraction state 1.0 corresponding to pure 
aqueous calcium chloride. Similar to the velocity profiles, the mixture fraction profiles decay 
to the final rate quicker at the higher Reynolds numbers. Again, this is due to the eddys 
convecting the outer jet into the centerline, which occurs over a more rapid time period 
for higher Reynolds numbers. In the fluctuation profiles, an opposite trend is seen in the
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Figure 4.9: An averaged centerline of the velocity profile as it decays over time (a) and 
the velocity fluctuation profile (b) on the domain centerline. The x axis is on a logarithmic 






magnitudes as compared to the velocity profiles. Increasing the Reynolds number shows a 
decrease in the variance of the mixture fraction. This is an intuitive result, as one would 
expect higher flow rates to mix more efficiently. The lowest Reynolds number also takes 
a long time for the mixture fraction variance to decay, nearly ten times larger than the 
high Reynolds number case. This large spike in the mixture fraction that occurs over the 
long period of time means that the low Reynolds number case remains the least well-mixed 
during the early mixing period when nucleation is important. The mixture fraction is one of 
the main scalars that determines the supersaturation ratio of the system, the faster mixing 
will directly lead to higher supersaturation ratios during the early nucleation period.
The vorticity of the same slice of the domain is shown in Figure 4.11. This shows the 
vorticity as the eddys form in the initial stages Figure 4.11(a), as well as the formation of 
vortex pairings seen in (b) and (c). These smaller turbulent formations combine and grow 
into the large scale structures seen in the later stages of the macromixing in (d) through 
(f). As the kinetic energy of the system dissipates the larger turbulent structures break 
down into smaller and smaller scale structures, shown in (g) and (h). At these later times 
the system is nearly well mixed in terms of the scalar mixture fraction. The small scale 
structures are residual and have little effect on the simulation as this point.
The zeroth moment -  number density -  results for all four of the polymorphs are shown 
in Figure 4.12. For all four of the polymorphs, increasing the Reynolds number of the system 
resulted in an increase in the number density of the nucleated particles. The faster mixing 
rates at higher Reynolds number lead to a higher supersaturation ratio in the shear layer,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: An averaged centerline of the mixture profile as it decays over time (a) and 
the variance of the mixture fraction profile (b) along the domain centerline. The x axis is 
on a logarithmic scale for the time.
and therefore higher nucleation rates. This occurs due to the supersaturation dependence 
of Eq. (4.11). A higher supersaturation ratio leads to a lower stable Gibbs free energy of 
the nucleate particle. In turn, the lower Gibbs free energy leads to a higher nucleation rate 
in Eq. (4.10). The highest number density is for the ACC solid phase, which is expected 
from very low surface energy of this phase. Calcite and vaterite both had a fairly close 
number density, with vaterite being slightly higher, again from a lower surface energy at 
this temperature. Aragonite had the lowest number density, which is expected from its 
second lowest supersaturation ratio, and the highest surface energy, which impedes the 
nucleation. The range of Reynolds numbers used here was not significant enough to alter 
the polymorph selectivity for this aqueous concentration. The nucleation rate for ACC at 
this concentration is too high to overcome through the given mixing parameters. After 
the initial nucleation occurs the number density stops growing as the supersaturation ratio 
quickly drops to low levels.
The first moment for each of the polymorphs is shown in Figure 4.13. These moments 
are representative of the size of the particles in the system as they grow. The results for 
ACC show that this polymorph reaches a plateau in the first moment rather quickly. This 
plateau is arrived at as the supersaturation ratio of ACC quickly approaches 1.0 and growth 
is stopped. The vaterite and calcite plots here show a continued increase in the system as 
they grow. Aragonite also continues to grow at this state, but appears to do so much more 
slowly, as it has a low supersaturation ratio when compared to vaterite and calcite.
Using these two low order moments, the average radii for each of the polymorphs can be
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(g) (h)
Figure 4.11: A slice of the domain that illustrates the mixing of the temporal jet domain 
by showing the vorticity develop in the shear layer. The time progress as (a) t =  0.0125s, 
(b) t =  0.015s, (c) t =  0.02s, (d) t =  0.025s, (e) t =  0.03s, (f) t =  0.035s, (g) t =  0.04s and 
(h) t =  0.045s. This is for the Uq =  6.0 m/s case.
simply calculated as rave =  M\/Mq. The results of the radii for all four of the polymorphs 
are shown in Figure 4.14. As stated previously, the system was initialized with a wide 
distribution with a low number density, the initialized moments are found in Table 4.1. 
As shown by the previous plots, the initial distribution is orders of magnitude lower than 
the actual moments of the system, and have no effect on the results. However, this initial 
distribution leads to some numerical noise in the early time frames of the average radius
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Figure 4.12: The zeroth moment (number density) of each of the four polymorphs of the 
system. Blue lines are ACC, green lines are calcite, black lines are vaterite, and red lines 
are aragonite. The solid lines refer to the U0 =  0.75 m/s case, the dashed lines refer to the 
U0 =  3.0 m/s case, and the dotted lines refer to the U0 =  6.0 m/s case.
plots. The initial distribution used had an average radius of 500 nm, this caused large spikes 
to form in the plots. Once the noise from this initial size was dampened, the low point of 
each of the curves showed the nucleation radius for the polymorphs for each of the Reynolds 
number cases. The approximate nucleate size based on this analysis is shown in Table 4.5. 
After the nucleation event of the particles occurs, the increase in the average radius is due 
to the particles entering the growth phase of precipitation.
The values listed in Table 4.5 are only approximate values. As the nucleation would first 
occur in the turbulent shear layer, and not on the centerline, the actual nucleation values 
are probably lower, as some growth would start to occur. As shown in both the values in 
Table 4.5 and by the plots in Figure 4.14, the higher mixing rates of the temporal jet leads 
to a smaller nucleation size of the particles. This is due to the faster mixing rates reaching 
higher supersaturation ratios quicker, which in turn affects the critical radius of nucleation 
in Eq. (4.8). ACC has the lowest supersaturation ratio, but with the lowest surface energy 
of the polymorphs these particles nucleate smaller than aragonite particles. Calcite and 
vaterite have the first and second highest supersaturation ratios, respectively. As a result, 
these particles are the smallest nucleates. While calcite has a higher supersaturation ratio, 
the lower surface energy of vaterite evens out the effect so that the nucleate size of both
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Figure 4.13: The first moment of each of the four polymorphs of the system. Blue lines 
are ACC, green lines are calcite, black lines are vaterite, and red lines are aragonite. The 
solid lines refer to the U0 =  0.75 m/s case, the dashed lines refer to the U0 =  3.0 m/s case, 
and the dotted lines refer to the U0 =  6.0 m/s case.
these polymorphs is about the same.
After the initial nucleation of the polymorphs occur, the drop in supersaturation limits 
the birth of new particles and the polymorphs begin the major growth phase. In all three 
of the cases, the size of the ACC particles is shown to level off rather quickly. As this 
polymorph has the lowest supersaturation ratio, it quickly approaches 1.0 after nucleation 
and the growth of this phase stops. At longer timescales than what was simulated here, as 
the other three polymorphs continue to grow, eventually the supersaturation ratio of ACC 
would drop below 1.0. Then, the ACC phase would begin to dissolve back into solution 
[165]. In contrast, the calcite, vaterite and aragonite phases of the system continue to grow 
throughout the simulation. For the vaterite and calcite for the middle and the highest 
Reynolds number, the size of the particles becomes nearly indistinguishable. It is likely 
that at these high Reynolds numbers, the growth rate of these polymorphs has become 
reaction-rate limited, rather than mixing-rate limited.
While the initial nucleate sizes follow the trend that the higher Reynolds numbers lead 
to larger particles, the final sizes of the particles do not follow this trend. The lowest 
Reynolds numbers highlight this discrepancy the most. The cause for this could be due to 
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Figure 4.14: The average radius of each of the four polymorphs of the system. Blue lines 
are ACC, green lines are calcite, black lines are vaterite, and red lines are aragonite. The 
solid lines refer to the U0 =  0.75 m/s case, the dashed lines refer to the U0 =  3.0 m/s case, 
and the dotted lines refer to the U0 =  6.0 m/s case.
Table 4.5: Approximate particle nucleate sizes (nm).
Case ACC Vaterite Aragonite Calcite
Uo =  0.75 61 65 114 67
.03.
£
49 28 80 28
.06.
£
38 22 61 23
for the time axis, as such the length of time that the large mixture-fraction variance lasts is 
ten times longer at the lowest Reynolds number than the highest Reynolds number. While 
the average mixture fraction may be near 0.5, the large variance means that much of the 
central domain may not be at the well-mixed state. For example, half could be at 0.4 while 
half is at 0.6, which would lead to a vastly different value for nucleation and growth rates. 
Such large heterogeneity in the domain could be the cause of the nonintuitive results from 
the LES for the lowest Reynolds number.
It is possible that the inconsistencies here could be alleviated by further increasing the 
resolution of the LES. In Abboud et al. [1], it was shown that very high resolution one­
dimensional turbulence simulations had a significantly lower value in the peak fluctuation
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values, and did not show these inconsistencies with the lowest Reynolds number. The plot 
in Figure 4.15 shows the velocity and the fluctuations of the LES simulations at different 
grid resolutions for the highest Reynolds number case. As the grid resolution is increased, 
the data start to converge to a lower peak fluctuation value, and if the resolution were to 
be further increased, it is likely the fluctuation values would continue to decrease.
4.3 .2  P ilo t  Scale G eom etries
This section will discuss the two different geometries that were simulated using the 
ARCHES code. These geometries are of pilot scale industrial reactors. To achieve the 
steady state for the reactors, the simulations were run for more than 100 computational 
hours. The differences in the supersaturation ratio between the two reactors are highlighted 
in Figure 4.16. The still frames show that the mixing pipe reactor has a large region of high 
supersaturation over which the reaction and precipitation occurs. In contrast, the impinging 
jet reactor has a very small tight space in between the two jets where the reaction occurs in 
a very short plane. The difference in the supersaturation ratios between the two reactors is 
the main variable, which affects how particles are nucleated in each of the reactors.
The quickness of the mixing plays a large role in the supersaturation ratio and how fast 
the particles are nucleated. The differences in the two pilot reactors for the mixture fraction 
profile are shown in Figure 4.17. The impinging jets reactor has a very narrow region of 
mixing in the center of the jet plane, while the static mixing pipes requires a long drawn 

































Figure 4.15: The centerline velocity (a) and fluctuations (b) as the grid resolution of the 




Figure 4.17: The mixture fraction profile in the (a) mixing pipes and (b) impinging jet 
reactors.
far upstream from the initial fluid mixing section and not effective, as most of the mixing 
occurs prior to the flow entering this region.
The small region with a nearly 0.5 mixture fraction at the reaction plane in the impinging 
jets reactor leads to some of the highest values for supersaturation, as given by the plot 
in Figure 4.1. The averaged concentrations of each of the particles at the outlet of the 
geometries is shown in Table 4.6. These data are taken as a temporal- and spatially- 
averaged value over the outlet plane after steady state is reached. The zeroth moment in 
the table is represented as the particle concentration in terms of the number density per 
cubic meter. All of the polymorphs show an increase in the number density of more than 
50 % in the impinging jets reactor when compared to the mixing pipes. The better mixing 
rate that occurs in the impinging jets as compared to the static mixer pipes results in 
higher number densities of particles at the outlet to the domain. This is consistent with the 
ideal geometry of the temporal jet, which showed faster mixing resulted in higher particle 
concentrations.
The data for the first moments of the polymorphs at the outlets of the pilot reactors are 
shown in Table 4.7. As before, these values are temporally- and spatially- averaged over the
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Table 4.6: Average number density at reactor outlet (# /m 3).
Geometry ACC Vaterite Aragonite Calcite
Mixing Pipes 2.29e16 6.03e12 6.16e9 1.95e12
Impinging Jets 3.64e16 9.61e12 9.12e9 3.06e12
Percent Change 59% 59% 48% 57%
Table 4.7: Total size of suspension at reactor outlet (nm/m3).
Geometry ACC Vaterite Aragonite Calcite
Mixing Pipes 3.58e18 9.94e14 1.61e12 3.18e14
Impinging Jet 4.53e18 2.13e15 3.39e12 8.41e14
outlet plane after steady state is reached. The first moment of the polymorphs is shown in 
the table in terms of nanometers per cubic meter, which is representative of the total size 
of the PSD.
Using the zeroth and first order moments of the system the average radii for each of the 
polymorphs at the outlet can be calculated. As with the temporal jet data, the average 
radii are calculated by dividing the first moment by the zeroth moment of each polymorph. 
These values are shown in Table 4.8 in units of nanometers.
For ACC, the better mixing that is promoted through the change in the geometry results 
in a much smaller average radius at the outlet in the impinging jet case. However, for other 
polymorphs this was not observed. Even though a higher number density was observed 
-  as expected for better mixing cases -  higher radii were seen for the other polymorphs. 
The main reason for this is the reaction time that is allowed for each case. The Reynolds 
numbers at the jet inlets are the same for both of the geometries, but the impinging pipes 
have a longer residence time by about four times more, due to the the size of the large 
chamber in between the impinging jets.
To examine the effect of the longer residence time, the outlet pipe of the impinging jets 
reactor is observed more closely. The average radius at the slice of the outlet is compared
Table 4.8: Average particle radius at reactor outlet (nm).
Geometry ACC Vaterite Aragonite Calcite
Mixing Pipes 156.83 164.86 260.71 163.13
Impinging Jets 124.86 221.58 367.45 275.19
Percent Change -20.3% 34.4% 40.9% 68.7%
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to a slice of the reactor upstream where the tapered portion begins. Table 4.9 shows the 
average radius of each of the polymorphs for these two planes of the impinging jets reactor. 
To illustrate where the data in Table 4.9 are taken from, a two-dimensional slice of the 
impinging jet is drawn in Figure 4.18. Here, the red line shows the upstream plane where 
data are taken, and the yellow line shows the outlet plane of the data. The figure also 
shows the formation of the ACC through nucleation occurring at the very sharp reaction 
plane where the supersaturation ratio is at its highest. After the nucleation occurs here the 
number density declines as this portion of the fluid is mixed into the other regions that are 
not as reactive.
These data show that the reaction is not yet complete as the more stable polymorphs 
are continuing to grow in this short region. Within the large chamber of the impinging jets 
reactor, the polymorphs have been given a significant time to continue growing after the 
nucleation. Furthermore, when the zeroth moment of ACC is examined it is 3.64 x 1016 
at the upstream location and 3.48 x 1016 at the outlet. This shows that the reaction is 
starting to enter the first dissolution phase where ACC starts to dissolve back into the 
aqueous phase. This effect is shown in the zero dimensional modeling study by Schroeder 
et al. [165]. The average ACC size shows a slight increase, however, this is not due to 
the growth of the polymorph, but rather due to the death term in the PBE killing off the
Table 4.9: Average particle radius (nm) at reactor outlet and the tapered section for the 
impinging jet reactor.
Location ACC Vaterite Aragonite Calcite
Upstream Location 123.05 206.81 345.99 262.63
Outlet Plane 124.86 221.59 367.46 275.19
Figure 4.18: The number density of ACC in the impinging jet reactor in a two-dimensional 
slice at the center of the domain. Lines are drawn to show where data are taken for the 
averaging.
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smaller particles as the ACC phase dissolves.
4.4 Conclusion
A framework using the Eulerian QMOM technique was developed for a set of precip­
itation reactions with a large number of physical models included to accurately represent 
all of the complex processes of the particles. The method was first applied to an idealized 
geometry of a temporal jet. Here, it was shown that while the selectivity of the polymorphs 
was not changed by the increase in Reynolds number, the effect of increasing the Reynolds 
number had a direct effect in improving the mixing rate of the system and decreasing the 
nucleate size of the polymorphs. Next, the method was applied to pilot scale flow reactors. 
It was shown that using the impinging jet reactor provided an increase in the number density 
of the particles when compared to the mixing pipes reactor. The framework for precipitate 
particles that was developed in the Wasatch codebase should be able to be generalized for 
any other precipitate flow system by simply changing the appropriate surface energy and 
supersaturation values to any arbitrary precipitating system. While presenting a comparison 
with some experimental data would have been a good addition to this chapter, data provided 




This chapter will examine steady state flamelet modeling. The flamelet modeling ap­
proach is specific to nonpremixed combustion simulations. Part of the derivation of the 
flamelet equations relies on the nonpremixed formulation for laminar flames that specifies 
a mixture fraction between the oxygen and the fuel streams. A third-party software is 
used for its flamelet library capabilities. The output from this flamelet code is parsed and 
processed in a way to make it usable in the ARCHES codebase. The transformation used on 
the data from the flamelet library is nontraditional in terms of the current progress variable 
approach in literature. While no CFD simulations were run with these new flamelet tables, 
the postprocessed data and the method used to produce the tables are examined.
5.1 Flamelet Theory
Several flame studies have been conducted experimentally. Most notably, for the combus­
tion of a methane-air flame, the work done by Sandia [9] has a vast quantity of information 
available to validate simulations. As shown in Pitsch et al. [141], using a postprocessed 
library can be used as a replacement for a coupled CFD and flamelet solver with little loss 
in accuracy when compared to the experimental results, at a much lower computational 
cost. Several other past studies have shown the use of a postprocessed flamelet model 
in conjunction with LES [143] and have included the use of a reaction progress variable 
[139, 65].
The main assumption for the flamelet models is that the chemical timescales are small 
enough that the reactions occur in a thin layer around the stoichiometric mixture. This 
assumption is valid as long as the reaction zone is thinner than the Kolmogorov eddy scale. 
The reaction zone is then laminar, and the only transport is diffusive transport which occurs 
normal to the surface of the stoichiometric mixture [140]. For the formulation of the flamelet 
model used here, it is assumed that the reaction has a two-step mechanism with a timescale 
separation between the first and second reactions, from the general Eq. (4.1) the reaction
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can be expressed as
Fuel — ■ I —■  P, (5.1)
where I is representative of the intermediate species and P is representative of the final 
products. This reaction occurs with the opposite reaction speeds of the precipitation 
model in Eq. (4.2), here the first reaction is slow and considered to be on the timescale 
of CFD, while the second reaction is considered to be instantaneous with regards to the 
CFD timescale. Due to the input parameters required in the flamelet code, this reaction is 
represented as oxygen only reacting with the intermediates, and not with the fuel as
T-, n slow TFuel----- ■ I
I +  O2 —■  P, (5.2)
or for the specific combustion case with methane, here this is
C* s-ow  ^ c h
CH4 +  O2 —■  P. (5.3)
As this first reaction occurs on the timescale of the meso-mixing, the progress of the 
reaction is tracked through a scalar transport equation in the LES. The second reaction 
occurs much quicker and is on the subgrid scale of the LES, which makes it ideal to use 
a model such as a flamelet library. In this specific problem Fuel is referred to as C*, the 
intermediate, I, is CH4, and P, the products, represent the results from the flamelet code. 
In this representation of a combustion system, C* is considered to be unreactive gaseous 
fuel. Methane is used here for the intermediate because it provides a simple test bed for the 
method, as the set of combustion reactions are much less complex than higher molecular 
weight hydrocarbons.
In this application of the flamelet model, the calculations were decoupled from the CFD 
solver and calculated a priori using a third-party flamelet library known as DARS [27]. 
DARS is a steady flamelet code. For the thermodynamics and reactions of the system, 
the GRI mech 3.0 is used, which consists of 53 species and 325 elementary reactions for 
the combustion of methane [167]. For the nonreactive (in terms of flamelet timescales) C*, 
the thermodynamic properties of CH4 are used in the calculations. Using DARS the data 
are output in terms of a radiation factor, the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, and 
the mixture fraction for each of the values of the reaction progress variable, S. With the 
definition of the intermediate step of the reaction in Eq. (5.3), S is the inverse extent of 
reaction variable for the first reaction step. DARS uses the standard flamelet transformation
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to remove the problem from spatial dimensions, such that the mass fraction equations are 
given by
dYi x  d2Yi
" s T  =  P 2 dZ2  + (5'4)
where Yi is the mass fraction of each species i, x  is the scalar dissipation rate, p is the 
density, Z  is the mixture fraction, t  is normalized time, and wi are species specific source 
terms. The mixture fraction is scaled from 0 to 1, where 0 is pure air stream and 1 is pure 
fuel stream. The enthalpy equation for the flamelet calculation is given by
dh _  x  d2h .
pdT =  p 2 d Z 2 -  q’ (5.5)
where h is the enthalpy and q consists of any appropriate heat flux terms. For the steady 
state flamelet approach, the time derivatives in Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) are set equal to zero. 
With DARS, the local scalar dissipation rates used at each value of the mixture fraction in 
the above equations are calculated with the inverse error function
X =  Xstexp(-2(erf-1 (2Z -  1))2). (5.6)
For the source term in the enthalpy equation in Eq. (5.5), DARS uses a radiation factor 
variable which is changed to get a wide array of possible temperature profiles for the system; 
this is set as a factor in front of the radiative heat flux term in the enthalpy equation as Rf
q =  Rfae(T4 -  T04), (5.7)
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e is the emissivity, and T is the temperature 
in K. When the radiation factor is set to 0.0, then then heat flux is zero and the case is 
adiabatic. The set of equations is solved for all the of species present and DARS outputs 
the data so that they can be tabulated a priori to running a simulation using the flamelet 
model.
The typical steady state flamelet models based on the steady laminar flamelet model 
(SLFM) paramaterize the flamelet library space by the scalar dissipation rate of the system. 
The flamelet progress variable approach developed by Pierce and Moin [138, 139] uses a 
reaction progress variable instead. In this method, a transport equation is then required 
for the filtered reaction progress variable, the scalar transport equations for the mixture 





+  V ■ (pUZ)  =  V ■ (p (D z +  A )V Z )  (5.8)
+  V ■ (puC) =  V ■ (p(Dz +  D t ) V C ) +  pw a. (5.9)
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To account for the subgrid modeling in LES, the scalar variables of interest are obtained 
by integrating over the joint subgrid PDF of Z  and C . This method is known as an assumed 
PDF method, for a given scalar variable, 0, this leads to
0 =  y  0 ( Z ,C  ) P ( Z ,C  )dZdC. (5.10)
For the subgrid PDF modeling in the progress-variable approach, a beta PDF is utilized 
for the mixture fraction, and a delta function is assumed for the reaction progress variable. 
While this method may not have the accuracy of a coupled unsteady flamelet model, the 
pretabulation is much more computationally inexpensive. The large advantage of using a 
progress variable approach is that the typical SLFM approach has no ability to account for 
ignition and extinction of the flame. This is demonstrated by the flamelet solution curve for 
the temperature in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1(a), the SLFM approach shows the curve for 
the temperature as the dissipation rate increases, and the large discontinuity that occurs 
for this extinction. On the other hand, in Figure 5.1(b) the typical “S-shaped curve” of 
diffusion flame theory is shown. This shows three regions of the flame: the steady burning 
branch, the unstable branch of partially extinguished states, and the complete extinction 
line [139]. The stable branch shows flame temperature decreasing with dissipation rate, 
as faster mixing increases reactant concentrations and dilutes product concentrations. The 
unstable branch shows where the flame is limited by kinetics, and the extinction line shows 
where the chemical kinetic rates are negligible [139].
Other flamelet methods include progress variable approaches first developed for pre­
mixed combustion systems, these include flamelet prolongation of intrinsic low-dimensional
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: The typical “S-shaped curve” of a flamelet solution showing (a) typical steady 
state flamelet and (b) steady state flamelet with progress variable approach. These plots 
were created using data from Pierce and Moin [139].
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manifold (FPI) [55, 40], and using flamelet-generated manifolds (FGM) [123]. Additional 
use of these methods has extended into partially premixed and nonpremixed cases [111, 183], 
as well as high dimensional space in reduced species variables [115]. In the formulation here, 
a different method of the tabulation is used than the method used in the reaction progress 
variable approach of Pierce and Moin [139]. The method still utilizes a variable for the 
reaction progress, but adds several other state variables to the tabulation. A new mixture 
fraction is defined, which is used to represent a reaction progress showing the amount of 
fuel available to react as
mFuel /rn = -------------------------------- • (5.11)
mFuel +  mI +  mOxidizer
So that with this reaction progress definition, at n =  0, all of the fuel is available for the 
combustion as an intermediate, CH4, and at nmax none of the fuel is available for combustion 
as all of it is C*, where
mFuel +  mI /,.nmax =  --------- :--------:-------------- • (5.12)
mFuel +  mI +  mOxidizer
The data were then rearranged to fit around a normalized variable to track the enthalpy 
of the system, defined as the heat loss, 7 , which is set as
ha — h /r 19-,
Y = —  ’ (5.13)
where ha is the adiabatic enthalpy, h is the current enthalpy, and hs is the sensible enthalpy 
of the system. The heat loss is scaled from approximately —1 to 1. The sensible enthalpy 
is defined as the enthalpy of the given gaseous mixture at a reference temperature of 273 
K. In order to get a complete range on the heat loss values, the radiation factor in Eq. 
(5.7) in the DARS code is changed significantly, with high resolution near —1 to 1, and low 
resolution to capture outlying data out to a radiation factor of —12 and 12.
The scalar data were tabulated for use in a lookup table by the ARCHES CFD code 
in terms of five independent variables, the mixture fraction, f , the scalar dissipation rate, 
Xst, the scalar variance, Z '2, the heat loss, 7  and the reaction progress, n. For the scalar 
variance it is scaled from 0 to 1 based on the maximum value of the variance for the given 
value of Z in the cell.
An assumed PDF method is used for both the scalar dissipation rate and for the scalar 
variance for the subgrid state of the system. For the PDF of the scalar dissipation rate, a 
log-normal distribution was assumed so that




where ^ is calculated by
^ =  ln«Xst)) — .5a2, (5.15)
with the standard deviation of the PDF, a, set equal to 3, based on the average of 
experimental studies stating its range from 2 to 4 [42]. For each value of 2 there is a 
maximum ( x ) st before extinction of the flame. At this point the DARS code fails to calculate 
a solution for the extinct flame. To remedy this, after this upper limit of the dissipation rate 
is reached a simple nonreactive mixing model was employed to calculate scalar quantities. 
The chemical state of the system at extinction is independent of the dissipation value [139].
For the PDF of the mixture fraction, a clipped Gaussian was used such that
P (Z  1 = 1erfc ( T P )  x i (Z  1 + 1erfc ( ^ )  -  « Z  — D
+  /  exp ( " v b ^ )  0 < Z < 1 (5.16)
0 otherwise.
During the tabulation of the data, instead of using a nonlinear solver to find ^  and 
a parameters the means and variances were tabulated in terms of these PDF parameters 
and used perform a reverse lookup of these values [168]. With these two PDFs defined the 
flamelet theory using the presumed PDF method can be used to evaluate the subgrid value 
for all of the dependent scalars as [134]
rtt /*1
(0) ((Z ), 2, (xst) , Y, Z 2) =  /  0(Z, 2, Xst, Y)P (Z ,  Z 2) P (Xst)dXstdZ. (5.17)
o o
This integration is done numerically using a two-dimensional trapezoid method, on 
approximately 2000 - 3000 total points. Due to limitations of the flamelet solver, not all of 
the relevant regions of the scalar dissipation rate in the PDF have solutions. As discussed 
before, when above the scalar dissipation extinction value, scalars are evaluated from a 
mixing model. However, at high values of x st, due to the pinching DARS exerts on the 
endpoints of mixture fraction space, getting a full range of heat loss space is impossible. 
For these cases the species mixture fractions from the adiabatic case were used, and the 
temperature was adjusted to solve the nonlinear equation for each heat loss value. In 
addition, there is difficulty in integrating the low end of the curve numerically, since the 
peak of the distribution changes orders of magnitude (note: mode =  exp(^ — a2)), and 
exists below the low end of the x st space. There is not enough resolution in x  space for an 
exact PDF integration, so instead of employing the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
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for this value it was simply evaluated by subtracting the known portion of the PDF from 1 
(the defined integrated value for a PDF) as
f' Xhigh
1 -  /  P (X)dx, (5.18)
 ^Xlow
with the integral using the numerical value. Furthermore, it was assumed that for all 
dependent variables below the low \st value, all 0  are constant, which allows for the 
transformation of the integral in Eq. (5.17) to
/  f  Xhigh \ r i
P ( x ) P ( Z ) 0 ( x ,  Z )d x d Z  _  1 -  P (x)dx x /  P(Z)0(xiow, Z )d Z
\ Jx low /  Jo
n Xhigh P ( x ) P ( Z ) 0 ( x ,  Z )d xd Z  . (5.19)low
In the CFD code, the grid variable used for mixture fraction is not the same as the 
flamelet solution variable. DARS solves its mixture fraction as the combination of the two 
specified streams
Z  _ mFuel-stream _ mFuel-inert +  mFuel +  mI (5 2g)
mFuel-stream +  mOxidizer-stream mFuel-inert +  mFuel +  mI +  mOxidizer
with mFuel-stream _  m I +  mFuel +  mInert-in-fuel. The inert in the fuel stream consists of trace 
amounts of nitrogen or carbon dioxide present. The grid variable for mixture fraction that 
is transported in the LES is defined as
fp _  — -------m+------------- . (5.21)mI +  mFuel +  mOxidizer
In combination with the reaction progress variable the look up variable for the flamelet 
library is defined with a transformation as
f  _ - ff^  _ --------mi--------. (5.22)
1 — mi  +  moxidizer
The ARCHES code is set up to transport f p and — as filtered scalar values. The data 
after the integration of the presumed PDF are remapped from Z  and 2 space onto these 
new f  and — variables. Before the table lookup is performed in the LES algorithm, the 
fp and — variables on the grid are used to calculate f . For the calculation of the scalar 
dissipation rate, an algebraic expression based on the mixture fraction gradient can be used 
so that
x “  2<Df. +  ° t )  g  f , <5-23)
where D fp and D t are the molecular and turbulent diffusion coefficients, respectively. When 
calculating the scalar variance for the flamelet formulation, the same approach as the
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precipitation subgrid model can be used. That is for the second moment of the mixture 
fraction to be added as a transport equation, and the scalar variance is then
S  =  S  -  fP2. (5.24)
Unlike the precipitation formulation of the problem, here the variance will be scaled so 
that it can be tabulated from 0 to 1 across the given space. The variance is simply divided 
by the maximum variance for a given mixture fraction
f2
fP2 =  ~  , (5.25)0 p norm -P;2
max
where the maximum variance is given by
ffmax = f P * (1 -  « •  (5'26)
The specific steps used to produce the table are listed in Appendix A. The data shown 
here are for a simple natural gas combustion case. The temperature of the fuel stream is 
298 K and the air stream temperature is 290 K. The mass fractions for each stream are 
listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively.
5.2 Discussion
While no CFD simulations were run using this steady state flamelet technique, a brief 
analysis of the features and trends of the flamelet library will be included here. This section
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will also show plots for the justification of some of the assumptions that were made in 
constructing the library. The integrated data from the method should be usable in future 
ARCHES simulations.
As the inverse reaction extent S is increased, the maximum value for which a stoichio­
metric dissipation rate arrives at a converged solution is decreased. This is due to the lack 
of combustible fuel available in the system, as higher S values lead to high amounts of C*. 
The system becomes too air rich and falls below its lower flammability limit. The highest S 
value for which any solution converges is at 0.87. Above this limit it is assumed no reaction 
occurs, and a simple cold mixing model is used. The maximum %st value for converge is 
the extinction limit of the flame, a plot of this limit is shown in Figure 5.2. As less fuel 
is available for combustion, the extinction point in terms of the scalar dissipation rate is 
decreased, as the flammability has decreased; this decrease is shown to be rather linear up 
to the maximum converged S value.
The PDF of the dissipation rate with a low value of the stoichiometric dissipation rate 
set at x st =  5 is shown in Figure 5.3. The first plot in Figure 5.3(a) shows the full PDF 
with the mean of 5 marked in a dotted line. The peak of the PDF is very near the axis here. 
The second plot in Figure 5.3(b) shows the PDF zoomed into this peak region, where the 
mode is located. The lowest %st value that is converged is at 0.037, most of the peak of this 
PDF lies below the converged region of the dissipation rate space. When integrated, the
Figure 5.2: A plot showing the extinction value for the dissipation rate as a function of 
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Figure 5.3: The PDF of the scalar dissipation rate with average %st =  5, shown with full 
PDF (a), zoomed region near the PDF peak (b).
region here consists of 29% of the total area of the PDF. If this region is not accounted for, 
then the integrated total mass fractions do not add up anywhere close to 1.0. The solution 
to the problem that is used here is to assume that below the minimum value of %st any 
further flamelet solution converges to the same value. This assumption is mathematically 
highlighted in the formulation of Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.19).
A similar plot for the PDF is shown in Figure 5.4 for a much higher rate of dissipation, 
set to x st =  1000. Similar to the previous plot, Figure 5.4(a) shows the full PDF with a 
dotted line to highlight the mean dissipation rate. At this higher mean, the region with 
the peak in the PDF shown in Figure 5.4 (b) is at least higher than the converged %st of 
the system. However, the peak still appears magnitudes lower than the mean dissipation 
rate. This leads to a very coarse grid in terms of the numerical integration. The unresolved 
region here consists of about 5% of the PDF area, and would still lead to a summation of 
the mass fractions to be less than 1. To resolve this the mass fractions are renormalized by 
the total to ensure that this does not occur.
For the above assumptions to work out for the integration of the PDF, and for the 
integrations in Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.19) to work, the solution to the PDEs for the flamelet 
must converge to the same solution as the dissipation rate approaches x low. A plot of this 
is shown in Figure 5.5 for two of the main variables in the system, the mass fractions of 
oxygen and of methane. The plot is the adiabatic case for radiation factor with a 0 value set 
for S. Each of the plots show the variable in mixture fraction space as the scalar dissipation 
rate is changed. The black line on the plot shows the flamelet solution at the lowest scalar 




Figure 5.4: The PDF of the scalar dissipation rate with average %st =  1000, shown with 
full PDF (a), zoomed region near the PDF peak (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: The plots show the mass fraction of O2 (a) and CH4 (b) over the mixture 
fraction space of a flamelet solution. The scalar dissipation rate is decreased in the direction 
of the arrow in each plot, the black line is the solution for the lowest dissipation rate.
The plots for both of these variables converge to the solution for the lowest converged scalar 
dissipation rate, so the assumption made in these integrals should be valid.
For the radiation factor tuning, it was found that not all of the grid space that is desired 
for the normalized heat loss is covered. One reason for this is that the end points of the 
mixture fraction space are fixed to the specified input temperature. This does not allow 
for any change in the heat loss space at the end points, which consequently results in a 
pinched region near the endpoints with very poor heat loss coverage. This pinching effect 
is easily seen when the heat loss space is plotted as in Figure 5.6. This shows the heat loss 
as a function of mixture fraction in the x-axis, and as a function of the radiation factor in
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Figure 5.6: The heat loss coverage for two low values of the dissipation rate, the areas 
near Z  =  0 and Z  =  1 are pinched due to DARS clipping.
the direction of the arrow. To fill in this gap in coverage from the DARS code, the Matlab 
parsing script takes the nearest converged flamelet solution at the given mixture fraction 
and keeps the exact same mass fraction of the components. Then, a nonlinear solver is set 
up to solve for the temperature of this given composition for unresolved areas for the heat 
loss space.
The heat loss coverage from the radiation factor tuning becomes worse as the scalar 
dissipation rate of the system in increased. The heat loss coverage for two higher values 
of the dissipation rate is shown in Figure 5.7. Even at the largest radiation factors of 
-12  and 12 the outlying data fail to reach the minimum and maximum of the heat loss 
in prettyreffig:HL2(a). The same process as before is followed, where a nonlinear solver is 
used to find the temperature to meet the gaps in heat loss. At an even higher value for the 
dissipation rate, there fails to be any variance in the heat loss space at all in the system 
in prettyreffig:HL2(b). This is likely due to the diffusion-like term, that contains the scalar 
dissipation rate in Eq. (5.5) becoming orders of magnitude larger than the heat flux, so 
that the change in heat flux through the radiation factor has no effect.
With these assumptions made, and the gaps in the flamelet data filled in with the 
justified results, the flamelet table is constructed for the five independent scalar variables. 
These are the mixture fraction, extent of reaction, the scalar variance, the scalar dissipation, 
and the heat loss. A few surfaces of dependent variables varying across these are plotted 
here. The first plot in Figure 5.8 shows the enthalpy of the system as it changes over the 
scalar variance and mixture fraction space.
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Figure 5.7: The heat loss coverage for two high values of the dissipation rate. Here the 
heat loss coverage is limited due to the fast “diffusion” rate of the PDE.
0
Z Z
This plot shows the large spike in the enthalpy near the stoichiometric point of the 
reaction. The largest change in enthalpy from the reaction occurs in the mixture fraction 
space here. The other direction shows the scalar variance. At zero scalar variance the plot 
is unchanged from the base case, as the mixture is assumed to be perfectly mixed at the 
subgrid level. At a scalar variance of 1, the subgrid mixture is assumed to be completely 
unmixed, and the result appears as a simple cold mixing between the two streams. Even a
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small portion of the domain being unmixed in the variance causes a sharp drop off for the 
enthalpy of the system.
The next plot in Figure 5.9 shows the temperature variation over the same independent 
parameters of mixture fraction and scalar variance. The plot of the temperature shows the 
highest temperature in near the stoichiometric mixture fraction, just like the enthalpy, for 
the zero scalar variance case. At the scalar variance of 1, the cold mixing case is shown 
where the temperature only varies between the initial temperatures of the two streams. 
As with the enthalpy, even a small increase of scalar variance causes a steep drop in the 
profile. The reason for this sharp decline near the peak, and the shift of the temperature 
peak to towards the center of mixture fraction space, is because the plot is shown with 
the normalized scalar variance. At a normalized variance of 0.125, then near Z  =  0.2 the 
variance is 0.78, while near Z  =  0.5 the variance is 0.5. This results in more of the clipped 
Gaussian PDF existing in the unmixed delta functions for mixture fractions away from the 
center.
The next plot in Figure 5.10 shows the enthalpy again over mixture fraction, but the 
other independent variable is the heat loss. This plot shows the effect of remapping the 
enthalpy space onto the normalized heat loss variable utilized in the code. The centerline 
at a heat loss of zero shows no change in the enthalpy over changing the mixture fraction. 




Figure 5.9: The temperature of the flamelet solution over scalar variance and mixture 






Figure 5.10: The enthalpy of the flamelet solution over heat loss and mixture fraction. 
Mixture fraction is varied on the x-axis, and heat loss is changed on the y-axis.
point. At this point where the reaction is the most efficient, the largest gain in enthalpy 
is seen when approaching a negative heat loss value, and the most enthalpy is lost as it 
approaches a heat loss of 1.
The plot in Figure 5.11 corresponds to the same independent variables, but again plots 
the temperature. This plot shows a similar peak to the enthalpy plot at the lowest value for 
the heat loss. As the heat loss is increased the peak in the temperature profile decreases in 
value, which is the expected result of the normalized heat loss variable. The shifting peak 
in temperature in mixture fraction space as a heat loss of 1 is approached is likely due to a 
shift in the calculations, as higher heat loss values had poorer convergence.
The plot in Figure 5.12 shows the formation of NO as a function of the heat loss and 
mixture fraction. The peak in the formation of NO appears near the stoichiometric point, 
but slightly more towards the air stream side of the mixture fraction where O2 is in excess. 
As the heat loss of the system is correlated to the enthalpy, an increase in the heat loss leads 
to higher temperatures of the flamelet solution. This in turn leads to higher formation of 
thermal NO formation during the combustion of the methane [198, 89, 39].
The plot in Figure 5.13 shows NO2 over the same independent variables. As with the 
formation of NO, this peak occurs to the right of the stoichiometric point due to the excess
O2 required. However, the width is much narrower and shifted further to the right, as more 









Figure 5.11: The temperature of the flamelet solution over heat loss and mixture fraction. 
Mixture fraction is varied on the x-axis, and heat loss is changed on the y-axis.
f
Figure 5.12: The formation of NO for the flamelet solution over mixture fraction and heat 
loss. Mixture fraction is varied across the x-axis and heat loss is changed on the y-axis.
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Figure 5.13: The formation of NO2 for the flamelet solution over mixture fraction and 
heat loss. Mixture fraction is varied across the x-axis and heat loss is changed on the y-axis.
lower, as the reaction follows the Zeldovich model, which produces NO before NO2 [198]. 
The formation of NO2 reaches a steep cliff in the descending slope as the temperature is 
lowered. It is likely that the reaction’s activation energy crosses a threshold that makes the 
NO2 reaction unfavorable quicker than the NO reaction becomes unfavorable.
5.3 Conclusion
A method was developed to utilize the DARS flamelet code for use in CFD simulations. 
The method builds a library based on five independent variables that are transported in 
the CFD code. Various insufficiencies in the convergence of the flamelet code were handled 
through either cold mixing solutions or through approximations with nonlinear solves, based 
on the situation. The method adds additional parameters to traditional flamelet modeling 
techniques, and the some of the important resulting dependent variables are plotted. The 
method here was shown for natural gas as an application, but with a different set of inlet 
parameters and reaction mechanisms, the method should be adaptable to any gaseous 
combustion system.
CHAPTER 6
CONDITIONAL QUADRATURE METHOD 
OF MOMENTS
This chapter will discuss a moment method that is specifically developed for multivari­
ate problems that can exhibit physical crossing of the quadrature nodes, the conditional 
quadrature method of moments (CQMOM). The method will be outlined as it exists in the 
literature for a three internal coordinate case. Then, the derivation for the fourth and higher 
dimensions of internal coordinates will be shown, followed by the handling of source terms. 
A few test cases are included that will highlight the proper treatment of particle trajectory 
crossing in the ARCHES codebase. This is followed by a comparison of simulation data 
with experimental data for an inert particle case.
6.1 DQMOM
A brief overview of the direct quadrature method of moments (DQMOM) will be pre­
sented here. This is another type of moment method developed that makes it possible to 
directly track the evolution of the PBEs. The method requires the solution of the transport 
equations for the weights and weighted abscissas instead of the moments of the PBE. Recall 
the quadrature approximation for the NDF can be expressed as a combination of N  Dirac 
functions
N
n(C; t) =  ^  ^ a (t ) 5(C -  Ca( t ) ) . (6.1)
a=1
If Eq. (6.1) is inserted into the PBE in Eq. (4.3) and the convective term is ignored for 
now, then it can be expressed as
N d
(uaS(Z -  U ) =  S(£; t), (6.2)
a=1
where S(£; t) is the lumped together source terms of the PBE. Using the product rule for 
derivatives this equation can be rearranged to
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N , N - c
Y  S(C — j a Y  S ( j — j a)Wa— = S (j; t). (6.3)
a=1 a=1
Now consider the product rule for the derivative of WaCa
dWa Ca dC« t dWa , .— -----=  Wa —------+ Ca —;— , (6.4)dt a dt a dt
which can be rearranged to
dja dWaCa . dWa /r
Wa I F  =  —  -  C“- d T . (6-5)
This can be substituted into Eq. (6.3) to give
Y ,  S(( -  Ca ) ^  -  £  S'(C -  Ca) ( -  C a ^ )  = S (j; t). (6.6)
y v —  1 n v —  1 '  '
Using the following substitutions
dt a dt
the equation can be rewritten as
dWa d(WaCa) ,=  da'; ---- -n—  =  ba, (6.7)
N N
S(C -  Ca)da -  S (C -  Ca)(ba -  Caaa) =  S(C; t), (6.8)
a=1 a=1
and this can be rearranged into
N N
Y  ( S(C -  Ca) +  S (C -  Ca)^ J aa -  Y  S (C -  Ca)ba =  S(C; t). (6.9)-  ^  , +  ,, ,, Ca) j  da -  ’ s
a=1 a=1
Recall the equation for the moments shown in Eq. (4.4), using this equation in combi­
nation with the rules of integration for Dirac functions yields two identities
r
/  cks(c -  Ca)dC =  ck (6 .10)
Jo
c C O
ck s' (c -  ca)dc =  -kck -1 . (6 .11)
/ 0
Now, multiplying Eq. (6.9) by Ck and integrating from 0 to to makes it possible to use 
the identities to obtain
N N
(1 -  k) Y  ca da +  k Y  ca-1ba =  f  " s  (C; t)Ck dC «  S f ,  (6 .12)
a=1 a=1 Jo
which is a linear system and can be solved for aa and ba, using the values for the weights 
and abscissas of the quadrature nodes. Here, Sk is the moment transform of the source 
term that is evaluated with the quadrature approximation for the kth order moment. This
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source term would consist of the summation of all source terms for the particles, such as 
the birth, death and aggregation kernels from Chapter 4. This set of linear systems is 
used to represent the evolution of 2N moments of order m0, m1, m2, . . . ,  m2N-1 where N is 
the number of quadrature nodes used. This requires solving the following set of transport 
equations
dw1 dwN d(w1£1) d(wN £n ) ,
Tit- =  - w  =  aN; - d t - ^  = — d f -  = bN■ (W 3)
Solving this set of equations requires setting up a linear system from the summations in 



























Solving this matrix gives all of the aa and ba values, from which the time evolution of 
the weights and the abscissas of the distribution can be calculated. If two of the quadrature 
nodes are identical, then the determinant of the matrix is null, and the linear system 
becomes singular. The main source of unstable simulations in DQMOM is in the event of 
these identical nodes. Perturbation of the nodes can be used to over come the singularity 
[101]. For the extension of the DQMOM method for spatially heterogeneous problems, a 
small change is made to the source term matrix of Eq. (6.14) to become
So
*1
S’2N-2 +  C2N-2
1 +  C2N—1
(6.15)
where the correction term, , is given by
c = k( k—1) v  fw«£a-2Dx
a=1
(6.16)dt dt
This correction term is only present when a spatial gradient of the quadrature nodes 
is present, and when a diffusion mechanism is involved. If particles are sufficiently large
x
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then the diffusion, Dx, is set as zero and the correction term also becomes zero. This linear 
system is solved for aa and ba , which are then used in the transport equations for the 
weights and weighted abscissas as
2
"  +  K ,iW a) — (D xia) =  aa (6.17)
9  (idt£a) +  d X  (Up,i(ia£a) — dX_ (DxWa£a) =  ba ■ (6.18)
This derivation of DQMOM is the same form shown in Marchisio and Fox [102]. A 
similar derivation can be made for the extension to multivariate problems. The method has 
been shown to work in many past simulations such as soot formation [200, 201], fluidized 
beds [38, 37], coal combustion [129, 130] and other applications [101, 43]. However, the 
formulation of the method in ARCHES is not able to properly solve the particle trajectory 
crossing for the general case.
A simple case is set up for the particle trajectory crossing with DQMOM. The case is 1.2 
m by 1.2 m in x and y space with a periodic condition set in the z direction, with a resolution 
of 100 by 100 by 2. Two inlets are located on the x-minus face with one environment in 
each. Both are set to an x velocity of 1.0 m/s, and the y velocities are set to 1 m/s and —1 
m/s. A slice of this domain at steady state is shown in Figure 6.1. This case is set up with 
no particle-fluid interactions, and no particle-particle interactions such as collisions.
This can be mitigated if the particle trajectory crossing is known a priori by initializing 
the weights of the inlet streams such that the representations of the PBE exist in separate 
environments before crossing. While this may work for simple cases, in actual simulations
Figure 6.1: A two-dimensional slice of the domain showing the particle trajectory crossing 
problem with DQMOM. The inlets are intialized with the same environemnts populated, 
when the particles jets meet the y-velcoities are simply averaged.
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this is often not the case, as the complex flows will result in particle trajectory crossings in 
areas of the domain that are not known a priori. Even knowing the outcome of a case a 
priori, if the particle trajectory crossing is determined by the geometry of the walls, rather 
than the geometry of the inlets, then adjusting the inlet environments would not mitigate 
this effect when DQMOM is used. A simple case is set up for particles hitting a wall in 
a channel flow. A channel is setup with height of 0.5 m and width of 2.0 m with periodic 
condition in the z-dimension, the resolution used is 120 by 30 by 2. The inlet is set with 
a x-velocity of 1.0 m/s and a y-velocity of 1.0 m/s, so it is pointed toward the wall in the 
y-plus direction. The result of this simple simulation at steady state is shown in Figure 6.2 
for a slice of this two-dimensional domain.
As the particles hit the wall, the zero-velocity Dirichlet condition for the y -direction 
velocity causes no rebound from the wall to occur. Instead, the particles accumulate in 
the one flow cell next to the wall, and no other cells near the wall contain particles. These 
particles are then convected in the x-direction along this one cell next to the wall towards 
the outlet. There is no adaptive way in DQMOM to deal with particles bouncing away from 
the wall when the internal coordinates contain the velocities. These two cases highlight one 
of the numerical issues of DQMOM, this ineffectiveness has led to further development of 
moment methods, and the main method demonstrated in this chapter, CQMOM, can adapt 
to solve this problem.
6.2 CQMOM Theory
In Chapter 4 with the precipitation modeling with QMOM, a monovariate approach was 
used with the internal coordinate set as only the radius, r . In CQMOM, multiple internal 
coordinates are used for all of the properties of the system, the internal coordinates will be 
represented in this section by { i for the ith internal coordinate.
The number of moments that are required to be transported for CQMOM depend on
Figure 6.2: A two-dimensional slice of the simulation showing particles interacting with 
the wall with the DQMOM model. As particles hit the wall, they do not bounce off and 
accumulate in the cell next to the wall.
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the number of quadrature nodes used for each internal coordinate, the total is given by
M /  i \
nmoments — 2N1 +  E  Ni ( n  Nj ) (2Ni — 1). (6.19)
i=2 \j=2 J
Here, Ni is the number of quadrature nodes used for the ith internal coordinate. The 
derivation for CQMOM revolves around the use of basic probability axiom for conditional 
probability. This axiom states that for a given joint probability distribution, n(x,y), the 
PDF can be expressed as the multiplication of the conditional probability with the marginal 
probability as
n(x,y) =  n(x|y)n(x) =  n(y|x)n(x). (6 .20)
If this is applied to a joint probability function of an arbitrary number of internal 
coordinates, M , then the generic NDF of n(£) can be rearranged to
n(£M |£l' £2' . . .  • £m-1) = n(£i.£2n(4),£M- 1) ; (&21)
which is the conditional probability distribution of £M given that all other internal coor­
dinates (£1,£2, . . . , £ M-1) are fixed. By definition, the number density of the conditional 
probability distribution is fixed to 1, and the denominator can be defined by integrating 
out the M th internal coordinate
n(£1,£2, . . . ,£M-1) =  /  n(£)d£M. (6.22)
Analogous to Eq. (6.21) a conditional density function for the (M  — 1)th internal 
coordinate can be defined as
n« M = : | ; t ; ; : £M ^  ■ <6-23>
From here is should be straight forward that smaller and smaller subsets of internal 
coordinates can be conditioned down to £1 and then the number density function can be 
set equivalent to
n(^) =n(£M|£1 ,£2; ■ ■ ■ ,£M-1)n(£M -1|£1;£2; ■ ■ ■ ;£M-2)
x ■ ■ ■ x n(£4|£3.£2.£1)n(£3|£2.£1)n(£2|£1)n(£1) (6.24)
These equalities are used as the basis for deriving the method to calculate the quadra­
ture nodes for the multivariate number density function. The CQMOM method uses the 
conditioning as a way to quickly prescribe quadrature nodes for the closure problem. The
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conditioning allows for several small matrices to be solved for the closure quadrature nodes, 
rather than a complex nonlinear system that is required in multivariate QMOM. As a 
quick demonstration, consider a two-dimensional normal distribution given by the standard 
equation
1 (  -1  ( (£ 1 -  Mx)2 , (£2 -  My)n(£i ,£2) =  ------------ , 2 exp _  2x --------2—  + ------- 2—  , (6.25)
2'KGx<^y\J(1 — P ) V2(1 p ) V ax ay J J
and let Mx =  My =  5.0, p =  0.25, ax =  0.5 and ay =  1.0. The rendering of this distribution
in space is shown in Figure 6.3.
The PDF should be calculated the same way regardless of the order of the conditioning 
that is used via Eq. (6.20). The two permutation calculations for this moment set yield the 
two sets of abscissas seen in Figure 6.4. The black dots are the positions of the abscissas 
u 1 , u2, and the red dots show the abscissas that are used for the conditional quadrature.
If it is set that N 1 =  N 2 =  4, then a total of 16 abscissas will be calculated. One 
permutation of CQMOM will require 32 moments of the 48 optimal moment set, and if 
both permutations are calculated, then the full 48 optimal moment set will be required; 
this full set can be found in Fox [46].
For a distribution that contains no covariance between the variables, the order of the 
conditioning would have no effect on the quadrature nodes calculated. With no covariance, 
the variables are entirely independent and the marginal PDFs are not effected.
For illustration purposes, the calculation for CQMOM in three dimensions is also in­
cluded in Figure 6.5. Here a three-dimensional normal distribution was again used with 
the same means. The red dots and lines are the initial quadrature nodes, the blue ones are 
the quadrature nodes conditioned on the first dimension, and the black dots are the final 
conditional quadrature nodes.
Figure 6.3: Two-dimensional normally distributed PBE.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Two-dimensional quadrature nodes showing red dots for the first dimension 
quadrature nodes, and black dots for the quadrature nodes in the second internal coordinate.
Figure 6.5: Three-dimensional quadrature nodes showing red dots for the first internal 
coordiante, blue dots for the second, and black dots for the final internal coordinate.
6.2.1 CQM O M  for Kinetic Modeling
First, consider the case when all passive scalars of the particles are constant, and the 
only internal coordinates in the PBE are the particle velocities. Then, the PBE transport 
equation is given as
dn (t x u) dn (t x u )
(6.26)^n(t, X, u) dn(t, X, u)+  Ui------------- =  0 .
dt dxi
Note that the definition of the moments for a multivariate case are
m i,j,k =  J J J  u1 u2ukn(t, x , u)du1 du2du3 =  0 . (6.27)
Multiplying equation Eq. (6.26) over the first internal coordinate, U1 , and integrating 
yields a moment transport equation of the form
S(Si )Sit2tkdSid&d& , (6.28)dt d x1 d x2 d x3
where the convective terms have been converted into moments. From this equation, it can 
be seen that the generalized transport equation for the velocities of the particles is not a
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closed moment transport equation, as the u1 transport is dictated by the i +  1th moment, 
the u2 transport is dictated by the j  +  1th moment and u3 is dictated by k +  1th moment. 
In general terms the moment transport equation for three internal coordinates of velocity 
is given by
dmi,j,fc . dmi+1,j,fc . dmi,j+1,fc . dmi,j,fc+1 / ’ / ’ / ’ s (C C C ) Ci C2Cf c (6 29)
- d r  + — jix!—  +  +  ~ d x r ~  =  J J J S(C1' C2' C3)C>C2CkdCidC2dC3 ■ <6-29)
Thus, the moment transport equations will require closure. In multivariate QBMM, a 
summation of point distributions is used to estimate the PBE as
N
n(£) =  Y  WaS(£ -  £a) , (6.30)
a
where N is the total number of abscissas for the quadrature. Note that the rest of this 
derivation is done for arbitrary internal coordinates, so u has been substituted for £. The 
unclosed moments of the system can be estimated with the quadrature weights and abscissas 
as N
mij,fc =  Y  WaCl,aC2,aC3,a . (6.31)
a
The case of Eq. (6.21) for fixing M  =  3 for the three internal coordinates of the system 
(representing the velocities) is given by
n(£) =  ^  . (6.32)
Here, j 1 would correspond to u, j 2 would correspond to v and j 3 would correspond to 
w. Now, the procedure for calculating these quadrature nodes will be laid out. First, a few 
definitions are required. The conditional moments for the second dimension of the internal 
coordinates are defined as
<C2)|(6) =  J C2n(C2lC1)dC2. (6.33)
This represents the j th conditional moment of the C2 internal coordinate, conditioned 
on the value of a quadrature node of j 1. Similarly, the conditional moments for the third 
dimension of the internal coordinates can be defined as
<Ck)|(C1,C2) = y  Ckn(C3|C1 ,C2)d j3 . (6.34)
This represents the kth conditional moment of the C3 internal coordinate, conditioned 
on the values of a quadrature node for a given set of j 1 and j 2. Then it follows from using 
the properties of conditional probability that the mixed moments can be set as
mi,2,0 =  JJ CiCjn(C1,C2)dC2d j1 =  J Ci<Cj)|(C1)n(C1)d j1 , (6.35)
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and
m i,j,k =  j j j  ClCjCfn(C1,C2,C3)dC1dC2dC3 =  J J  ClC j ( C f . (6.36) 
Here, i, j, k are the moment orders of each of the internal coordinates. The method here 
is only for the conditioning order in Eq. (6.32), other permutations of the conditioning 
will be the same, but with different orders for the internal coordinates. The first step is to 
use the pure moments of the first variable, mi,0,o with i =  0, . . . ,  2N1 — 1, to calculate the 
N1 quadrature nodes for C1. Here, the adaptive Wheeler algorithm [189] from Yuan and 
Fox [195] will be used for the quadrature calculation of the internal coordinates so that a 
approximation for n(C1) is
Ni
n(6 )  =  “ a  5(C1 — C1;«i) (6.37)
ai
using this equation in Eq. (6.35) gives an approximation for the mixed moments as
Ni
m i,j,0 =  ^  “ aiC1 ;ai (Cj)|(C1;ai) . (6.38)
ai
For simplicity, define (C2 )ai =  (C2 )l(C1;ai); this denotes the N1 unknown j th order 
moments. If all of the mixed moments in terms of only C1 and C2 (mi,j,0) are known, 
then a linear system to solve for the conditional moments can be constructed from Eq. 
(6.38) as
V 1R 1
r (Cj )1i m 0,j,0
(c2 )2 = m1,j,0
.(c2)ni. _mNi-1,j,0_
(6.39)
This matrix system needs to be solved for each set of second dimensional moments 
from j  =  1,..., 2N2 — 1. Here, N2 is the maximum number of quadrature nodes needed to 
reconstruct the conditional probability function n(C2|C1). The right hand side for each of 
the matrices will require a total of N1 x (2N2 — 1) moments to be defined. The coefficient 
matrices are defined by
(6.40)
This linear system can then be solved using the Rybicki algorithm for the conditional mo­
ments [148]. These conditional moments can then be used to construct the two-dimensional 
distribution as
Ni N2














iN -1 1 -
“ Ni_
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Now, for each of the a 1 nodes, one-dimensional quadrature with the Wheeler algorithm 
[189] is executed on these second dimensional moments to find the conditional weights wai,a2 
and conditional abscissas £2;ai,a2• Even though it is not calculated, the zeroth moments 
(£2)ai are equal to 1 based on the definition of a conditional number density function. 
At this point, if the problem were two-dimensional the necessary information needed to 
close the unknown moments is obtained. For higher numbers of internal coordinates, the 
algorithm is repeated with slight additions.
Using the equation in Eq. (6.41) in Eq. (6.36) yields a summation for the three­
dimensional moments as
Ni N2
=  ^ - /Wai wai,a2£1 ;aiC2;ai;a2 (£3 °ai,a2 . (6-42)
ai a2
Here the N1 x N2 unknown kth order conditional moments 77(^31£1, £2) are represented 
by (£3 )ai,a2, where (£f)ai,a2 =  (£3 )l(£1;ai,£2;ai,a2). Now a new variable is used for clarity, 
C, defined as
N2
Cai;j,fc — ''Y , Wai,a2£2;ai;a2 (£3 )ai,a2 , (6.43)
substituting this into Eq. (6.42) yields
Ni
-1,3 'y  y W« i£1,ai Cai ;j,fc . 
ai












N 2, 3 1 _mNi_1,2_1,3_
(6.45)
The linear system in Eq. (6.45) has to be solved multiple times for each j  — 1, ...,N2 
and for each k — 1,..., 2N3 — 1. Here, N3 is number number of quadrature nodes in the 
third internal coordinate to reconstruct n(£3|£1,£2). Then, with all C known, Eq. (6.43) 
can be used to solve the conditional abscissas, with a linear system that must be solved for 
every value of a 1
V  2;ai R 2;ai
(£3)ai,1 Cai;1,fc
(£3 )ai,2 — Cai;2,fc






















),N2 ;a 2; 
-u> - ^a i,N2
(6.47)
As before, this set of linear systems can be solved with the Rybicki algorithm [148]. This 
system must be solved for each a 1 =  1, ...,N 1 and for each k =  1,..., 2N3 — 1. This will 
result in the conditional moments, ((%)ai,a2, for the third internal coordinate of n(£3|£b£2). 
These conditional moments will then be used in the adaptive Wheeler algorithm to solve 
for the conditional weights wai,a2,a3 and conditional abscissas £3;ai,a2,a3, so that the full 
reconstruction of the PBE for three internal coordinates is expressed as
N1 N2 N3
n(^) =  E E E  ^ai ^ ai ,a2 ^ ai,«2,a3 ^ ( 1^ 1^;ai M(& — &;ai,a2)S( 3^ — &;ai,a2,a3) . (6.48)
a1 a2 a3
6.2.2 C Q M O M  C on vection  Schem e
The number of nodes required for each dimension of the quadrature (N1,N 2,N 3) will 
determine the moments required for the system. For the three-dimensional problem, there 
are six possible permutations for the conditioning. The other five are straight forward to 
adapt the above set of equations to solve. For kinetic equations of the particles, all six 
permutations will be used. With all six permutations it will be necessary to transport a 
total of 4N1N2N3 moments, these moments are the full optimal moment set of the system. 
Based on the internal-coordinate dimensions and number of quadrature nodes the set of 
moments that are required can be found in Fox [46].
If the permutations are listed as (1,2, 3) representing n(u3|u1,u2)n(u2|u1)n(u1), then 
the permutations giving the x 1 component of kinetic energy are (1,2,3) and (1,3,2), the x 2 
component given by (2,1,3) and (2,3,1) and the x3 component uses (3,1,2) and (3,2,1). Using 
these permutations gives eight different combinations that can control all three directions 
of the kinetic-energy flux. For the spatial fluxes in the quadrature method, a flux-splitting 
algorithm is proposed by Yuan and Fox [196], where the moments are updated in each 
spatial direction separately
M n xi direction x2 direction x3 direction (6.49)
here M  is the set of moments and M3 is the set of moments for one of the eight possible 
combinations of the quadrature permutations. Each of the eight combinations must be
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transported in this way, so that there is a set of M * for each combination K . Then the 
updated optimal moment set for the next time-step is
M n+1 =  i ( M 1  +  ••• +  M k ) , (6.50)K
and the convection term for the next time-step is then
Mk =  Mk — [G+(N, U, V, Wk1) — G -(N , U, V, Wk1)] , (6.51)
where the flux function G is from Vikas et al. [182]. In two dimensions, there are two 
permutations of CQMOM both of which can control the energy flux in x 1 and x2 directions, 
which results in four combinations to use in the convective transport.
This concept of using a flux splitting algorithm is to adjust for the differences made 
by the quadrature approximation. Depending on the order of the conditional internal 
coordinates and the covariance between variables, different values for the quadrature nodes 
will be calculated. The reconstruction of quadrature nodes into the moments will yield 
slightly different results. For example, the two-dimensional PDF shown earlier with four 
quadrature nodes in each direction yields the differences in Table 6.1 for the higher order 
moment calculations needed for convective transport. These moments are calculated using 
the same normal distribution as shown in Figure 6.4. The highest error here is only 0.01 
%; in order to correct for this small difference in the calculation, the convective flux would 
have to be calculated four times for the two-dimensional case. For a three-dimensional case, 
the computational work for the convective flux would have to be increased by eight times. 
With such a small difference in the values, this is a large amount of computational time to 
contribute to correcting such a small difference. In addition, using every permutation of 
the CQMOM method would nearly double the transported moment equations as well. For 
a large scale computation that the ARCHES code is typically used for, this computational 
expense cannot be justified. The implementation in the ARCHES codebase uses only one 
permutation of the CQMOM method.
Table 6.1: CQMOM permutation error.
Moment m0,8 m8,0 m4,4 m5,4 m4,5 m8,1 m1,8
% change 5.57e-4 4.21e-6 5.74e-8 7.73e-6 2.91e-5 7.49e-5 2.92e-3
Moment m6,4 m4,6 m8,2 m2,8 mz,4 m4,7 m8,3 m3,8
% change 6.79e-5 4.412e-4 2.51e-4 6.11e-3 3.31e-4 3.44e-3 6.08e-4 1.03e-2
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Both first-order upwind and a specialized Roe minmod scheme for pseudo second order 
spatial discretization have been implemented into the ARCHES codebase. In general, the 
set of convective fluxes for a set of moments, Fconv can be given by
F — G+ — G_ conv    ,
here G denotes the fluxes at the plus and minus faces of a cell given by
G+ — G (M m /2,l, Mi+1/2,r)
G _ — G(Mi_1/2,p, Mi_1/2,r),
here M  is the set of transported moment equations, the function G is












/ 1  \
N
H — Y  Wa,rmin(Ua,r, 0)
ua,r
u2 ,a,r ^ u3a^or
(6.57)
v . /
This definition is for a set of moments with one internal coordinate. Expanding the 
formulation to multiple coordinates is straight forward, the elements of the matrix are 
simply expanded to contain the other abscissas raised to the power of the respective i, j, k 
moments that are transported










For other spatial directions, the max and min functions are just applied to the v and w 
velocities for the y- and z— directions. For the first order scheme, the weights and abscissas
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are assumed to be constant across a cell, this is a step-wise function that for the ith cell is 
expressed as
N? ,N i-1/2,r N?, N +1A i Nn (6.59)
where N is the set of weights and abscissas. For the second order scheme, a minmod slope 
limiter is used. For the ith cell this can be written as
N? ,N i-1/2,r
N? , N i+1/2,1
Ax rivT N? -  —  6Ni
Ax
N? -  — 5Nt,
with
5N,- =  minmod N ? -  N?-1 N?+1 -  N ?A x A x
where the minmod function is given by
minmod(x, y) =  sign(x) 







sign(x) =  0 
1
(6.64)
x < 0 
x =  0 . 
x > 0
To highlight the difference in the spatial discretization schemes, a simple jet is convected 
using each of the methods. The domain is the same size as the earlier DQMOM demon­
stration, except only one jet is used. The steady state profile is shown in Figure 6.6. This 
figure shows the wide spreading that the first order spatial scheme undergoes as numerical 
diffusion, while the pseudo-second order scheme maintains a tighter profile of the jet. Wall 
interactions are also developed in the code for the CQMOM method.
At the wall a restitution coefficient, ew, can be prescribed, which accounts for kinetic 
energy lost due to the impact with the wall. When ew =  1, this is a perfectly elastic collision 








_wa_ wall Wa interior
Adapting this for y- and z- direction walls simply requires changing which internal 
coordinate ew is applied to. For some physical models, various particles may be expected 
to deposit on walls. Adapting the wall interaction boundary condition to account for this
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(a) (b)




Figure 6.6: A two-dimensional slice of a particle jet transported with (a) the first order 
CQMOM scheme and (b) the pseudo-second order scheme.
effect is rather straightforward. The reflecting particles are just multiplied by the fraction 




here /stick is the fraction of particles which hit the wall that are deposited. Models for /stick 
will vary based on the physical process for various particles, models for coal are available 
in the literature [186, 15].
6.2.3 Extension for the Addition of Multiple Scalars 
as Internal Coordinates
The extension of CQMOM to a fourth dimension of internal coordinates is rather straight
forward. An equation for the fourth dimension moments can be created and a similar
procedure to the one used in Subsection 6.2.1 can be developed. First, start with the
equation for the fourth-dimensional moments
mi,j,k,l i l i j ik i4n (ii, 6 , 6 , &)d£id6d&dfct, (6.67)
the quadrature approximation for these fourth order moments is given by
Ni N2 N3 N4
n(ei ,e2 ,e3,e4) =  £ £ £ £  T1;aiTj;ai,a2T3;ai,a2 ,a3T4;ai ,a2,a3 ,a4  ^
ai a2 a3 a4
^(ei — ei;ai )^(^j — ej;ai ,aj)^( 3^ — d3;ai ,a2a )^(i4 — d4;ai ,a2a,«4) • (6.68)
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Now, define the conditional fourth dimension moments similar to before
(£4)|(£1;£2,£3) =  J  £4n(£4|£3;£2;£1)d£4 ; (6.69)
which describes the 1th conditional moment of £4 conditioned on set values for £1,£ 2 ,£3. 
Now, for simplicity define this as
(£4 )«i,a2,«3 =  (£4 )|(£1;£2;£3) - (6.70)
The total number density of the system can be expressed as
n(£1; £2; £3; £4) =  n(£41£3; £2; £1)n(£1; £2; £3) ■ (6.71)
Combining this with the quadrature node approximation, the definition of the con­
ditional moment, and multiplying by the internal coordinates gives an equation for the
quadrature reconstruction of the fourth-dimensional moments 
Ni N2 N3
mfcl,fc2,23,24 ^ ^ ^ ' ^1;«1 W2;«1,«2 W3;«1,«2,«3£l;a1 £2;a2£3;a3 (£4 )« 1,«2,a3 ■ (6.72)
ai a2 a3
With the correct moments, and the prior quadrature nodes known, the conditional fourth 
order moments can be calculated here similar to the previous method. As before, a new 
temporary variable is created, 2 , defined by
N3
2;l3,24 ^  ^w«1,a2,«3£3;a3 (£424) a1,a2,a3 *
a3
Substituting this in to Eq. (6.72) gives
N1 N2
ml1,22-1,23-1,24 'y ', ^1;«1 w2;«1,«2£l1a1 £2;a22«1,«2;l3,l4




Then substituting this definition of Z into Eq. (6.74) yields
N1






From here the method can be solved with a set of linear systems as before. A Vander- 
monde matrix is constructed from Eq. (6.76) as
(6.77)
Here, V 1 and V 2 have the same definitions as before. This set of matrices is then solved 
to get all Z values by looping k2 =  1 ,. . . ,  N2, k3 =  1 , . . . ,  N3, and k4 =  1 , . . . ,  2N4 — 1. With
Z1;22,23,24 m0,22 —1,23 —1,24
Z2;22,23,24 m1,22 —1,23 — 1,24
V 1 R 1 —
_ZWl;32,33,34_ _mN1 — 1,22 —1,23 —1,24_
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all the Z values calculated, then these can be used in Eq. (6.73) to solve for all of the 2 
values. Each node in the first internal coordinate needs to solve this new set of matrices for 
each first-dimensional node, a 1 =  1 ...  N1
V  2;al R 2;al
1—ai ,1;&3 ,&4 Cai;1,&3,fc4
1——ai ,2;k3 ,k4 = Cai;2,k3,k4
_—ai,N2;k3,k4_ _Cai;N2,fc3 ,&4_
(6.78)
for each a 1 this is solved for k3 =  1 ,. . . ,  N3 and k4 =  1 ,. . . ,  2N4 — 1. With all the — values 
calculated, then the conditional moments of the fourth internal coordinate can be calculated 
for each a 1,a 2 node using Eq. (6.75) in a Vandermonde form as
(6.79)
with

























(£o i ) N3 1_(s3;ai,a2,1) (C3;ai,«2,N3 )N3-




For each quadrature node a 1,a 2 this set of matrices needs to be solved for k4 = 
1 , . . . , 2N4 — 1. With the conditional moments solved for, each set can be run through 
the Wheeler algorithm as before to find the final quadrature nodes for the fourth internal 
coordinate.
After this, one could conceivably continue adding in additional temporary variables to 
solve sets of linear systems as the internal coordinate dimensionality is increased ad nau- 
seum. However, this presents two major problems. First, the number of operations required 
for the CQMOM inversion from moments to quadrature nodes increases substantially for 
each dimension added. Secondly, the number of transport equations also increases quite 
substantially. If it is assumed that each N  =  2, then each additional internal coordinate 
more than doubles the required moments transported via Eq. (6.19), and for N  =  3 
each additional coordinate nearly triples the required transported equations; the number of 
moment transport equations required are listed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Transported moments required for N  =  2 and Ni =  3.
Internal Coordinates 2 3 4 5 6 7
Transported Moments Ni =  2 10 22 46 94 190 382
Transported Moments Ni =  3 21 66 201 606 1821 5466
In order to prevent this exponential increase in the number of required moment transport 
equations, the assumption can be made that for any extra internal coordinates added to 
the system, Ni =  1. This greatly decreases the computational time from the CQMOM 
inversion, and reduces the number of moments required to be transported. To extend this 
to M-dimensional internal coordinate space, consider the case with N1 = 2 , Ni =  1 i > 2. As 
before, the quadrature nodes are calculated for the first internal coordinate with the Wheeler 
algorithm. Now consider the Vandermonde matrix for the second internal coordinate
(6.81)
After solving this equation for the conditional moments, the weights and quadrature 
nodes for the second internal coordinate have the trivial answer of y2;1 =  ({2)1, y2;2 =  (y2)2, 
and w2;1 =  w2;2 =  1. This is due to the definition of the conditional PDF having a zeroth 
moment of 1. Continuing this example, now consider the Vandermonde matrix that is 
required for the next internal coordinate
1 1 W1 (y2)1 m0,1,0
;2 W2_ ,(y2)2_ ^ 1,1,0
V 1R 1 Z1;1,1 m0,0,1C2;1,1 ^ 1,0,1
(6.82)
with the zeta values known the next linear system to solve for each a 1 becomes a trivial 
equation of
V 2R 2 [({3)ai,1] =  [1] [(6 )ai,1] [( 3^)ax,1] =  [Cax;1,1] , (6.83)
which easily simplifies to
(^3)ai,1 =  C1;ai,1. (6.84)
From here, it should be readily apparent that for any higher number of internal coor­
dinates the V  and R  matrices continue to equate to 1. Thus any additional conditional 
moments can be set equal to the appropriate Z value, provided that the initial matrix in 
Eq. (6.81) is filled with the correct moments. With this restriction, any higher order 
internal coordinate with only one node is only conditioned on the first internal coordinate. 
Mathematically, the PDF could be rewritten slightly as
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n(£) =  n(£M |£1)n(£M—1|£1) ...  n(£2|£1)n(£1) . (6.85)
this of course only holds for the specific example, and any extension places the conditioning 
on the highest internal coordinate with more than one node. In the method that was 
developed in the ARCHES codebase, up to the fourth internal coordinate may be specified 
with any number of quadrature nodes, the restriction N  =  1 only comes into place for 
i > 5. The low number of internal coordinates was only used to show the derivation with 
more brevity. With four internal coordinates allowed to have more than one quadrature 
node Eq. (6.85) would be expressed as
n(£) =n(£M|£4. £3; £2; £1)n(£M—1|£4. £3. £2; £1)n(£M—21£4. £3. £2; £1)
x ■ ■ ■ x n(£4|£3.£2.£1 )n(£3|£2.£1)n(£2|£1)n(£1) . (6.86)
It should be noted that the derivation for the calculation of the quadrature nodes shown 
here, no assumption of the properties of the internal coordinates was made. This also applies 
to the first three internal coordinates that were previously used in kinetic modeling section. 
The calculation of the quadrature nodes for CQMOM has no dependency on whether the 
internal coordinates are velocities or other passive scalar properties, and has no explicit 
dependency on ordering of the internal coordinates.
6.2.4 Source Terms for Particle Modeling
With the implementation of a full three-dimensional kinetic equation of CQMOM into 
the LES code, appropriate momentum source terms need to be added into the moment 
transport equations. For terms that do not affect the birth or death rate of particles, the 
source terms in Eq. (6.26) can be expressed as
S (£1; £2; £3;...) = £  . (6.87)
i=1
When the integral is applied, then the source term for the first internal coordinate of 
the moment mi,j,2,... is
S(£1,£2,£3. . . .)1 =  j  ■■ ■ j  £1£j£3 ---------i| £ ^ d£1d£2d£3 ■ ■ ■ . (6.88)
using integration by parts over the first internal coordinate yields
=  — i j  ■ ■ ■ j  £i—1£j£2 ■ ■ ■ Gi(^)n(^)d£1d£2d£3 ■ ■ ■ . (6.89)
For simple source terms this could be expressed as a function of an integer moment -
i.e., if G1 was constant this term would be equal to — iG1mi—1,j,2,... -  for complex source
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terms a quadrature approximation would be required. In Pedel et al. [129, 130, 131], there 
are two momentum source terms to be included in the simulation of inert particles: particle 
drag and the gravitational source. The gravitational source term is
=  g , (6.90)
dt g Pp , ( )
since this is in terms of ddt, the acceleration is the equivalent to a growth term -  seen in 
Chapter 4 -  for the velocity, and exists in the PBE as d (du/dt)n(u, t)/du. Then in one 
dimension multiplying this by and integrating over the domain yields an expression in 
terms of the moment as
f  u ig Pp— Pg n(u1)du1 =  — /  iu1- 1g —— — n(u1)du1 =  — imi - 1g1 —— — . (6.91) 
Pp 1 Pp Pp 
The first step in the above equation results from applying an integration by parts 
method to the integral. This equation is dependent on the i — 1th moment, and thus would 
be unclosed for a given set of moments. This requires the quadrature approximation to 
calculate the source term. The drag model used is empirical based on the Reynolds number 
for the typical size regime of coal particles [168]. It is given in terms of an acceleration term 
as
^  = —  (% i — V i )  • (6.92)
if the same method used in Eq. (6.91) is applied to the drag term, then for a moment source 
term it becomes
dmi / drag—— =  —i------(m i-1ufl — mi) , (6.93)
dt Tp
which as before relies on the i — 1th moment, and requires a closure approximation. In the 
drag equation, the particle relaxation time, tp , is given by
Tp =  ^  , (6.94)
P 18ft, , ( '
and the drag coefficient, / drag, is given by
f f 1 +  0.15Rea687 if Re < 994;
g [0.0183Re if Re > 994. ( . )
Here, the limits of the Reynolds number have been changed slightly from conventional 
literature to make the transition between the two correlations smoother. The Reynolds 
number used in Eq. (6.95) is the relative Reynolds number, defined as
Rer =  |Ug — Up|dpPg . (6 .96)
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The corresponding gas-coupled form is the opposite force applied as the surface area 
of the particles on the gas multiplied by the ratio of the densities summed over all of the 
quadrature nodes
^  T  ^  . (6.97)dt ^  dt a 6dpa ' y p
Any general source term can be used with the quadrature approximation, regardless if 
the source term is applied to the internal velocity coordinates or to any of the scalars in 
the system. As long as the source term can be expressed in the general form of dyi/dt -  an 
acceleration or growth term -  then the source term for the i, j, k... moment can be expressed 
as N
mijk---kM,source =  i Wadyp,1/d tay1,a yj,ay3,a X ■ ■ ■ X yMa. (6.98)
Note that this form assumes that this source term is applied to the first internal 
coordinate. For each internal coordinate source term, the exponent with the —1 is changed 
to that internal coordinate and the coefficient in front of the summation is changed to that 
internal coordinate’s exponent for the corresponding moment. The framework that has 
been built into the ARCHES codebase should allow for the easy addition of more scalar 
internal coordinates for the modeling of physical systems.
6.3 CQMOM Simulations
For the validation of the CQMOM portion of the code, several test cases have been run 
to verify that the code is implemented correctly. Some of these include simple periodic tests, 
along with flows that exhibit no fluid-particle interaction to ensure that particle trajectory 
crossing is working as intended. After the verification of the CQMOM, working validation 
cases were developed to compare CQMOM simulation results to experimental data of inert 
particle flows. The validation cases include both monodisperse and poly disperse inert 
particle flows. For the monodisperse case, the three velocities are used as the only internal 
coordinates. For the polydisperse case, the diameter is added as an internal coordinate and 
a few different moment configurations are tested.
6.3.1 CQM OM  Tuning Parameters
This is a brief discussion of the various tuning parameters that have been implemented 
into the ARCHES codebase in order to maintain numerical stability of the CQMOM 
convection. The parameters were tuned empirically until suitable values were found that 
kept physical cases from resulting in unrealizable moment space.
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Two of these parameters are the same ones used in the adaptive Wheeler algorithm of 
Yuan and Fox [195]. The first of these is eabs, which sets a limit on the ratio between the 
largest and the smallest abscissas. The second of these is rmin, which sets a limit on ratio 
between the maximum and minimum weight values. If either of these parameters is not 
met, then the number of quadrature nodes is reduced by 1, and the Wheeler algorithm is 
run again. This helps limit poor abscissas values from being calculated in the far tails of 
the distribution.
In the implementation in the ARCHES code, a few additional parameters were added to 
maintain realizable moment space. The first is a m0,min, which dictates the minimum value 
of the number density for the quadrature nodes to be calculated; if the zeroth moment is 
below this value all abscissas and weights are set to zero. The second is a clipping on the 
individual abscissa, for both high and low values, i i,max and i i,min. If a quadrature node is 
lower than this value and the abscissa value is outside of the clip parameters, rather than 
being clipped, the quadrature node weight and abscissa are set to zero. If any clipping 
occurs, then the new quadrature nodes are used to reconstruct new values for the moments 
at the updated time-step. The third parameter is a limit on the minimum weight of the 
abscissa, wmin, for calculating the convective flux. Below this limit the flux is calculated 
to be zero. As long as the minimum values here are orders of magnitude lower than the 
number density of the flow, there should be very little impact on the simulation. These are 
in place to prevent areas away from the main flow from having some numerical diffusion 
cause an unrealizable moment set.
6.3.2 CQ M OM  Verification Cases
The first test case looks at a two-quadrature node case where two jets are coming from 
different walls. One is from the x-direction and one is from the y-direction. Each jet is 
initialized with a point distribution so that only one environment exists with a number 
density m00 =  1.0. The case here is periodic in z with 1 m by 1 m dimensions in x and y 
with a coarse mesh of 20 by 20 by 2 cells. The two streams are allowed to cross in the center 
where the adaptive method calculates two separate environments. This is the simplest case 
that can be run to demonstrate that the implementation of the method has been done 
correctly. The case also demonstrates that the adaptive method has been adjusted so that 
a zero mean value can be handled, even when the advection direction is not the primary 
conditioned variable. The number density profile is shown in Figure 6.7.
This system uses two quadrature nodes in u and one node in V, which results in the 
following transported moments for the v|u permutation: m00, m10, mj0, m30,m 01,m 11. In
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Figure 6.7: A slice showing the zeroth moment (number density) of the two-dimensional 
particle trajectory crossing case after steady state has been achieved.
Figure 6.8, the weights for the steady state are shown. As the inlets are initialized with only 
point distributions, the area near the inlet contains only weight 1. When the two streams 
of particles cross in the center, the adaptive CQMOM algorithm results in the calculation 
of two separate environments. After crossing, there is no cross-contamination between the 
environments, and the streams exist with only one environment for a point distribution, 
again.
A similar test case is setup with four quadrature nodes with two nodes in u and two in 
v; this adds four moments to the prior set: ,m\2 ,m\3. The case is 1.2 m by 1.2 m
in x and y space with a periodic condition set in the z-direction, the resolution is 100 by 
100 by 2. This has two inlets on the same face, with each initialized as a distribution rather
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: A slice of the-two dimensional particle trajectory crossing case showing the 
two weights of the system after steady state has been achieved.
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than a point. This case has geometry and velocities identical to the DQMOM case shown 
earlier. The jets cross diagonally and both x- and y- direction momentum are maintained. 
A steady state slice of this is shown in Figure 6.9.
A  test case was setup to demonstrate particle wall interactions. A channel is setup 
with height of 0.5 m and width of 2.0 m with a periodic condition in the z-dimension, the 
resolution used is 120 by 30 by 2. The inlet used has an average velocity of 1.0 m/s in 
both x and y with a variance of 0.0001. The wall restitution coefficient is changed to show 
how it impacts the wall-normal velocity. The first case uses a wall restitution coefficient 
of ew =  1.0, corresponding to an elastic collision, and the second uses a wall restitution 
coefficient arbitrarily set to ew =  0.75. Each time the particles hit the wall the v-velocity is 
decreased by 25 %. The number density for these cases is shown in Figure 6.10.
The last test case demonstrates particle trajectory crossing for CQMOM convection in 
all three spatial dimensions. This case is run in a cubic 1.0 m3 box with a resolution of 
100 cells in each physical dimension, resulting in 1 million cells in the domain. The x-face 
has four inlets on it which are aimed towards the center of the domain to cross at the same 
point. The values for these inlets are listed in Table 6.3; each of these inlets is circular with 
a radius of 0.1 meters, and an average u-velocity of 1.0 m/s.
This simulation is run for 2000 time-steps to achieve the steady state solution to the 
moment transport equations. In Figure 6.11, a three-dimensional rendering of the steady 
state solution of these four jets crossing is shown.
Figure 6.9: A two-dimensional slice of the two-dimensional particle trajectory crossing 
case showing the zeroth moment (number density) after steady state has been achieved.
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(b)
Figure 6.10: Wall interactions in a channel flow system. (a) shows a restitution coefficient 
of 1.0 -  an elastic collision, (b) shows a restitution coefficient of 0.75 where the particles 
lose v-velocity as they bounce off the walls.
Table 6.3: Inlet conditions used for three-dimensional CQMOM example.
center y(m) center z(m) ave V(m/s) ave W(m/s)
inlet 1 0.25 0.25 1.0 1.0
inlet 2 0.75 0.25 1.0 -1.0
inlet 3 0.25 0.75 -1.0 1.0
inlet 4 0.75 0.75 -1.0 -1.0
Figure 6.11: A rendering of the three-dimensional particle trajectory crossing case after 
steady state has been achieved.
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6.3.3 CQM O M  Validation Cases
For the validation of the CQMOM, the literature data from Budilarto [16] were used. 
The cases are very similar to the ones that were examined in the section of turbulent inlets 
in Chapter 3 with the same geometry and velocity ratio cases. The difference is in the 
inclusion of particles. In the cases here, the central nozzle jet is injected with particles -  
but not the annular flow. The particles that are injected are 2500 kg/m3. This is analogous 
to coal burners, with the interior jet containing fuel, and the exterior jet as the oxidizer 
stream.
The flows here used the digital filter generator for the inlet condition [79]. As shown in 
Section 3.5, this type of inlet has a slightly better result in some cases, such as velocity ratio 
of 1.5, than the synthetic eddy method. The marginal difference in the computational cost 
to generate the inlet is neglected. The fluctuation level at the inlet was set to the fluctuations 
from the experimental data, rather than an isotropic 2% of velocity inlet profile; as shown, 
this is significantly better in the single phase flow cases.
The data in Budilarto [16] have two different particle sizes that are utilized at all three 
of the velocity ratios. The average for these particle size distributions is 25 ftm and 70 
ftm. For the 70 ftm cases, it was assumed that the particle size is monodisperse. Pedel et 
al. utilizes this assumption in a previous DQMOM particle study [131]. With the utility 
that is built into the particle models, this assumption allows for the particle diameter to 
be removed as an internal coordinate of the system, which decreases the moment transport 
equations required -  and thus reduces the cost of the simulation. For the 25 ftm case, a 
polydisperse distribution will be used, which will require the inclusion of the diameter as 
an internal coordinate.
These cases all have the two-way physical coupling between the fluid and the particle 
phases enabled. The source terms used are the drag model of Eq. (6.92) and Eq. (6.97), 
and the gravity force from Eq. (6.90). All the cases will be run using a slightly higher 
resolution than those from Chapter 3. The domain size is the same 0.28 meter cubic box, 
but the grid resolution has been increased to 300 by 300 by 300 for a total of 27 million 
cells run on 1728 processors.
The 70 ftm size particle case will be discussed first. Here, the accuracy in increasing 
the number of quadrature nodes is examined. For each of the velocity ratios, two different 
numbers of quadrature nodes are used. For the first case, eight total quadrature nodes 
are used, with two internal coordinates in each dimension and the conditional set up as w 
conditioned on v,u conditioned on u. This leads to the set of moment transport equations
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in Table 6.4. For the second case, only four total quadrature nodes are used. Two nodes 
are used in the u coordinate, two in the v coordinate and only one in w. This reduces the 
number of transported moments from 22 to 14, and halves the computational work that 
is required in the calculation of the convection and source terms. This set of transport 
equations are listed in Table 6.5.
The moments are initialized with a constant u velocity of 9.6 m/s. The total number 
density is the same as used in previous studies of 1.3e9 # /m 3 [131]. A point distribution is 
used for the v and w velocities with nodes of -0.328 and 0.328. A second case is used with 
a small perturbation to the particle u-velocity using values of ±0.1 of the base; this may 
help avoid some singularities in the matrices when calculating the weights and abscissas of 
the system.
A smaller case is run to test the effect of using four versus eight quadrature nodes. The 
resolution for this case is 1003 over the same physical size of the domain. The plot in Figure 
6.12 shows the centerline averaged particle velocity data for the two different number of 
nodes for two of the velocity ratio cases. As seen here, there is only a minor difference 
in the simulation results when the number of quadrature nodes is increased. The plot in 
Figure 6.13 shows the centerline data for the time-averaged fluid velocities for the same 
case. As with the particle velocities there is very little change in these results when the 
number of quadrature nodes is increased from four to eight.
Table 6.4: Moments used for eight quadrature node CQMOM.
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Table 6.5: Moments used for four quadrature node CQMOM.
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VR 0 particles VR 1.5 particles
x/D
(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: The centerline data for the time-averaged particle velocities using four versus 
eight total quadrature nodes. (a) shows the VR =  0.0 case and (b) shows the VR =  1.5 
case.
VR 0 fluid v r  1.5 fluid
x/D
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: The centerline data for the time-averaged fluid velocities using four versus 
eight total quadrature nodes. (a) shows the VR =  0.0 case and (b) shows the VR =  1.5 
case.
The main reason for this comparison is that in Yuan and Fox [195] and other prior 
QBMM studies, it is recommended to use a minimum of two quadrature nodes per internal 
coordinate. The overall timing of using the two different number of quadrature nodes was 
compared. The results for both the average timing per patch and the maximum timing 
is shown in Figure 6.14. The five major Uintah tasks that involve CQMOM are shown. 
These tasks include the convective flux calculation, the moment source term calculation, 
the inversion of moments into weights and abscissas, the calculation of individual sources, 
and the correction term for stability.
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Figure 6.14: The Uintah task timing for the five major components of the CQMOM 
transport equations, (a) shows the average over all patches, (b) shows the maximum.
The timing here shows that the computational cost of increasing the number of nodes 
from four to eight increases nearly three-fold. This is mostly due to the additional transport 
equations, however, that would only account for about two times of the cost. The additional 
computational cost comes from the summation terms that exist in both the convective 
flux equations and in the moment source term equation. As the number of quadrature 
nodes double, the work done to calculate both of these terms for the transport equations 
that are already included is doubled, and this accounts for the rest of the increase in the 
computational cost. Because of this vast increase in computational cost for little change 
in simulation results, it is justifiable to use four total quadrature nodes for the rest of 
the simulations performed. A few other conclusions about the timing can be made. The 
tuning parameters for the stability shown in Subsection 6.3.1 are very negligible in terms 
of the cost. In addition, the moment inversion technique is much cheaper than the actual 
transport of the moment equations. For further improvement of the speed of CQMOM, the 
convection calculation and the source term calculation are the main areas that should be 
examined.
Tests to compare using the perturbation of the first internal coordinate to the case with 
using a constant value for the first internal coordinate were conducted. These two cases 
were run at the higher resolution case with 27 million total cells. The base jet case with 
a velocity ratio of 0.0 was used for the comparison. The centerline time-averaged particle 
and fluid velocities are shown in Figure 6.15.
In Table 6.6, a list of three different ways to initial the first conditional internal coor­
dinate, in this case the u--velocity, is shown. Each case uses the same nodes for the v- and 
w- velocities with different initializations for the t/-velocity. The first case shows initializing 
with a constant velocity in u] this results in a loss of information in the last internal 








Figure 6.15: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity (a) and the particle 
velocity (b) for the VR =  0.0 high-resolution case.
to initial nodes alternating the ±0.1, and results in the CQMOM algorithm returning the 
exact value of the nodes back. The difference between these two initializations is shown 
graphically in Figure 6.16. The third case still applies the perturbation, but use -0 .1  for 
the first two, and +0.1 for the second two. Even with the perturbation applied, this third 
case results in the loss of information in the last internal coordinate of the system, which 
highlights one of the intricacies of CQMOM, in that careful specification of inlet conditions 
should be a high priority. It may be possible to use full normal or uniform distributions 
rather than a summation of point distributions to initialize moments in CQMOM in order 
to avoid these singularities. The downside to this would be that the exact values of the 
abscissas would not be easy to specify to specific values. The benefit to using a summation 
of point distributions is that the Wheeler algorithm is guaranteed to return the exact nodes 
from which moments are fed.
The data in this plot show that during the early portion of the jet, the particle velocity 
is nearly identical in the two cases. Once the core of the jet begins to break up downstream 
the base case starts to differ from the perturbated case, slightly at first, and then proceeds 
to diverge significantly in the very far-field region of the jet. The data for the fluid velocity 
show a similar trend, where the near-field region of the jet is unaffected by the type of 
initialization. However, as before when the core region of the jet breaks up the base case 
deviates slowly at first and then completely diverges form the perturbated case in the 
far-field region. A reason for this could be the loss of data that occurs when the first internal 
coordinate is represented by a point distribution. The adaptive method immediately forces 
the total number of quadrature nodes to two, and several high order mixed moments are
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Table 6.6: Initialized order of quadrature nodes.
initial up,y 0.328 0.328 -0.328 -0.328
initial up,z 0.328 -0.328 0.328 -0.328
initial up,x case 1 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6
resulting wa 6.5e8 6.5e8 0.0 0.0
resulting up,y -0.328 0.328 0.0 0.0
resulting up,z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
initial up,x case 2 9.59 9.61 9.59 9.61
resulting wa 3.25e8 3.25e8 3.25e8 3.25e8
resulting up,y -0.328 0.328 -0.328 0.328
resulting up,z 0.328 0.328 -0.328 -0.328
initial up,x case 3 9.59 9.59 9.61 9.61
resulting wa 6.5e8 6.5e8 0.0 0.0
resulting up,y 0.328 -0.328 0.0 0.0
resulting up,z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: Graphical representation of the initialized nodes of the system. (a) cor­
responds to no perturbation, and (b) corresponds to the case with perturbation of the 
u-velocity nodes.
unused in the calculation of the nodes, and subsequent convective transport of those nodes. 
In the near-field region, the particles are likely moving at a similar enough speed so that the 
loss of this data is inconsequential. As the shear region breaks up the core of the jet and 
particles begin to spread out, and the loss of the data in the quadrature nodes may play 
a role in the discrepancies here. While neither simulation case is particularly close to the 
experimental data after initial jet break-up occurs, the perturbated case shows the closest 
agreement in the far-field region.
The centerline time-averaged data for all three of the velocity ratio cases is shown 
in Figure 6.17. For all three cases the fluid velocity in the near-field region shows good
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6.17: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity (a) and the particle
(b) for all of the velocity ratio cases. Lines show the simulation results and the 
show the respective experimental results.
agreement with the experimental data, including the dip in velocity for the VR =  1.5 case 
from the entrainment of the central jet. The VR =  1.0 case performs the best across most 
of the range of the jet, but does start to show poor results in the far-field region. The 
simulation data from the VR =  1.5 case overshoots the experimental data, but maintains 
the trend in the downfield location where the peak velocity is reached from the merging 
of the annular flow. The base VR =  0.0 case shows the least amount of agreement with 
the experimental data set, as the decay is widely overestimated. These results are fairly 
consistent with those of the turbulent inlets shown in Chapter 3 in terms of which cases 
performed the best in the LES code.
For the particle velocity data shown in Figure 6.17, the results for all three cases again 
show relatively good agreement with the experimental data in the near-field region. For the 
VR =  0.0 case, the simulation data again show poor agreement with the experimental data, 
as the velocity decays at a much faster rate. The VR =  1.0 case matches the experimental 
data quite well, without the inconsistency in the far-field region that was seen in the fluid 
velocity. The data from the VR =  1.5 case again show the experimental data overshoot 
the maximum velocity peak in the far-field region. However, the data from the VR =  1.5 
case do match the downfield location peak, and also show the lack of decay in the near jet 
region, as the large particles have a slow relaxation time and are not constrained as much 
as the fluid flow.
The time-averaged data for the three velocity ratio cases for the fluctuations of the 
velocity are shown in Figure 6.18. The results for the simulation velocity fluctuation data
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Centerline Fluid Velocity Fluctuations
(a)




Figure 6.18: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity fluctuations (a) and 
the particle velocity fluctuations (b) for all of the velocity ratio cases. Lines show the 
simulation results and the markers show the respective experimental results.
show considerable difference than the experimental data. For the fluid velocity fluctuations, 
the VR =  0.0 vase spikes very high early on in the simulation, although qualitatively it does 
begin to decay down after the core of the jet breaks down, and does reach experimental 
values in the far-field region. Overall, the VR =  1.0 case shows higher values in the 
simulation for the fluctuations than the experimental data, but it does follow the same 
qualitative trend with a near constant increase in the value. The case with VR =  1.5 spikes 
very early on in the simulation fluctuation data, but in the far field region it appears to 
start to level out at a similar value to the experimental data.
For the particle velocity fluctuations in Figure 6.18, significant differences in the data 
between the experimental data and the simulation data exist. In order to keep consistency 
with the specifications of Pedel et al. [131], the initial velocity for the particles was set to 
a constant value for the VR =  1.0 and VR =  1.5 cases shown here. For the VR =  1.0 only 
a small perturbation of the inlet was used, as shown previously, which is the reason the 
inlet is slightly different than the other velocity ratio cases. The fluctuations in the particle 
velocity eventually develop to the experimental values, but it takes nearly the full domain 
do to so for the VR =  1.0 and 1.5 cases, and about half of the domain to develop for the 
VR =  0.0 case. A three-dimensional rendering of the particles spreading out is shown in 
Figure 6.19 for the VR =  0.0 case.
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(c) (d)
Figure 6.19: A three-dimensional rendering of the evolution of the particle jet. This shows 
times at (a) t =  0.015s, (b) t =  0.03s, (c) t =  0.045s, (d) t =  0.06s.
6.3.4 CQ M OM  Validation Cases with Diameter
For the 25 ^m case, the diameter is now included as an internal coordinate. There are 
two possibilities for this expansion to use a scalar as an internal coordinate. One is that the 
scalar can be used as the first conditioned internal coordinate, and the second is that is can 
be used as the final conditioned internal coordinate. Both of these cases will be examined 
in comparison to the experimental data to get a better understanding of which case leads 
to better results. The specification for the 25 ^m case is done with a perturbation so that 
the exact initial nodes are recovered after the CQMOM algorithm, as discussed and shown 
in Table 6.6.
As shown in Figure 6.12, four nodes provides adequate accuracy in the simulation results 
when compared to the simulation case with eight quadrature nodes. As such, only four 
quadrature nodes will be utilized for the 25 ^m cases. To state more explicitly: the first
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case is set up with w conditioned on v,u, d; conditioned on u, d; conditioned on d. If the 
same approach is used such that two quadrature nodes are used in the first and second 
coordinates and one quadrature node is used for the higher coordinates, this results in 
four total quadrature nodes. The resulting set of transport equations required is then 18 
moments, these are listed in Table 6.7. For the second case d is conditioned on w,v,u; 
conditioned on v,u; conditioned on u. The same set of moments is utilized, but the order 
of the internal coordinates is changed here. These cases will be referred to as “scalar- 
conditioned” (SC) and “velocity-conditioned” (VC), respectively. For the initialization of the 
moments the small particles are assumed to be close to the average of the fluid flow, where 
the u-velocity is set as 11.6 ±  0.01 m/s, and the v- and w-velocities are set as 0.0 ±  0.0001. 
These nodes have been initialized in the correct order to return the same values through 
the CQMOM inversion algorithm, as demonstrated in Table 6.6. The radius nodes are set 
to 20 ^m and 30 ^m.
In addition, one possible alternative set up for the moments was considered. This set 
up would utilize all four quadrature nodes in the radius for the first internal coordinate. 
This may provide an advantage in that the PSD can be better represented by having a wide 
array of radius nodes specified. The moments that are required for transport in this case 
are shown in Table 6.8. The velocity values to initialize these moments are the same used 
in the SC and VC cases. Here, the extra dimensionality in the first internal coordinate is 
taken advantage of to improve the number of radii nodes to include both larger and smaller 
particle sizes. The radius nodes used for this case are 14 ^m, 20 ^m, 30 ^m and 34 ^m. 
This will be referred to as the SC-4 case.
In order to provide a simple proof of concept of the method applied to a combination 
of scalar and velocity internal coordinates, the cases were first run at the smaller resolution 
with a 100 by 100 by 100 grid size for the domain. The case plotted is for VR =  0.0, as before 
the digital filter generator of Chapter 3 is used, with a new generation of turbulent inlet 
data based on the 25 ^m experimental data set. The moments were initialized as constant
Table 6.7: Moments used for four quadrature node CQMOM with diameter.







^0010 ^1010 ^0110 mn10
^0001 ^1001 ^0101 ^1101
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Table 6.8: Moments if four radius nodes used.
m0000 m1000 m2000 m.3000 m-4000 ^5000 m.6000 ^7000
^0100 ^1100 ^2100 ^3100
m0010 m1010 m2010 m3010
m0001 m1001 m2001 m3001
across the inlet domain, which does not account for spatial variation of the particle velocities 
at the inlet which is seen [16, 131].
The results for the particle and fluid velocities for this low resolution test are shown 
in Figure 6.20. The low resolution of the simulations here show rather poor results for all 
three of the cases in both of the profiles. While the rate of velocity decay is about the same 
slope, the simulations here fail to show the core region of the jet maintaining a high velocity 
in the near-field region. However, there are a few things to note here for future use. The 
SC and VC cases show reasonable agreement with each other, and unlike the eight-node 
and four-node cases in the previous section, there is no distinct advantage to using either 
case based on the information of this plot. The SC-4 case shows the largest deviation from 
the others, particularly as the flow is further downstream. The SC-4 case does not allow 
for a full particle trajectory crossing to occur. While particles from different environments 
are capable of crossing, for two particles of the same radius it is not possible with this 
configuration of the moments, and this could be the main source of error which causes the 
SC-4 case to deviate far from the others.
Centerline Fluid Velocity Centerline Particle Velocity
x/D
(a) (b)
Figure 6.20: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity (a) and the particle 
velocity (b) for the VR =  0.0 case. Lines show the simulation results and the markers show 
the experimental results.
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The agreement of the SC and VC cases is not quite as close as the cases utilizing four and 
eight quadrature nodes, and a further investigation of these cases is done. A two-dimensional 
slice of the domains showing the zeroth moment and the average radius is shown in Figure
6.21. Both cases show the width of the jet as fairly narrow in the number density plots 
in Figure 6.21(a) and (b). When looking at the average radius plots in Figure 6.21(c) and
(d), both cases show high average radius of particles at the very fringes between where it 
drops to a value of zero completely. This occurs due to some numerical dispersion, and the 
primary goal of the tuning parameters in Subsection 6.3.1 is to avoid this numerical noise. 
The noise occur in areas with a very small number density, as observed by comparing the 
average radius contour to the number density contour, and it should have little effect on 
the overall simulation. The large difference between the two is that the VC case shows that 
the main section of the jet has nearly the same average particle size across the slice. The 
SC case shows the spreading of different particle sizes, larger particle sizes are in the central 
jet, and further from the central jet smaller particles are located.
Intuitively, the results of the SC case should be closer to actual physical data. The 
smaller particles are transported to the edges of the jet by eddies, as the relaxation time 
of small particles adapts to the fluid streamlines faster. The larger particles have more 
inertia and are not as easily convected from the center portion of the jet. The limitation 
of only one quadrature node for the radius in the VC case can cause the general averaging 
seen in those results. In cases where particles of different sizes enter the same cell with the 
velocities, the CQMOM algorithm with only one node of the radius will average these two 
values. When the velocities are different, the radius should be preserved.
While the SC case appears to be the best case going forward with CQMOM for future 
uses, there is a limitation that one must consider. As with the SC-4 case, if the velocities are 
not allowed to have more than one quadrature node, then the particle trajectory crossing 
-  one of the main advantages of CQMOM -  will not be possible to simulate. If additional 
scalars are added to the list of internal coordinates, it is likely that they may be dependent on 
or at least highly correlated with the radius. In this case, at least one of the velocities should 
be included early in the conditional splitting of the PBE. The best way to split the PBE 
and order the internal coordinates would likely be to use radius as the first, the velocities 
as the second, third and fourth, and any additional scalars after that. Mathematically, the 
splitting of the PBE into conditionals would be expressed as
n(£) =  n(£|u, v, w , r)n(w|u, v, r)n(v|u, r)n(u|r). (6.99)















Figure 6.21: A two-dimensional slice of the domain at the centerline showing the zeroth 
moment for VC (a) and SC (b) cases, along with the average radius for the VC (c) and SC
(d) cases.
that was used in the monodisperse case. The SC-4 case was not run, as the results were 
significantly worse than the other two cases, and it was regarded as a poor option. The 
results for the fluid and particle velocities at the centerline of the jet are shown in Figure
6.22. These cases show a large improvement over the previous under resolved case. For the 
particle velocity, both cases show nearly identical agreement with experimental data in the 
near-field region. As the core of the jet breaks up, the two cases start to deviate slightly, 
but still show very good agreement with the experiment throughout the rest of the domain. 
For the fluid velocity, both cases are nearly identical to each other in the near-field region, 
however, they do overestimate the region before significant velocity decay occurs a little 
bit. In the far-field region, the SC case shows more decay in the velocity profile than the 
VC case, which is more in line with the experimental data.
The results for the fluid and particle velocity fluctuations are shown in Figure 6.23. 
For the fluid velocity fluctuations, both methods perform nearly the same in the near-field 
region up to about halfway downstream, and match experimental data well here. Further
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Figure 6.22: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity (a) and the particle 
velocity (b) for the VR =  0.0 case with a high grid resolution. Lines show the simulation 
results and the markers show the experimental results.
downstream near a x /D  of 10, the SC case has a spike in its level of fluctuations that is 
inconsistent with the experimental data. In this region, the fluctuation levels in VC case stay 
relatively the same, which is more consistent with the experimental results. For the particle 
velocity fluctuations, there is little agreement with the results in the near-field region. As 
with the monodisperse case, this is due to the initialization. The small ±0.01 perturbation 
was not sufficient to characterize the inlet fluctuations of the particles. In addition, the 
near-field region shows some unexplained noise in the fluctuation levels for the VC case. 
Further downstream, the particles in both simulations begin to develop fluctuations that are 
of the same magnitude of those in the experiments. The VC case matches the experimental 
data the best in the far-field region, while the SC case overestimates the fluctuation levels 
slightly in this region. Overall, the SC case appears to capture the averaged velocities better 
than the VC case, but the opposite occurs for the results of the velocity fluctuations.
A two-dimensional slice of the domains showing the zeroth moment and the average 
radius for these high resolution cases is shown in Figure 6.24. The zeroth moment of the 
particles in Figure 6.24(a) and (b) is focused on the center of the jet, and does not break up 
significantly until half the domain is covered. Even at the higher resolution, numerical noise 
occurs near the fringe areas of the jet where large average radii are calculated. However, 
as with the low resolution cases, this noise is far enough from the central jet and has such 
a low number density, it should have little effect on the simulations. For the VC case, the 
noise appears to be worse than in the lower resolution case in Figure 6.21(c). At this higher 
resolution, both cases maintain the same behavior seen with the previous cases. The SC
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Figure 6.23: The time-averaged centerline data for the fluid velocity fluctuations (a) and 
the particle velocity fluctuations (b) for the VR =  0.0 case with a high grid resolution. 
Lines show the simulation results and the markers show the experimental results.
case shows the core of the jet containing larger average particles as those particles adapt 
to the fluid flow slower. The VC case still shows the bulk of the jet as one average particle 
size when the resolution is increased.
Near the inlet region, the VC case shows much more noise in the radius profile than 
the SC case. The number density cutoff that is used to plot the radius is five orders of 
magnitude less than the core particle flow. The noise in the VC case may be significant in 
that the average radius is calculated to be higher than the node of 30 ^m in some areas. If 
the quadrature nodes of the VC case were expanded such that Ni =  2 for all of the internal 
coordinates, it is possible that the spreading of different size particles could be captured. 
However, this would require more than a four times increase in the computational cost as the 
total quadrature nodes would increase to 16, and the total number of transport equations 
would increase to 46, and this cost is not desirable for large-scale simulations.
6.3.5 CQ M OM  Scalar Test
While no simulations were run for a full coal combustion case, the methodology from the 
scalar extension shown in Subsection 6.2.3 should be applicable to that problem, as well as 
any other multivariate distribution with well-behaved internal coordinate source terms. For 
ill-conditioned source terms, derivations using the quadrature approximation could likely 
be made and adapted to fit here. In order to show that the extension of CQMOM into 
M -dimensional internal coordinate space is valid, a simple test case will be set up.
This test case will be the stand-in parameters for a coal combustion case consisting 
of the three velocities for particles, and four scalar components of the system. The scalar
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(c) (d)
Figure 6.24: A two-dimensional slice of the domain at the centerline showing the zeroth 
moment for VC (a) and SC (b) resolved cases, along with the average radius for the VC (c) 
and SC (d) cases.
components in the case of coal would be particle diameter, coal mass, char mass and particle 
temperature. The values used are entirely arbitrary, and should not be interpreted as actual 
physical parameters to be used in coal simulation. The values were selected over a wide 
array of magnitudes to show the quadrature nodes can be preserved without scaling. The 
values used to initialize the system are listed in Table 6.9.
As was shown previously, adequate results for particle transport were achieved with only 
four total quadrature nodes. The test case here will again use four total quadrature nodes, 
with two nodes in the u-velocity and two nodes in the v-velocity, with one node in the 
w-velocity and the rest of the scalar internal coordinates. This results in 30 total moment 
transport equations, which are listed in Table 6.10. It should be noted that for the same 
number of quadrature nodes and internal coordinates, a DQMOM approach would require 
32 transport equations. Thus, the approximate cost of CQMOM in the context here with
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Table 6.9: Initialized values for internal coordiantes in seven-dimensional CQMOM.
variable e node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4
u 0.01 2 -  e 2 —e 2 + e 2 +  e
v 0.01 1 — e 1 + e 1 — e 1 +  e
w 0.01 1 — e 1 —e 1 +  e 1 +  e
Radius 1.0 10 — e 10 +  e 10 — e 10 +  e
Coal Mass 0.0001 0.01 +  e 0.01 — e 0.01 +  e 0.01 — e
Char Mass 0.0001 0.001 +  e 0.001 +  e 0.001 — e 0.001 — e
Temperature 10.0 300 +  e 300 +  e 300 — e 300 — e
Table 6.10: Moments used for four quadrature node CQMOM with seven internal 
coordinates.







m0010000 m1010000 m0110000 m1110000
m-0001000 m-1001000 m-0101000 m1101000
m0000100 m1000100 m0100100 m1100100
m0000010 m 1000010 m0100010 m1100010
m0000001 m1000001 m0100001 m 1100001
only one permutation of the quadrature nodes requires about the same number of equations.
A three-dimensional rendering of this jet is shown in Figure 6.25(a). This shows the jet 
as it diagonally travels through the domain. The simulation is a simple 1 m3 box with the 
same resolution as used in the earlier test case, with 100 cells in each dimension run on 125 
processors. As the jet travels diagonally it is spread slightly, both due to the variance in the 
velocity initialization and due to some numerical diffusion. To actually observe the scalar 
transport of the seven internal coordinates, a two-dimensional plane of the simulation will 
be shown. The zeroth moment of the plane on the centerline of the domain is shown in 
Figure 6.25(b).
In figure Figure 6.26, the first three internal coordinates are shown along a slice of 
the domain. These coordinates are the u-, v-, and w-velocities. Each row in the figure 
corresponds to an internal coordinate, (a-d) for u-velocity, (e-h) for v-velocity, and (i-l) 
for w-velocity. As this is a test case, no drag is included so the particles flow in the same 
direction as initialized. Some “speckles” do appear, but these are in areas far away from the 
main flow field given by the zeroth moment in Figure 6.25. The values for the quadrature
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Figure 6.25: A three-dimensional rendering of the zeroth moment of the jet (a) and a 











Figure 6.26: A two-dimensional slice of the domain showing velocity transport in CQMOM 
with seven internal coordinates. The coordinates shown here are: (a-d) u-velocity, (e-h) 
v-velocity, and (i-l) w-velocity.
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nodes correspond to the initialized nodes in Table 6.9.
The remaining internal coordinates are all of the coal-specific scalars of the system, 
these are shown in Figure 6.27. As before, each row corresponds to a different internal 
coordinate, (a-d) is the radius, (e-h) is the coal mass, (i-l) is the char mass, and (m-p) is 
the temperature. As with the velocities, the quadrature nodes here are preserved as the 
moments are convected across the domain and continue to match the values in Table 6.9. 
The “speckles” present from the velocities are still present here. These are very small values 
for the number density that are not near the main flow of the system.
The internal coordinates that were shown vary several orders of magnitude. The highest 
average internal coordinate values is 300, and the lowest is 0.001 so the change across the 
variables is five orders of magnitude. In the perturbation of e, the range is varied from 10 to
(o) (p)
Figure 6.27: A two-dimensional slice of the domain showing scalar transport in CQMOM 
with seven internal coordinates. The coordinates shown here are: (a-d) radius, (e-h) mass, 
(i-l) char, and (m-p) temperature.
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0.0001, again with five orders of magnitude in change. The transport of the moments for the 
problem were the unscaled values, so the CQMOM algorithm can handle the quadrature 
approximation with these large differences in the internal coordinates. In addition, the 
CQMOM algorithm can deal with any arbitrary number of internal coordinates; here, seven 
are shown as this number has been used in past coal combustion simulations. The CQMOM 
framework developed here should be adaptable to any other particle systems, as long as the 
source terms can be modeled in a similar method to that shown in Subsection 6.2.4.
6.4 Conclusion
A new moment method termed CQMOM for use in disperse particle flow was outlined 
here. The method was shown to have good results in simple particle trajectory crossing 
examples when compared to the older method of DQMOM. In combination with the 
turbulent inlet condition of Chapter 3, validation cases were set up for comparison with 
experimental data. The first case used large particles with a monodisperse assumption so 
that only three internal coordinates for size were used. An extension of the method was 
created to extend to four dimensions of internal coordinates; this extension was then used 
for the next validation case using polydisperse particles so that the diameter was included 
as an internal coordinate. Further extension of CQMOM was made with a constriction 
on the number of quadrature nodes added for higher than four coordinates; this extension 
should work for any arbitrary number of internal coordinates. This was shown to preserve 
the initial nodes in an example transport problem using seven internal coordinates that 
would be representative of a coal combustion simulation. A full coal combustion simulation 
should be possible using CQMOM, as long as the appropriate source terms are developed 
and implemented.
Some of the discrepancies with comparisons with the experimental data could be due 
to some of the approximations that were taken in the implementation. The first major ap­
proximation was to ignore all of the extra permutations and combinations of the conditional 
splitting of the PBE for the kinetic modeling. In the prior specification of the method, 
it was stated that for three velocities six permutations must be used in eight different 
combinations of the transport. This is highly undesirable for a full CFD implementation, 
as the computational cost would be too high. If the CQMOM method were the same 
cost as DQMOM, it would require more than an eight times increase over the current 
implementation. The second approximation that may contribute to the error is the handling 
of the source term. Prior studies apply the source terms directly to the nodes, then do a full
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moment reconstruction after the abscissas are updated. As with the kinetic modeling, this 
would cause an increase in the computational cost, albeit probably not as severe. The lack 
of variance in the inlet particle velocity could also be another area of error, as the proper 
value for the variance is not developed until significantly far downstream.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to improve inlet conditions in LES flows, a turbulent inlet condition was 
implemented into the ARCHES codebase. The inlet was implemented as a standalone 
executable to produce a table prior to running a simulation. This implementation allows for 
easy verification that first- and second-order statistics are preserved. The two methods for 
the synthetic inlet condition both showed improvement in the flow field when compared to a 
constant inlet velocity case. In particular, the fluctuations in the velocity field that could not 
be obtained when using a constant inlet led to the proper development of turbulence within 
the core region of the jet, which improved the core jet breakup. The implementation of the 
method in the ARCHES codebase should be adaptable for further use in LES simulations 
with any geometric configuration.
The precipitation of calcium carbonate was modeled using QMOM. Two separate sets 
of simulations were run. The first set of simulations involved a simplified geometry. Using 
higher Reynolds numbers to improve the mixing rates resulted in smaller radii in the particle 
size distributions of all of the polymorphs. The high order of magnitude that the ACC 
polymorph exhibits did not allow for any selectivity between the different polymorphs with 
the concentration values used here. The second set of simulations utilized industrial pilot 
scale reactors. The turbulent inlet flow condition was used in these geometries to improve 
the inlet conditions of the truncated domains. The two reactors were set to the same inlet 
Reynolds number and flow rate to be able to make solid conclusions on the mixing. The 
impinging jets reactor was shown to produce a higher number density of the particles than 
in the mixing pipes reactor. The impinging jets reactor did produce larger particles, which 
were due to the longer residence time.
A method was used to set up a library for flamelet modeling to represent subgrid scales 
in gaseous combustion. Output from a flamelet code was parsed and remapped onto new 
definitions for the extent of reaction and mixture fraction for combustion of natural gas. 
A presumed PDF method was used for the subgrid modeling, with a clipped Gaussian
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distribution used for the mixture fraction, and a log-normal distribution used for the scalar 
dissipation rate. The flamelet library was shown to produce expected results as the heat 
loss was varied, the temperature and enthalpy of the curve varied nearly linearly due to the 
normalization. As the scalar variance was varied the system reaches a nonmixed state at 
maximum variance. The heat loss showed an increase in the thermal production of minor 
species of NO and NO2 as it, and therefore the temperature was increased. As the method 
only requires a reaction mechanism for the fuel along with thermodynamic properties of the 
species, and inlet conditions of fuel and oxidation streams, it should be adaptable for any 
LES subgrid modeling of combustion systems.
A framework was developed for multiphase flow using CQMOM. The CQMOM frame­
work developed here was utilized to show improvement in particle trajectory crossing 
problems when compared to DQMOM. The CQMOM framework was also used to demon­
strate its use in inert particle flow problems by comparisons with experimental data. The 
simulations here also utilized the turbulent inlet condition with the same parameters used 
previously. In the monodisperse cases, only moderate agreement with the experimental 
data was seen. The CQMOM framework has been shown to be extendable to an arbitrarily 
large number of internal coordinates. As long as models are developed for the rate change 
for any scalar internal coordinate, then it should be easy to adapt CQMOM to be usable 
for coal combustion, or any other disperse particle flow application.
There are several areas of this research that are original contributions to the field. For 
the turbulent inlet case, this particular study is the first to compare the two synthetic eddy 
methods used here to experimental data to examine the improvement of simulations over 
using a constant inlet for coaxial flow jets in such detail. For the precipitation study, the 
modeling of a complex precipitate that has multiple competing solid phase reactions is an 
addition to the field. For flamelets, the work here has extended previous formulations of 
the model to account for more variations in local effects. For CQMOM, the implementation 
of the technique with velocity internal coordinates into an LES code is the first such study. 
In addition, the extension of the CQMOM inversion algorithm into M -dimensional internal 
coordinate space is a novel technique that will allow for the modeling of complex particle 
flows.
Some of the work presented here has been published in the literature. Chapter 3 
discussed the implementation of turbulent inlet conditions into the ARCHES codebase. 
This work has been published in its entirety in Abboud and Smith [2]. Chapter 4 discussed 
research of the precipitation of calcium carbonate. The formulation of the model and the
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simulations with the temporal jet geometry have been published in Abboud et al. [1]. The 
study focused on the comparison of these LES results with results from a one-dimensional 
turbulence code.
The recommendations for future research in the areas that were discussed in this disser­
tation are as follows. For the turbulent inlet research, the digital filter method could be used 
in other ARCHES simulations to improve the flow conditions. The method was presented 
for constant density cases, some modifications may be required for variable density inlets. 
For the precipitation research, an aspect that could be studied is lowering the concentration 
condition that was used; this may provide a way for the simulations to show better selectivity 
between the different polymorphs. For the flamelet research, the tabulated data could be run 
in the LES code for comparisons with experimental data. The results of a CFD simulation 
could also be compared with results using the current combustion models in ARCHES of the 
equilibrium model and the rate-controlled constrained equilibrium model. For the CQMOM 
research, the M-dimensional extension for the method should make it easily adaptable to 
use for modeling coal combustion and comparison with the current DQMOM model in 
ARCHES. Simulating coal combustion with the CQMOM model should only require the 
implementation of appropriate source terms for the scalars. A few improvements could also 
be made to the CQMOM code. Currently, wall interaction only works for flat walls in the 
Cartesian framework, it would be desirable to allow for the method to interact correctly 
with diagonal walls. It may also be interesting to investigate initializing the moments at 
the inlet with continuous distributions rather than point distributions.
APPENDIX A
DARS FLAMELET ALGORITHM/STEPS
This appendix outlines the specific steps used to produce a table for use in the ARCHES 
codebase using the flamelet modeling from DARS. Consider the generic chemical reaction
C* —  I +  O2 —  P
where C* is essentially the component of fuel that is nonreactive, I is the reactive interme­
diate, O2 is the oxidizer, and P is the set of products.
1. DARS GUI
(a) Use the DARS Flamelet library to create four preliminary files needed to begin 
a simulation
i. This case uses only one radiation factor R f -  this appears in enthalpy 
equation as R f * a * (T4 — T4)
ii. Use a mixture fraction of 100 points
iii. Define fuel and oxidizer streams
A. Fuel stream has C* with a value of 0.0 mass fraction
iv. Four files are generated
A. FlameUserSettings.txt -  Contains the RF used for simulation
B. GasComposition.txt -  Contains the fuel and oxidizer stream information
C. InputRedKinMec.txt
D. InputRedKinTherm.txt
2. Running DARS from script files
(a) Loop over all reaction extents in XI.txt (0.0 to 1.0)
(b) Loop over all radiation factors in RF.txt (-12.0 to 12.0)
(c) Change the value of C* and CH4 in the GasComposition.txt file
(d) Change the value of RF in the FlameUserSettings.txt file
(e) Run chamble.exe (DARS solver for each setting)
i. The runDARS.sh script accomplishes this with the sed utility
(f) Result
i. This gives XI folders for each value from 0.0 to 1.0
ii. Each XI folder contains RF folders for each value from -12.0 to 12.0
iii. Each RF folder contains many data files numbered by the \st value up to 
the blowout
(g) Gather only the SV and Yp files to be used in the table
i. SV files contain the information of state space variables (T, density, enthalpy, 
molecular weight, etc.) as a function of mixture fraction
ii. Yp files contain the mass fraction information of the species in the kinetic 
file as a function of mixture fraction
iii. Easy collection of these files can be done with the scripts gatherData.sh and 
ResultsFilter.sh
3. Matlab table parsing
(a) Use the DARSParse.m file to open all of the files created by DARS and parse 
the data into a multidimensional array
(b) Calculate the sensible heat (hs) from the adiabatic case (RF =  0.0) for each value 
of XI
(c) Calculate x  if not found in the table (as of 2012 it should be a table variable)
(d) Find a global value for Xmax and x min to be used over all of the table
(e) Find hs and Ha to include in the table
(f) Find the heat loss value for each point as y =  Hah-H
(g) Do interpolation to construct one grid of scalar dissipation and mixture fraction 
space across all XI
i. This maps out a heat loss space, then finds the data from the RF values to 
interpolate onto this space
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(h) Fill out empty values of heat loss and dissipation in the table
i. For high missing values of x  use cold mixing result -  blowout has occurred
ii. For low missing values of x  copy the next highest value
iii. High/low missing values of heat loss use closest converged values mass frac­
tion composition, then adjust temperature and iterate until heat loss value 
is matched
(i) Save a text file with information, using MATLAB integration tools is too slow 
from here
4. C + +  Integration
(a) Calculate the equations for the joint presumed PDFs of mixture fraction and 
scalar dissipation rate
(b) This is done using int.exe (raw code in DARSIntegrate.cc/h)
(c) Mixture fraction PDF
i. A Clipped Gaussian PDF is used
ii. The ^ and a parameters are pretabulated as a function of the average and 
variance in ClippGaussParams.txt
(d) Scalar dissipation rate PDF
L f X* =  a{21) 1 /2 X  [- 212(ln(x* -  ^)2]
ii. ^ is related to the mean value of x*
iii. and a is related to the standard deviation
iv. From experimental work a =  [2, 4] -  used 3
v. Get range of values for (x)
vi. Determine the value of ^ for each x
vii. (x*) =  exp(^ +  0.5a2 -  ^ =  ln (x*) — 0.5a2
(e) Use the joint mixture fraction and dissipation rate PDF result to get the averaged 
value for each (0) (variables of interest)
(f) f z,x =  f z f{x*)
(g) (0) fo f ° °  0 f z,Xdx dz
(h) Trapezoidal integration of 2-3000 points
(i) Output these data tabulated over all relevant parameters
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5. Matlab table creation
(a) Load the text file from the C + +  integration
(b) Construct a space in n and space
(c) Interpolate the £ and z space onto these new values
(d) n =  7+c*+o2
(e) f  =  7+O2
(f) Create a five-dimensional table text file in ARCHES readable format
i. 0  =  0 (n  f , g ,Y,x )
(g) Save all the data as a .mat file; this can be loaded to plot graphs
6. ARCHES/LES
( z '2> fc1/2
(a) (x) =  Ct,SKE-----A-----
(b) Ct,ske  =  2
(c) ( Z '2)  =  2(DZ +  Dt) g  U  (one model)
APPENDIX B
CODE ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE 
REQUIRED MOMENTS IN CQMOM
void CQMOMInversion( const int& M, const vector<int>& N_i)
{
cout << "List of required moments" << endl; 
for (int i = 0; i < N_i[0]*2; i++ ) { 
cout << "m_" << i << endl;
}
if (M == 1) { 
return;
}
// loop over each k_2 1,...,2N2-1 
// 0th moment for all conditional = 1 
for (int k = 1; k < 2*N_i[1]; k++) { 
for (int i=0; i < N_i[0]; i++) { 
cout << "m_" << i << k << endl;
}
}
if (M == 2) {return;}
// start the 3D quadrature method 
for (int k3 = 1; k3 < 2*N_i[2]; k3++) { 
for (int k2 = 0; k2 < N_i[1]; k2++) {
// loop through all combinations of k_2/k_3 for zeta values 
for (int i = 0; i < N_i[0]; i++) {





if ( M == 3 ) {return;}
// start the 4D quadrature 
for (int k2 = 0; k2 < N_i[1]; k2++ ) { 
for (int k3 = 0; k3 < N_i[2]; k3++ ) { 
for (int k4 = 1; k4 < 2*N_i[3]; k4++ ) { 
for (int k1 = 0; k1 < N_i[0]; k1++) {





if ( M == 4 ) {return;}
// after M = 4, limit internal coordinates to 1 per direction 
for (int m = 5; m <= M; m++) {
// all the steps in the 4D quadrature need to be repeated 
// but with different moment sets based on m 
for (int k2 = 0; k2 < N_i[1]; k2++ ) { 
for (int k3 = 0; k3 < N_i[2]; k3++ ) { 
for (int k4 = 0 ;  k4 < N_i[3]; k4++ ) { 
for (int k1 = 0; k1 < N_i[0]; k1++) { 
cout << "m_" << k1 << k2 << k3 << k4; 
for (int i = 5; i <= m; i++) { 
int product; 
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